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Instruction Books
FOR. THE PIANOFORTE

GRADED EDITION FOR THE PIANO

The Teachers’ Edition
Your labors will be reduced while the
pleasures of teaching increase, if you
adopt the

L. F.

GRADED
EDITION

of MERITORIOUS STANDARD
COMPOSITIONS
consisting of one hundred carefully
selected compositions in all grades,
representing the best productions of
successful and intellectual writersStandard prices prevail.

FIVE HUNDRED BUSY TEACHERS
used the edition last season with com¬
plete satisfaction, and will repeat the
action this year. 50'; of them have
written that they recommended the
edition to other members of the guild
and have caused many dealers lo
handle the line entirely of their own
accord, unsolicited by us.

L. F.
was built to suit
greatest number
instructors who
which comprise

GRADED
EDITION

the requirements of the
of teachers by eminent
selected the numbers
the edition.

SEND FOR A CATALOG

widely used by our best teachers, are first of all,
modern, with crisp and fresh ideas. The authors
are all musicians of experience in elementary teachm A change of text books broadens the teacher and
relieves the drudgery of routine teaching. If you
are wedded to other methods, break away once, if
only for a change.
.
All or any of these Methods will be sent On Sale
to any of our patrons who may wish them.

First Steps in Pianoforte
Study
THEODORE PR.ESSER
A Beginner’s Instruction Book
This work has had infinitely more care In its compilation than
any work on our catalogue. Under the guidance of Mr. Presser
it IS most carefully graded, and might be used as a kindergarten
method.
Price, $1.00
40,000 SOLD

Method for the Piano
CHAR.LES W. LANDON
No piano instructor, during the last twenty-five years, has mel
rilh such success as this one. The author is a practical teacher
»lth extended experience in primary work. The Mason Systeir
t introduced in its simpler forms. All dry. technical exercise:
re discarded. Copious directions are given the teacher.
Price, $1.50

Foundation Materials for
the Piano
CHAR.LES W. LANDON
The author's best efforts have gone into this work, and we can
safely say that a more pleasing and interesting, yet practical,
Piano Method has never been published. It does not progress too
rapidly; the pieces are short and melodious; special attention has
been given to producing ultimate skill in sight reading. Each
has a motto bearing on thorough and earnest work.
Price, $1.00

Twenty Lessons to a Be¬
ginner in Piano Playing
W. S. B. MATHEWS
An Epoch-making Work In tl o Art of Teaching
Music
A Wide Departure from all Previous Methods
A distinct departure from the ordinary orthodox way of teachrig the piano to a beginner. Prom the very first it involves earraining technic according to Mason's system, and writing music

OUR TEACHERS’ SAMPLE VOLUMES
MAKE SELECTIONS EASY AND HANDY
They should be on your Dealer's Counter
IF NOT THERE-PLEASE WRITE

LEO.FEISTKSsf NEW YORK
Publisher gf “MANSFELDT’S
NEW TECHNIC,” positively the
greatest work of its kind ever con¬
ceived.
PRICE, TWO DOLLARS AND FIFTY CENTS. IN
FLEXIBLE CLOTH BINDING. MONEY BACK IF NOT
ALL THAT IS CLAIMED FOR IT.

Mall orders not solicited. We prefer that you
purchase our publications front your dealer; but if
he does not have the goods, please order direct.

Easy Method for the
Pianoforte
A. R-OMMEL, A. C. M.
A thoroughly practical work containing everything a progressive
teacher might desire; nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, noth¬
ing dull. The work is thoroughly interesting, containing eac'v
be*
fo£her a,’51 PT1' Sareful'y graded, and is one* f the
nest guides for a pupil of the piano in the first year of instruction
Price, $1.00

The Art of Pianoforte
Playing

Eight Hands
The following list is a selection of the list of the litera¬
ture for this arrangement, for two pianos, eight hands.
We shall add other numbers constantly, including new
compositions by the best foreign composers.
Pieces of all grades are represented, so that teachers can
take advantage of the usefulness of ensemble playing with
even beginners. The list will be found particularly rich in
brilliant and effective pieces for recital and concert work.
Suitable selections will be made and sent on sale.
The same liberal discount allowed as on, our own
sheet music publications
BEETHOVEN. Egmont, Overture. Bur, hard $2 10
-Turkish March...Bui chard
BEHR. Op. 443. Mitzi Katzcheu.Blasser
BELLINI. Norma, Fantasy .Alberti
BOCCHERINI. MenuetinA .Burchard
BOIELDIEU. Calif of Bagdad, Overture .Burchard
ENGELMANN. Op. 270, Over Hill and Dale ..
-Op. 307, Parade Rev’

KELER BELA. Op. 73. Lustspiel, Overture.Herbert
KONTSKI, de. Awakening of the Lion.Horn
-Op. 369, Persian March.Goerdeler
KOWALSKI. Op. 13, Hungarian March.
KRAMER. Op. 9. Jubelfeier, Polonaise .Herbert
KUCKEN. Op. 72, Fest-Polonaise..Jansen
LACHNER. March from Suite Op. 113 .
LISZT. Op. 12, Grand Galop Chromatique.Vegh
-Rakoczy March.-.Horn
-Second Hungarian March.....Horn
-Hungarian Rhapsodie No. 2 .Kleinmichel
MATTEL Tourbillon, Grande Vaise, A flat .Wolff
MENDELSSOHN. Midsummer Night's Dream,
Overture.
Jansen
-Op. 95, Ruy Bias, Overture .Jansen
-Spring Song .Wagner
-War March of the Priests .Jansen
-Wedding March.-.Jansen
MILDE. Op. 10, Galop de Concert.
MOSZKOWSKI. Op. rs, Serenata.Blanc
MOZART. Magic Flute, Overture.Burchard
NESVADBA. Op. 7. Loreley.Burchard
NICOLAI. Merry Wives of Windsor, Overture.Enke
RAFF. Op. 174, No. 6, Polka .B,’?ss,ler.
-Vaise Impromptu a la Tyrolienne.Herbert
ROSSINI. Barber of Seville, Overture.Andrf
-Barber of Seville, Fantasy.
Alberti
-Semiramide, Overture .’•.Burchard
-Tancredi, Overture.
Burchard
-William Tell, Overture.Schmidt
RUBINSTEIN. Trot de Cavalerie.Brissler
ST. SAENS. Op. 40, Danse Macabre .Guirot
SCHMIDT. Op. 9, Polonaise No. ..
-Op. 32, Polonaise No. 2...
SCHUBERT. Op. 51, No. 1, Marche Militaire.Wagner
-Op. 51, Three Marches Militaires .Brunner
-Op. 78, No. 3, Menuet .Wagner
-Rosamunde, Overture.Jansen
-Rosamunde, Ballet Music.Burchard
SCHULHOFF. Op. 6, Vaise Brillante, E flat.Horn
-Op. 20, Vaise Brillante, D flat.Horn
SCHUMANN, op. 82. No. 8. Hunting Song.Brissler
-Op. 124, No. 16, Slumber Song .Brissler
SPINDLER. Op. 140, No. 3, Charge of Hussars ...Herbert
SUPPE. Light Cavajry, Overture.Riedel
-Poet and Peasant, Overture .Brunner
THOMAS. Raymond, Ove
WAGNER. Lohengrin, Prelude ..Roques
-March and Bridal Chorus, “ Lohengrin " ..Roques
-Meistersinger, Overture . ....De Prosse
-Ride of the Valkyries . ... Chevillard
-Spinning Song, “ Flying Dutchman ”. .Keller
-Tannhauser, Overture . ....Burchard
-Tannhauser, March and Chorus .
WEBER. Euryanthe, Overture .Wittmann
-Freischiitz, Fantasy.Alberti
-Invitation to the Dance .Horn
-Oberon, Overture .IVrede
-Oberon, Fantasy.„.Alberti
We have just as large and valuable lists for

HUGH A. CLARKE. Mvs. Doc.
°rk is 1° furnish, a thoroughly artistic school
" su&a overcome.
wa>' ,ha‘ tlle difficulties that beset
Deginners are almost insensibly
Price, $1.50
LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION

TWO PIANOS

TWO PIANOS—FOUR HANDS.
SIX HANDS.
Lists on application.

~

Discounts the same.

THEODORE PRESSER THEO. PRESSER
1712 Chestnut Street,

STRICH & ZEIOLER

Philadelphia, Pau

1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

^^

^

_ Slveness
Touch, Unsurpassed Construction, Workmanship,
= and Excellence; and New Artistic Designs of Cases.

Mantfacturnn, of ArtUtic Grand and Vfirijbt Tinna,

1 32d St. & Alexander Ave., NEW YORK

THE
Music Books at Reasonable Prices
Celebrated

50 Cent Books

SEND

for.

-OUR,CATALOGS
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As a progressive teacher of piano playing, this
book will interest you. It deals with modern ideas
in a modern way and the line of reasoning is log¬
ically and convincingly stated.
■——
*he l.ow Wrist—now alu».^...jd-for Standard Fingir
Action; Finger Groupings over four keys, instead
of five; and Surface Practice af "
‘ *
developed muscles, tf—lu-’essarv relaxation.
The Five Finger Groupings were written for and
adapted to the Level Wrist Position. The Four
Finger Groupings make right position for elemen¬
tary work automatically possible, and allow the
modern Low Wrist position to be easily taken and
retained.
Surface Practice Insures the right order in tea<
Ing—preparation first and attack after - aids.
The Mechanics of Piano Playing is the only
work containing exercises ^specially adapted to
the Low Wrist Position.
The entire field of technic is covered completely,
specifically and progressively.
The book will be sent for examination to re¬
sponsible parti* s, subject to the teachers’ d iscount
of 20 per cent, and express charges both ways
if returned.
We are desirous ol giving the book wide
circulation among the teachers and to that
end will, until Mar. 31,1'906, supply one
copy to any one address for 80 Cents,
postage paid. Cash with order.

CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO..
•.

Publishers

220 Wabash Ave.,

•

.'

Chicago, III.

Seod (or sample copy of our Periodical. "Good Music.”

J. Fischer & Bro„

^^Fischer^sy^ ■
Edition X

7*11 Bible House. ,N. Y.

Rhys-Herbert’s Quartet Collections
Vol. 1
Vol. 2
VoJ. 3
Sacred

fot Male Voices . . .
for Female “
...
for Mixed *'
...
Quartets for Male Voices

Fischer’s Primary Grades
Song and Drill Book
Companion to the “Juvenile Entertainer” (3
volumes) compiled by G. Burton. 75 cents.
Dumbbell Exercises
with 51 Illustrations and Music by Victor Hammerel. 75 ci

Commencement Songs
A Collection of Unisoa, Two-part female,
Thyee-part male and female, and Four-part male
and mixed choruses, for School Closing Exer¬
cises. by W. Rhys-Herbert. Net 50 cents.

THE PUBLISHER OF THE ETUDE WILL SUPPLY ANYTHING IN MUSIC

THE
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EASTER SOLOS
EASTER DAWN—High or Low
.stock
THE RESURRECTION MORN—High or Low Ruffner
THE OLORIOUS /TORN—Son. or Mezzo Protheroe
BELLS OF EASTERTIDE—Mezzo.Coverley
RESURRECTION—High or Low. Holden
RESURRECTION
Cornet Solo—Piano or
Organ accompaniment. Holden

EASTER MORN—High or Low.Wilkinson
THe CONQUEROR—Sop. or Tenor
.Parsons
JUBILATE.CHRIST ISRISEN-Highor Low.Bracket
THE MAODALENE-Mezzo.barren
THE MAODALENE—Alto...W n»nl
AT THE SEPULCHRE-Sop. or Tenor.Oau
AT THE SEPULCHRE-Con. or Bass.Qaul

EASTER DUETS
HE LIVETH FOREVER—Sop. a

THE MAODALENE-Sop. and Alto..

EASTER ANTHEMS
.dressier
COMIL YB FAITHFUL.
l and English
THE PALMS —French, I
.. Prendeville
words, arranged by
.Oaul
NOW IS CHRIST RISEN
.Gabriel
CHRIST IS RISEN.
CHRIST, OUR PASSOVER . .Marzo
Sunday-school Services and Carols In great variety

THE CROWN IS ON .w“rT*n
CHRIST TRIUMPHANT. [ebbs
THIS IS THE DAY.Protheroe
JESUS OF NAZARETH.D?nks
WHY SEEK YE THE LIVING.Williams
LIFT YOUR GLAD VOICES.Haesche
HE IS RISEN.
Martens
Music sent on approval whenever desired

CO.

WM. A. POND
148

FIFTH

AVENUE.

Solos in Sheet Form
Brackett. Victor Immortal. M e d i n m
Voice.$'
Campbell. Day of Resurrection
2 Keys
— High and Low Voice.
Coombs. King of Glory. 2 Keys—High
and Low Voice.
(iounod. Easter Eve. 2 Keys—High and
Low Voice.
Gounod. Easter Eve. With Violin and
Organ Obligato. 2 Keys-High and
holt.

The Lord of Ages'. ' 2 Keys-High
and Medium Voice. (Palm Sunday) .
Lansing. Lord is Risen. With Violin Ob¬
ligato. 2 Key*—H i g h and Low
Voice.
Norris. Alleluia. 2 Keys—High and Low
Voice.
Rotoli. Glory to God. 3 Keys-High,
Medium and Low Voice.
Stults. Voice Triumphant. 2 Keys—
High and Low Voice.
.
Sudds. O Gladsome Day.
With Violin
and 'Cello Obligato. High Voice . .
Carols in Octavo Form
Wheeler.

Weld

e Happy Morning. .

NEW

EASTER
CHOIR MUSIC
EASTER CHOIR CANTATAS.
Our list of Easter Choir Cantatas is large, varied,
practicable, and immensely effective. Tens of thousands
of copies have been sold.
The Conquering King, (New).Ika B. Wilsos.
Easter Dawn.E- L Ashford.
The Easter King..«'ARY1, FnoRIo.
Cross and Crown.E. I.. Ashford.
The Resurrection..*1.
Porter.
The Easter Evangel..
E S. Lorenz.
Priest and King.Lorenz and others.
Net Prices: 40 cents per copy. $1.50 perdozen, postpaid,
$4 20 per dozen, by express, charges unpaid.
On receipt of20 cents for postage these cantatas will
be sent for examination for 10 days, to be returned
postpaid.
EASTER SHEET MUSIC.
Half off on Sheet Music
To Teachers, Choir Leaders and Organists.
SOLOS.
Jesus Victorious.Harry C. Eldridge.
so
What The Easter Bells Say. .. .. E. S. Lorenz.
The Mighty King. High and

Anthems in Octavo Form

In addition to the above list of our own publications we have a large and complete stock of
Easter Music for the Sunday School and Choir; Solos, Duets, Quartets, Anthems Carols
Services and Cantatas.
’
’

All sent on Selection at our usual Liberal Discounts

DUETS.

.E. L. Ashford.
Doubt No More. Tenor and Bass.... ......
.I. w. Hughes.
Ring Out, Ye Beils. Soprano and Alto.
..E. L. Ashford.
TRIO.
The Winter is Past. Soprano, Tenor and Bass.
Brilliantand charming music. E. L. Ashford.
The above nine Easter numbers will be sent for ex¬
amination, to be paid for at regular rates, or
returned, postpaid, within 10 dajs, properly wrapped
and unsoifed, if 15 cents are sent for postage.
NEW EASTER OCTAVOS.
545 He is Not Here.E I,. ASHFOED..I0
546 Your Lord and King Adore - T. D. Williams.. 10
547 Our Savior Lives.«>. M. SCHOEBEL..I0
548 The Lord is Risen.Lambillotte-Adams .. 10
540 Hosanna to the Son of David
E S. Lorenz..06
550 (Had Easter Day.L. O. E.MERSON..10
516 Christ Our Passover.E. L. Ashford.10
515 Thou Shalt Be Saved.E. S. Lorenz.10
(There is a Green Hill IRA B. Wilson. [Mens —
551 1 Jesus Lives.E. 8. Lorenz. / Voices-uo
552 Hosanna in the Highest .IRA B. Wilson.,06
ORDER BY NUMBER.
We have nearly a hundred other choice Easter
Octavos, ranging from the easy to the elaborate, uy various
authors of national reputation. A case containing from
•2050 25 Easter Anthems will he sent you for examination
to be returned, postpaid, in ten days, on receipt oflOcents
for postage. State whether you desire Easy, Medium or
Elaborate Grade.
Sample of Easter Number of Choir Leader (Medium
to Elaborate) or choir Herald (Easy to Medium) sent free.

The Lorenz Publishing Co.,
DAYTON

150 Fifth Avenue, New York
::::::

OHIO.

THE MARCH ISSUE, EASTER
NUMBER, OF THE

STANDARD
CHOIR
MONTHLY
CONTAINS

THEODORE PRESSER
Music Publisher, Dealer. Importer

- Accents each for Sheet Music, *
• & ■ V Wholesale Prices on all Popular Sheet
I
■ WT Music and Instruction Books.
,
I
Send three two cent stamps f>rSample
I • rnCop.v and Popular Musi ■ Herald.
^ "WW THE OEO. JABERO M|T IC CO.,
121 W. Seventh St.
Cincinnati Ohio, v

PHILADELPHIA, PA

W A T c H THIS SPACE
i.... Brehm's Monthly Bargain
Little lone Pictures. Four musical miniatures in the third
grade for Vmallhand*, no octaves, by John Martin.
.^,'r1s,de Melodies. Four new. easy transcriptions of old
Martin ’ arrangea for sma!1 bands, no octaves, by John
the two sets, el.bt complete .1
BREHM BROS.
Please mention THE ETUDE w :n addressing our advertisers.
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MaKing a Modern Conservatory of Music
What an Endowment is Doing for tHe Institute of Musical Art, New Yorh City

By JAMBS FRANCIS COOKE

Hope Crushed to Earth,Jta 'ar/d'ash ford.

YORK

Allen. Now is Christ Risen.
Attwater. He is Risen.
Chappie. Christ our Passover.
Hanks. Christ the Lord is Risen To-day .
Darnton. Christ our Passover.
Denee. Alleluia, Christ is Risen.
Giorza. Regina Cotli, No. 2 (Christ is
Risen). (Latin and English Words) .
Goodrich. Awake Thou that Sleepest . .
Goodrich. Sweetly the Birds are Singing .
Gounod. Blessed is He who Cometh . . .
King. 1 am He that Liveth.
Lyon. Christ is Risen.
Maker. Now is Christ Risen . . .
Martin. As it Began to Dawn .
Minshall. All Glory, Laud and Honor
Newcomb. Day of Resurrection.
Nichol. Now is Christ Risen ....
Norris. As it Began to dawn.
Schnecker. How Calm and Beautiful the Mor
Shackley. Christ our Passover.
Simper. Hallelujah, Christ is Risen .
Smallwood. Thanksbe to God.
Sudds. This is the Day . .
Trowbridge. Hallelujah, Christ is RUen '.
Trowbridge. Why Seek Ye the Living ?
Watson. Give Thanks unto the Lord .
Wodell. Sing, Gladly Sing.

Copyright 1906. by Theodore Presser

VOL. XXIV.

FOUR EASTER ANTHEMS
in addition to other good Church Music.
Ready February 20th.
Single Copies, $0.12
Per dozen. $1-25
TULLAR-MEREDITH CO.,
150 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

INTRODUCTORY OFFER of Six Brilliant Piano
Pieces, Especially Good for Teaching Purposes.
La Grace—Linn
Happy and Gay—Bebr
Sunbeam Gavotte—Linn Robin Red Breast—Bell
Hilarity—Bohm
In Good Humor—Sprankle
The six pieces will be sent during March for 25c. Singly, 5c.
Walter S Sprankle, Pnb , 809 E. 11th St Indianapolis,

Self-Supporting Institutions.
“The idea of self-support is
one of the very principles of
our existence,” said Dr. Damrosch. “The Institute of Mu¬
sical Art is distinctly not a
charitable institution, as
many fancied it would be.
The large endowment enables
us to do many things that
would be otherwise impossible,
out our rates for tuition are
equal to and in many in¬
stances more than other New
York schools.” It is not un¬
likely that this plan of selfsupport, eminently American
as it is, will be adopted by
other endowed institutions of
a similar character that may
ne founded in the future.
Teachers who have been con¬
cerned about the possibility of
"free instruction,” which
would be manifestly unfair
and destructive to the busi¬
ness interests of thousands of
teachers, may rest at ease
upon this point.
“A special characteristic of
our plan,” said Dr. Damrosch,
“will lie in the fact that the
Institute will be divorced
from all elements of commer¬
cial speculation. It will stand
for all that is best in mu¬
sical art. It is, of course,
making institution. While many schools controlled
by private interests have accomplished splendid and
memorable results in our country, it is nevertheless a
deplorable fact that some schools often fall into the
hands of promoters entirely barren of musical ideals,
and are operated for the sole purpose of grinding
°ut as much revenue as the pupil can be induced ts
Part with,
“It is against evils of this sort that we are enabled
successfully to contend. Our capacity is limited to
about 400 pupils. Thousands ©f music students
to New York every year. It is obvious from this,
that by maintaining as high a standard as possible,
the actual interests of private schools and music
teachers, deserving of patronage, not only in New
York but throughout the country, will be greatly
enhanced. We are turning pupils away every day.
this must mean business for hundreds of other teach¬
ers, business, stimulated by the general musical in¬
terest aroused by the Loeb Fund. Manager Heinrich
Lonried, of the Metropolitan Opera House, recently
stated: ‘New York has gone music mad’; and this
Would seem to be sufficiently verified by the fact that
*2,000,000 and more are spent for music in New York

Institute of Musical Art, New York Crry.
City every year. Similar conditions are apparently
pervading the entire country, and a very sanguine
outlook should be taken by all musicians. Endow¬
ments such as the Loeb Fund are perhaps the most
important factors in the new forward movement.”
European Music Schools.
Dr. Damrosch next entered upon a lengthy disserta¬
tion upon European music schools. W’hile Dr. Damroscli concedes tfte enormous importance of these for¬
eign schools in musical history, he found many con
ditions abroad that were far from desirable. “Few
American students,” he remarked, “really know’ any¬
thing of the dilapidated condition in which some ol
the great European schools are to be found. Of
course, there are splendidly equipped schools, such
as the Royal College of London, The Royal High
School of Berlin, the conservatories of Munich, Leip¬
zig, Vienna and a few other smaller schools, with
members upon their faculties representing the lead¬
ing lights in European musical endeavor. The gen¬
eral fault with all European music schools is the
lack of eclectic individualism in the instruction of
pupils, together with the almost complete absence of
a unified pedagogic scheme. The pupils, w’hen they

have graduated, have passed
througli a certain process
which in most cases is iden¬
tical with those used for the
last half century and, it
maybe, which are likely to lie
used for a century to come.
The ^product of the mill is
b r a n d e dS Individuality is
choked.
Artistic tempera¬
ment has been beaten into
hopeless submission by the
relentless machinery of the
‘music factory.’
Sometimes,
but very rarely indeed, a stu¬
dent with a strong personality
■will refuse to succumb, and a
great musician is evolved.
The others, thousands strong,
join in the great and certain
march to oblivion.”
The force of Dr. Damrosch’s
statement regarding the arbi¬
trary mechanism of some
European schools needs no
further verification than a
perusal of the lists of grad¬
uates of these schools. So far
as conservatism as an obstruc¬
tive element is concerned, one
has only to remember that the
“Kindergarten,” the creation
of the greatest German educa¬
tor, now introduced very gen¬
erally in all public school
work in this country, has still
no official recognition in the Prussian State educa¬
tional system.
National Conservatories.
“The matter of a national conservatory Is, of
course, continually agitated in this country.” said
Dr. Damrosch. “Such an institution is as yet a
physical and political impossibility. We have as yet
no national board of educators, musicians and artists
with permanent authority similar to the .French
Academy, whereby an institution of national pre¬
tensions could be properly supported and guided. The
constantly changing political conditions of America,
the vastness of the country, the lieterogeneity of
popular musical opinion, and various other elements
contribute to make a national school impossible.
Furthermore, I do not feel that a national school
would be altogether desirable, even did the foregoing
conditions not preclude the feasibility of the estab¬
lishment of such a school. I once had a lengthy con¬
ference with the venerable head of the Royal Music
School at Brussels—Mr. F. A. Gevaert. This school
noted the -world over for the excellence of its
stringed instrument department. I was amazed to
find that notwithstanding the numerous opportunities,

THE
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the school could boast of no string quartet organized
to give chamber-music concerts. When asked why
this condition existed, Gcvoert replied: ‘First, be¬
cause this is a Government school in which each
teacher's official standing is practically fixed by the
■State, and no one of the leading teachern would con¬
sent to play second violin; secondly, because the State
ex|K-cts to provide every graduate with a means of
earning his bread and butter, and when this State
obligntion is discharged, nothiug more is asked.' You
” •aid
” Dr. Damrosch—aroused
'
.
by these fallacious
educational conditions—“you see the resulting lack of
initiative is most destrbetive to the highest educa
tional and artistic results. In this respect, I feel that
an endowed institution is certainly superior to a State
institution.”
A Model European School.
“Of all the Kuropcan-schools I visited,” continued
Dr. Damrosch, “from the standpoint of efficient peda¬
gogic management, excellence of equipment and prac
tienl results produced, the Royal College of London
seems to me to be preeminently the best at the present
time. While such schools as those of Berlin, Leipzig,
Munich, Vienna anu other Continental centres possess
splendid faculties. I cannot but feel that there exists
in the Royal College of Music of London an educa
tional system and a certain energy and industry
peculiar to itself. This will, of course, surprise many
who have looked upon Continental Kurope ns the
final court of appeal in musical matters. The work
of the school, from Sir Hubert Parry down, shows
n co-ordinate plan of management that is not only
most excellent from a high educational standpoint,
but is also extremely stimulating in the true artistic
sense. This is largely due to the personality of the
director, .Sir G'. H. Hubert Parry, and to the common
sense ideas which have been introduced in nil the
work of the school. The student orchestra is one of
the best in Kurope. That of the Wllrzburg Royal
Conservatory is said to lie very fine, but I have
never had the pleasure of hearing it.”
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in books and sold to all students. It is a relic of
the medueval University method of controlling the
civil rights of the student. While in most cases the
system is administered with great judgment and wis¬
dom by conservatory heads, one can, however, see at
a glance that its effect upon many Americans must be
to enforce the institutional idea until the student
sometimes feels that he has become an “inmate”
rather than a student. This is a part of the machinery of German conservatories, and is only palMated by the high artistic ideals of the individual
teachers. How obstructive and destructive to the
“atmosphere of the refined home or studio,” such
as that to be found in the Royal College of London
and which Dr. Damrosch is attempting to introduce
in his present work, can be readily imagined.
In the New Institute of Musical Art, Dr. Dam¬
rosch has endeavored to build, as did Bach, gather¬
ing together the ideas and systems of the past, and
using them as the premises upon which to build a
more permanent structure. The Institute, for in¬
stance, is located in the completely renovated man¬
sion of the late James Lenox, a beautiful Gothic
residence. The library of the building, wherein was
collected the nucleus for the now famous Lenox
Library, has been converted into a small but elegant
Assembly Hall. Dr. Damrosch feels that in a cer¬
tain sense this remodeled home is superior to a
specially constructed building built along the con¬
ventionally institutional lines of architecture. The
remodeled home gives the pupil a more intimate feel¬
ing, and at the same time accustoms him to the elegnnee and refinement of the home of an American
citizen of wealth, taste and education. The me¬
chanical facilities for a complete music school have
l>een installed with great eare and good judgment.

America’s Musical Future.
Should the educational systems which Dr. Dam¬
rosch hopes to institute prove as successful as has
his personal judgment in equipping this building and
outlining the course to be pursued, it is not unlikely
that a reform of pronounced force will be started.
Refined Environment.
Taken together with the splendid educational work
The present writer’s experience exactly coincides of the great American schools in Chicago, Philadelwith that of Dr. Damrosch in respect to the Royal
.
phia, Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati, and other cen¬
College of Mush
Ther ts about that institution ires, America’s musical future looks bright indeed.
listakable atmosphere of refinement and HI As Rome went to Egypt nnd Greece for her educa¬
sical inspiration that is hard to describe. Moreover, tional inspiration, and as these countries were obliged
nianv strictly institutional elements which one finds to come to Rome in after years for a similar pur¬
in some music schools have been so carefully handled
pose, it is not without the realm of possibility that we
thnt the atmosphere of the Ironic is continually sug¬
may create educational plans and methods which in
gested.
Dining rooms for students and the Sir the future may make certain parts of America, Meccas
Francis Cooke Endowment for a dormitory for the for European students.
young lady students, have made this school different
Notwithstanding the practical excellence of many
from any other in Europe. It was evidently the
of the great European schools, notwithstanding the
pioneer in making the social environment of the stu¬ veritable slavery of. some of the great European
dent an important element.
teachers to high artistic ideals, there are, neverthe¬
l)r. Damrosch has shown great wisdom and peda¬ less, many instances where improvement is obviously
gogic foresight in importing this idea and adding to
needed. Is it not possible that this improvement may
the efficient technical features of the school n very
come from the land of the incandescent light, the
pronounced attempt to create a homelike atmosphere.
telegraph and the telephone?
The introduction of the dining room plan nnd other
Mr. Damrosch also emphasizes the inelasticity of
ideas must create an artistic intimacy between the
many European methods designed to meet conditions
teacher and the pupil that will compensate in a cerexisting in Europe, but inappropriate for the instruc¬
tnin sense for the institutional differences between
tion of American-born students who have received
conservatory methods and private studio influences.
their early education under vastly different school and
cational
the exception of a few American teachers, such
Stephen Emery, Dr. Lowell Mason. Dr. William
Mason, Mr. Virgil, l)r. Damrosch himself and the
splendid ladies who have been “Kindergartenizing”
our elementary work, very few attempts have been
made to do real creative work in this direction. In
importing teaching ideas very frequently the real
vahie of the
creator’s thought is
imp original European creator's

uberant exit of the American children from the
school doors knows just what this means. In tue
European articles aforementioned the writer contin¬
ually indicated how much time was lost to the Ameri¬
can pupil studying abroad through this very obvious
and ““remediable condition. A school designed to
instruct the German-born student often accomplished
its mirnosp
purpose in a
verv av<u\iiAMt
^\\ZV __ “^mpnsiiea
9 vnr»
1

mistaken
_
importing% musical ideas as to conservatorv^manace*
meat, in that very frequently
Europe entirely different from those which obtain in
Aniericn conditions which demand an entirely different disciplinary system. While the musical debt
of America to Germany is a national one. and while
th* magnificent musical supremacy of Germany is

gencies would not ?„ 81,6,1 to me®t A,nerican continschool for a German T"y S"" * tl,e best kind °f
It is Mr nZZ’J
°T E"g,ish student’
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se«n to make necessary a
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be found in the national nnd endowed conw^oriM
of Germany which could never be introduced in
America with success. Among the most conspicuous
of these is the semi-penal system of discipline, a
statement of which is often codified, tabulated, printed

m*tbod8 in the work of
school so that the heterogeneous teaching plam
imps fnimrl
in T?*™__
B ? .
that are sometimes
found in
European conservatories
and perhaps more frequently met with in this country
may be avoided. That this will be extremely £££
to accomplish without the destruction of eclecticism

—that characteristic trait of all successful American
educators—is very patent. The faculty of the new
school, while it comprises the names of such teachers
as Saar, Henschel, Kneisel, and Thursby. also has a
large foreign element that must become familiar with
American conditions before the best results can be
accomplished. This foreign element is a positive ad¬
vantage, and will only need the formative educa¬
tional treatment which Dr. Damrosch will no doubt
give it to reach a successful end.
There can be no doubt whatever that the movement
that Dr. Damrosch has started will have one very
conspicuous result. It will tend to greatly reduce "
the number of students who go abroad without first
receiving the best musical instruction that can be
secured in this country. This is a serious mistake
that thousands of students make yearly. Upon reach¬
ing the other side they only receive the ridicule and
laughter of teachers who not infrequently reject
poorly prepared or insufficiently advanced students.
In this movement the new institute will have a
prominent but necessarily limited part. There can
be no monopoly of all the good teachers by one insti¬
tution, one city or one State. The numerous other
excellent conservatories throughout the country will
be strengthened by thd Loeb Endowment. It has al¬
ready influenced the directors of other monument
schools in the United States to make their teaching
strength doubly efficient. Unless the present writer
is very much mistaken, this endowment will be the
exciting force of a great educational movement along
musical lines which will excel any previous movement,
and will greatly advance musical art in our country.

Polyphonic Music as Related to Modern
Art and Education
By W. S. B. MATHEWS

AN ANNOUNCEMENT PROGRAM.
BY HESTER BRONSON COPPER.
A young Western girl, who was credited by her
friends with possessing much originality, was par¬
ticularly anxious to find some unique, and at the
same time, interesting plan by which she might announce her approaching marriage.
Being of an artistic temperament, she decided to
arrange a musical program, selecting numbers bear¬
ing suggestive titles which would tell the story oi
her love, and its culmination. No mention of all
this was made in the invitations, so the entertaining
feature and its object came as a complete surprise to
everyone present.
Heavy white cards of fine quality, three by four
inches in size, were selected. Each card bore »
dainty bow of white satin ribbon tied through one
corner. Across the back of the cards was traced:

•

An important question has been put td me* in this
form: “What is the value of the older polyphonic
music? The modern composer does not write in the
old strict forms; the modem player gives them but
a 9inall share of his attention; audiences apparently
do not care for them so much as they do for the
romantic style of music. If we are not ready to drop
much of the old music, which of it shall we use, and
for what purposes, technical and intellectual ? ”
More important questions could not be asked of
a practical teacher. Every day he has to decide
these points for himself—often decides them without
due reflection and wrongly.
Let us begin by remembering our definition of what
music is, namely: “The art of the beautiful and the
expressive in tonal forms.” That is, music is what
we get from organizations of tones into combinations
(chords of various kinds) and successions of klangs,
simple or compound (successions of tones in key or
definitely progressing out of key, and successions ofchords which finally must come back to the key-tone).
Now, since the “music” arises out of the effect of
tonal organization upon the mind, it follows that no
hearer derives a full realization of the beauty of a
passage whose organization is unfamiliar to him.
Without mental perception of coherence and system
in the music there is no musical enjoyment beyond
the mere sensation of tones falling pleasantly uponthe ear. In other words, no musical cultivation.
To admit this is our first step. The second is this:
Tonal organizations for musical purposes are of
four kinds, each of which gives rise to a particular
part of the total result in passages into which all
four of these principles enter; and each of them
alone results in musical effects peculiar to itself.
These four principles are Rhythm (and Meter), Mel¬
ody, Harmony, and Counterpoint (including Canon
and Fugue).

e«,endl"g f°r the evening’s program, which
passed off very smoothly, much to the gratification

Strictly speaking, we do not have any modern
music into which Rhythm and Meter, and Harmony
and Melody do not enter; but we do have a great
deal of music into which Counterpoint enters so
quietly that its influence is discernible to the musi¬
cian only, even when it is imparting dignity and
strength to that which at first sight seems to ua
pure melody and simple harmony. To quote a very
near illustration, look at the Chopin nocturne in Eflat, and observe the D-natural which stands as bass
of the third beat, under the chord of E-flat. Now
D-natural has nothing of its own to do with this
chord; it is a foreign tone entirely. That D-natural
is leading down, contrapuntally, from the E-flat be¬
fore it to the C following, and it is essentially a
contrapuntal effect. Now to the untaught pupil,
thinging his music note by note and not grouping
largely, this D-natural seems an egregious mistake;
yet when we play the phrase with an E-flat in this
place and again with this D, we see that it does give
the transition a charm, as Chopin felt it. Or take
the figuration in the soprano, in measure 13 of the
same piece; here again the crude pupil finds the
dissonances less beautiful than the straight goods of
the first measure, of which this is merely a figura¬
tion. This playing with embellishments had its
origin in counterpoint, and the dissonances add
greatly to the beauty of the passage.
IV e might describe our music as consisting of two
elements only:
First, Rhythm, the symmetrical
planning of the movement in time, for the purpose
of characterization, aud for enabling the mind to reVsin an entire movement well enough to have at its
elose a sense of logical completion, as distinguished
from the vague impression that the composer stopped
°ff at any moment he chose. Now this first prinC1ple of organization, Rhythm, is mathematical and
proportional in character, and is not at all tonal or
Peculiar to music.
The second principle in our music is the purely
n»l as suc-h, namely, Harmony and Melody, the
f u be*n& Rhythm carried out along a tonal line
01 beauty, whose points of emphasis are always har¬
monically determined.

h xh°8tesa and her 'uosti' The happy event is
°" but a memory of “The Sweet Long Ago.”

Harmony is a most wonderful elaboration of tonal
Pagination. Everything tonal stems back to the

A Musical Evening at Home
with
“The Bride-Elect,”
Tuesday, July Second.
On the other side the program was arranged as
follows:
“The American Boy”—Two-Step.. J. Hopkins Flinn.
“My Lady Love”—Waltzes.G. Rosey.
“Adoration”—Waltzes .g. Rosev.
“The Bride-Elect”—March.John Philip Sousli.
“Autumn Tints”—Valse.Ida E. Cockrill.
“The Honeymoon”—March.G. Rosev.
“Hiawatha”—A Dream.Hon M. Jerome.
The Sweet Long Ago”—Transcription de Concert.
C. D. Blake.
Two young girls who had been asked to assist
throughout the evening passed these cards to the
guests, all of whom at once caught the significance
of the occasion, after which there was much whisper¬
ing and nods of approval, followed bv congratulations
and best wishes from all present.
The musical selections were played at intervals,
the intervening time being devoted to social con
\ creation and games. A dainty luncheon was served
at small tables, the young men finding their partner- mate,led quotations from popular authors. The
prospective bridegroom was the guest of honor, whil*'
* Pre8enS* of all other members of the bridal partv
added much to the pleasure of the occasion.
.
he name of the little city in which the bride-eled
made her home was Hiawatha, thereby making the.
selection “Hiawatha, A Dream.” a particularly a,.
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common (Stor'd, 'Which it imitates musically or differs
from intentionally and in a musical way. Now the
variety of modern harmony in turn, has arisen
through the co-operation of what we call counter¬
point, the art of the melodious and the systematically
logical in all the voices, carried to its ultimate forms
in canon and fugue; and there is not a serious mo¬
ment of musical fantasy in the most extremely ro¬
mantic music we have, which is not underlaid by
counterpoint. It is our simple music alone, our
uneducated music, which is innocent of counterpoint
and contrapuntal influences.
I have several times in these columns pointed out
our omission to educate harmonic perception in stu¬
dents. Such education is necessary because the mu¬
sical imagination of composers is always a more or
less expert and exceptional imagination, which grasps
at once and retains for use forms which at first were
arrived at through hundreds of years of experiments.
The ungifted student misses all this; he has to be
personally conducted along a harmonic graded nigh
way until he learns the strength, beauty and ex¬
pressiveness which the. strange harmonies of our
modern music contain, and which appear to his com¬
mon-chord perceptions and preoccupations strangely
far-fetched.
It is no discredit to anybody to be behind the
head of the procession; it is a disgrace not to know
it. Mr. Godowsky told me (and he is one of the most
subtle and advanced harmonists I have ever met)
that our distinguished French friend, Mr. Vincent
d’lndy, is entirely in advance of the coterie which a
few highly gifted pupils made in Paris, some sixteen
or eighteen years ago. Yet it happens to all of us to
linger shivering on the brink of these strange har¬
monies for periods proportioned to our musical dulness, after which we do not fear to launch away.
We get to like them; some think on the principle of
vice being, as the rhymer had it,
“A monster of such frightful mien,
That to be hated needs but to be seen;
But seen too oft, familiar with its face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.”
The psychological stages of the progress are here
pictured vividly enough; it is only the moral quality
which is taken for granted; the new harmonies of
Mr. d’lndy were not wrong; they were more deeply
right. He first heard them in their beauty. This is
what happened to Wagner in his time.
So far we have said nothing of Polyphony; what
do we mean by it? Polyphony means “many-sound¬
ing,” in other words, a kind of music in which each
one of the co-operating voices has a melody, a defi¬
nite movement and character of its own, as dis¬
tinguished from the exact opposite, such as we find
in a “Gospel song,” where the melody alone has a
little personal character, while all the other voices
simply sit around and pound away upon the harmonic
note assigned to them. This is the lowest deep of
ante-music we have in our country. It is the folks’
tone simplified and vulgarized, not music, although
written in notes and intoned in scale degrees.
Counterpoint exists in several degrees, such as
the octave, the tenth and the twelfth, and each of
these in several orders; and each degree and each
order enable a composer to obtain from the same
leading motive or melodic design entirely new re¬
sults, especially when he places his motive in the
middle voices or the bass and-builds new material
over or around it. After plain counterpoint we come
to canon and fugue, and the net results of all these
is Polyphony—any composition or movement contra¬
puntally developed, with melodiousness and character
in each of the voices. Counterpoint is therefore a
great constructive technic for a composer, without
which he rarely rises to real greatness.
The simplest possible polyphony is one of two
voices; among the best we have are the two-part
inventions of Bach. Handel also has many examples
of this sort of thing, but as a rule, he is more com¬
monplace in his harmonies than Bach. All fugnes
are polyphonic per se. Now all the practical poly¬
phonies'are of old writers; the moderns very rarely
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have had the technic; and when, like Brahms or
Osar Franck, they do have the technic, they have
with it such advanced ideas of harmony that their
works remain confined to the higher grades of student
progress; they are beyond the younger and unde¬
veloped students.
It is easy enough to see that as soon as we admit
that polyphony represents a typical kind of musical
mastery and .a type of style in musical writing, tne
student must enter into it progressively and sys¬
tematically, or else miss the strongest points in our
modern music. Hence, we are now ready to answer
one part of our question, namely: to say that the
prime application of polyphonic music in study,
whether two- or three-part, or fugue, is that of com¬
prehending constructive principles which no longer
stand in the immediate front of the battle, but which
nevertheless underlie every serious moment in our
music; particularly underlie the “working-out” parts
in our sonatas. In this application of contrapuntal
material, we do not need so very much of it as a
careful study and appreciation of that which we do
study. In the fourth grade, three or four of Bach’s
two-part Inventions; maybe a Handel movement or
two. In the fifth, some Preludes of the Bach “WellTempered Clavichord”; two or three fugues. In the
sixth, two or three more fugues; in the seventh or
eighth, one or two more difficult ones. Later on, a
few of the Liszt transcriptions of the Bach organ
fugues. All this conduces to strength and character
in playing, such as nothing else does conduce.
Then as to the How of the playing. Above all, to
give the answering voices their true melodic char¬
acter. When the left hand has the subject, as in
the second half of the first measure of the first Bach
Invention, let it come out heartily, just as the
basses do when they have a chance in an oratorio
chorus; when i-t is a fugue, to get it firmly in mem¬
ory; to get every answer of the subject brought out
clearly, without overpowering the other voices; and
where there is an interlude, to give the proper relief
in style; in short, to play the polyphony as Bach
and Handel intended, as play, the play of catch and
answer; and this means a much longer time of in¬
cubation for each piece than merely playing it
fluently through. To give an idea of what students
are capable when they have genius, I will mention a
pupil wno memorized the Bach Fugue in C-sharp
major, and played it straight through, in a way, yet
never observed that the subject came in anywhere but
in the soprano.
The final question as to what music we had better
use, I can only answer briefly. My own feeling is
that Bach is modern in a way that nobody else of his
time or before him is modern. He is modern in the
sense of deep musical feeling, a taste for chromatic
and enharmonic effects, and above all, a curious
genius for carrying out every significant musical
motive into its logical completion—all his oak seeds
growing up oaks, his pines, pines; his maple seeds,
maples. The other fellows made mistakes. They
tried to make a pine tree of an oak germ, and such
like. Bach never. Bach was not always inspired.
He wrote too much. But he can be blue-pencilled.
With the older writers it is a question whether this
has not been done for them by the test of usage.
Rameau and Scarlatti, for instance, were splendid
musicians, excellent contrapuntists. But they did
not write contrapuntally in the sense that Bach did.
As for the sons of Bach, they do not seem to me to
have “made good,” as the modern phrase is. Wki!6
they were excellent musicians, the seeds of real and
deep expression were not in them. And this is the
reason why their works prove so depressing in study.
Bach, well-handled, generally proves interesting;
after a while attractive, growing more and more
so as the musician advances. We respect the others,
and as girls say, we “try to like them.” Nothing is
so hopeless as this. The liking which counts is that
which is irresistible.
Iu all study of polyphonic music for productive
purposes the question whether the student likes it
is one which must not be raised. There are many
young and gifted students to whom this music is ab¬
solutely and intensely distasteful.
Such students
always lack in their playing the good qualities which
Baeh would give them. They must take it as ordered
by the doctor, like any other medicine. Treat it pre¬
cisely like any other set of etudes. Get them played,
then get them played well; then get them liked, if
there is anything to like in them.

the
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John Knowles Paine
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THE FIRST OF THE GREAT AMERICAN COMPOSERS
By LOUIS C. ELSON

At the present time we possess a numerous band of
native composers of even more than national fame,
for the works of Chadwick, MacDowell, Van der
•Stucken, Parker, and many others, have been per¬
formed in European concerts, while Arthur Bird,
Templeton Strong, Burmeister, Kaun, Kelley and
others have expatriated themselves and are actively
engaged in music in foreign countries. But this in¬
ternational fame is a matter of comparatively recent
date. The present writer remembers a time when
such composers as lteinecke, Massenet, (fade, and
even Kheinbergcr (who subsequently taught many
Americans) knew nothing of any music emanating
from natives of the United States.
The first American who won the respect of Euro¬
pean masters by his musical abilities and by his
compositions was .John K. Paine, who was also the
first American to achieve something permanent in
the classical forms of music. Before him there had
existed William H. Fry, who had written a couple of
operas (the first American operas of any merit),
Ixnvell Mason, who had done yeoman service in ad¬
vancing popular music, and a host of convention lead¬
ers und psnlmodists of lesser degree. Within the
space of j’rof. Paine's life lies all that is important
in American composition. He begun his career when
the United States was in Cimmerian darkness in
musical matters; he lived through an advance that
was phenomenal, and he himself has been one of the
chief factors in that uplift.
Career of Prof. Paine.
John K. Paine was born in Portland, Me., Jan¬
uary 0, 1830, and was educated for a musical career
from his childhood. He became a pupil of an ex¬
cellent Maine teacher, named Kotzschmar, and was
a good organist when he was eighteen years of age.
At this time he had already achieved some standing
as a composer, chiefly in the smaller forms.
After a public appearance in Portland, he went,
at the age of nineteen, to Berlin, where he began
more advanced study of the organ under Hnupt, and
composition under Wieprecht and Teschner.
I)r.
William Mason and Prof. Paine were the first two
prominent American students in Germany. Since
their time, a great band of Americans have studied
there, and Haupt and Rheinberger, in Berlin and
Munich, have influenced our art as powerfully as
though they had dwelt within our borders.
During the three years of the young Paine’s resi¬
dence in Germany, he appeared several times as an
orgnnist in public, and the American, who at first
was regnrded as a rara avis, a curiosity, seems to
have achieved an artistic position before he came
back to the United States. Returning to Germany, in
1867, the now fully-recognized composer gave a per¬
formance of his Mass in D, his first conqiosition in
the large forms to lie heard publicly. The perfor¬
mance of this, in Berlin, may be snid to lie an epoch
in American musical history, for it was the first
time that a native of the United States had presented
a large work of his own creation in Continental
Europe. It was performed at the Sing-Akademie,
and the Berlin critics at once hailed it as a classical
work. Geyer spoke of the “Crucifixus” as reaching
the “highest ideal.”
In America, at this time, Mr. Paine was recognized
ns one of the leading organists of the country', and
it was in some degree through his influence that the
great organ was set up in Music Hall, in Boston.
But it was not only in organ music that his in¬
fluence was felt; in uplifting composition and
especially in musical education his work was contin
nous and most beneficial. We will trace these two
fields of lnbor separately.
The next great composition was nothing less than
the first oratorio of America. This work, “St.
Peter.” was first publicly performed at Portland,
Me., June 3, 1873, and in 1874 it was again given,
in Boston, by the Handel and Haydn Society. The
contrapuntal skill, the mastery of the most difficult

form of musical creation displayed in this work,
mark another epoch in our native musical history.
We shnll find, before the end of our story, that Prof.
Paine has been our pioneer in many directions, and
well deserves the title of the most prominent Ameri¬
can musician of the present.
The first American symphony came next, and this
was deemed sufficiently classical to be performed un¬
der the direction of Theodore Thomas (who did more
for music in the United States than any man who
ever lived), and it was given by his orchestra, in
Boston, January', 1876. This symphony, in C minor,
made a tremendous sensation and evoked enthusiastic
laudation in Boston and in New York. Mr. Paine says
of it: “It was the turning-point in my career.”
In a personal letter to the present reviewer, Prof.
Paine speaks of the gradually progressive and roman¬
tic character of his works from his “Tempest” sym¬
phonic poem, “Island Fantasy,” “Song of Promise,”
on to “Azara,” nnd surely the growth evinced in these
works may give their composer a right to be classed
with the modern “progressive liberals.” The “Spring”

symphony (Op. 34) also shows this tendency to
modern freedom. It was written in 1880, and' the
composer ranks it the highest of his purely orchestral
compositions. Its finale is a glorious outburst of
thanksgiving, which may rank with any of the finales
of modern symphonies.
It is not our purpose, in this article, to give a
synopsis of all the compositions of Mr. Paine; a
small volume would be necessary to do this worthily.
But we may mention his “Phoebus Arise” and “The
Nativity,” as dignified examples of a classical school
and his setting of “The Birds” as containing some
very characteristic writing. Higher than these, in
the present writer’s estimation are “Oedipus Tyrannus,” one of the loftiest works of the present reper¬
toire, and “Azara,” which is one of the most impor¬
tant works yet written in America. The first per¬
formance of this work, which must surelv come
soon, will be another peak in our musical history.
Prof. Paine’s Influence on Musical Education.
We now turn back to trace the influence of Prof.
1 aine upon musical education in America. After his
return from his early study in Germany, Mr. Paine
was made organist and musical director at Harvard
University. In 1862, he offered to deliver a series
of lectures on music, in the college, without anv re¬
muneration. Even this generous offer met with much

opposition, and, when the short course was finally
permitted, it was not allowed to count in any way
as regular work for a degree. The lectures, under
such circumstances, attracted few students, and were
finally abandoned.
With the advent of President Eliot, in 1870, how¬
ever, new courses were begun and the musical lecture
course resuscitated. The lectures dealt largely with
musical forms, and under the new regime a course in
harmony was added. Many students were attracted
by this, and it became sufficiently popular to add to
itself a course of instruction in counterpoint. In
spite of the fact that these courses began to show con¬
siderable life and influence, they were still not allowed
to count in any way for a degree, so that it was
voluntary labor on the part of the students and even
on the part of the instructor and lecturer, for Mr.
Paine received no remuneration, and continued to
donate his services for the good of the musical cause.
But a good foundation had been laid, and, the work
constantly increasing, in 1873, the course received
its first official recognition, Mr. Paine being then ap¬
pointed assistant professor, thereby becoming a reg¬
ular member of the faculty of Harvard College.
If we reckon from the establishment of this office
Harvard University was the first large college to
give a regular recognition to music by creating a chair
devoted to that study. If, however, we date from the
conferring of a full professorship, the science of music
received its first recognition in the University of Penn¬
sylvania, in 1875, for it was in that year that this
university created a chair of music and appointed
Hugh Archibald Clarke, its occupant, to a professor¬
ship which he still holds. It was in the same year
that Harvard made its assistant professor into a full
professor. The year 1875, therefore, is'an important
one in the history of music in American colleges.
It must be born in mind, however, that while Penn¬
sylvania was at the beginning of things in its pro¬
fessorship of 1875, Harvard had already enjoyed more
than five years of instruction in its musical depart¬
ment.
This instruction was, and is still, devoted only to
the theoretical branches. No attempt was made to
teach the students singing or piano playing, or any
execution of music whatever. The course is divided
about as follows: “Music 1” is the first course, and
teaches harmony to the freshmen. “Music 2” adds
the beginnings of co’ntrapuntal study during the
sophomore year. There is a more advanced course
in vocal counterpoint, which causes the students to
analyze the works of the old Italian, German and
English masters, and also starts them in the field of
composition. There is a course on Musical History
and Esthetics. There are advanced courses in Canon,
Fugue, Sonata and Chamber-music composition.
There are lectures upon the orchestral instruments,
and finally there are courses in orchestral composition.
It will be seen that such a course is about as
thorough as any purely theoretical curriculum could
be. The technical element was added in 1905, when
Harvard University affiliated with the New England
Conservatory of Music and was thereby permitted to
send students to play in the Conservatory orchestra,
to the chorus work, to church music study, and to
some of the regular classes.
Some of His Pupils.
What Professor Paine achieved during his many
years of musical service at Harvard may be best
illustrated by naming a few of the students who have
attended his courses and have matriculated at Har¬
vard University. Arthur Foote was one of the earliest
of these, graduating before Paine had received the
musical professorship, but remaining to take the col¬
lege musical course, which was just then being estab¬
lished; Clayton Johns, who left the Institute of
Technology and the study of architecture to take the
musical course under Paine; Louis A. Coerne, who
subsequently became instructor of the musical de¬
partment of the Harvard Summer School, and Pro¬
fessor of Music at Smith College. The last-named
is the first American who has had an opera performed
in Europe. His “Zenobia” was performed with much
success at the Stadt-Theatre, in Bremen, December
1, 1905, and several times since then. The list of
eminent students is not yet exhausted: Henry T.
bmck. the New York critic and author, was a mem¬
ber of the classes; Apthorp, Surette. Whitney, Lynes.
1’. S. Converse, and a host of others were either
pupils of Prof. Paine or students in his college
rourses^ In 1890, Mr. Walter R. Spalding became
rof. Paine’s assistant in elementary work and in

1802 be was made assistant-professor. At present,
th se courses are under the direction of Prof. Spald. ! {orj in 1905, after more than thirty-five years of
rvice,'Professor Paine resigned his position in unitygjty WOrk. There was universal regret at his
decision to do so, for, although sixty-seven years
f age Mr. Paine is still energetic and alert. Many
honors and parting gifts were given him on the oc¬
casion of his departure.
An Adherent of Both Classic and Romantic Styles.
An active musical life that covers the period from
I860 to the present embraces every important event
that has occurred in the higher realms of American
music, and Professor Paine not only has lived through
this period, but has been a prominent leader in the
advance from first to last. In a recent letter to the
present writer. Prof. Paine says: “It is an error to
consider me bound to the past. I believe thoroughly
in the future of music.” He certainly can be classed
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as a musician and composer in whom the elements
of the old and the new are happily blended. He has
written in the classical forms and he has also shown
a romantic spirit in bis more recent works; he has
attained the dignity of the old Hellenic tragedy in
his Oedipus Tyrannus,” and he has given most mod¬
ern touches in some parts of his opera “Azara,”
notably in the Oriental dances and in the beautiful
forest scenes. It will be a matter of much interest
to the readers of The Etude to know that Prof.
Paine is at present at work on a large symphonic
poem upon an American subject—Abraham Lincoln.
We can all hope that when we have the pleasure of
hearing this work performed we shall be justified in
calling it the American “Heroic” Symphony, upon a
greater man than Napoleon, whom Beethoven honored
in music. Lincoln is so preeminently a man of the
American people that American characteristics must
come to the fore in such a work.

STYLE AND HISTORY
By CONSTANTIN VON STERNBERG
“Style” is often confounded with “maimer” or
“mannerism.” Of this mistake we should beware.
For, manner is a mere habit of utterance, and a bad
habit at that when it becomes mannerism. Style, on
the other hand, is a habit of thinking and feeling; a
habitual philosophy which may be conscious or sub¬
conscious, but which evolves from our innermost be¬
ing, from our essential self, and thence influences, aye
dictates our utterance. Buffon said : “Le style, e’est
1’homme” (Style is the man himself) and an English
writer, I think it is Andrew Lang, defines style as:
“Dignity and distinction.”
The executive, interpretative artist must form a
complete and intimate union or fusion between his
own and the composer’s habit of contemplating life
and the world. It seems, therefore, that the pianist
has no right whatever to voice his own style when
interpreting the work of another mind. But it only
seems so; at least his liberty is not more narrowly
circumscribed than that of the composer himself.
For he, too, has to abide by established forms, har¬
monic laws, contrapuntal euphony, etc., all of which
he may not transgress except when impelled by an
inevasible inner necessity.
“Make not a scarecrow of the law! ” says Shake¬
speare. Inasmuch as each work of genius bears its
own laws within itself, this inherent law is higher,
and the lower, the offspring of mere custom, must
give precedence to it.
Now, if the composer creates free, inasmuch as he
gives to life and the world such expression as their
reflex on hie brain and on his psyche produces, so—
>n his turn—can the pianist interpret the composer’s
°nly as it appears to him.
ilis does not mean that our revered masterworks
8 all be abandoned to any violence that the ignorant
or immature may please to perpetrate upon it.
eaven forbid! For, we shall presently see that there
after
a good deal about the true conception
.a roU8>cal work of art that can be learned. Yes,
Daily learned. But it cannot be learned by mere
Hi ,,!°n
a sleight-of-hand trick which one can
e the other: “This is the way to do it, see ? It’s
0 >ng when you know how.” The method is dif«rent and more serious.
cheerfully concede to anyone the right to write a
which relates how Beethoven’s sonatas appeared
^ ,,lm ’ what he saw, what he heard in them. I,
sur»»j'^rrnI),'e' concede the right to anyone to read
somo i
*or this or that suggestion in regard to
8uch
tlut I also say: Beware of accepting
them h S aS. dogmas! And do not try to learn from
No i r, t'1's or that sonata is to be interpreted,
such 66(11 That sort of book is not the source of
UCh earning” as I speak of.
j

A Scheme for TJse in Interpretation,

vi lhjnk; 'vhen approaching a masterwork with a
allow s I’Ving ,its interpretation, a student should
such o0°?6 <luesti°ns to arise in his soul and mind,
\Vh ,for instance:
and in r<Vtl°cs t*'is particular master stand in history
How f/0u0l0?y' !which is not always the same),
vidual Pvr
• rnusic advanced as a means of indiWhat i)re'cf.'on’ before this master appeared?
'Vhn „"'aS . contribution to this development?

When, that is: in which of his works, does his
emancipation from their precepts become so apparent
that we can notice him striking out into a path of
his own?
Whither did this path lead him? To additions to
the technic of the piano (Thalberg, Hummel) ? to
richer harmonies (the Romantics) ? to greater emo¬
tionality (Chopin et al) ? to contrapuntal complex¬
ity ? Or did it lead everywhere at once, as in all
legitimate cases? And if so, which direction prepon¬
derated?
What manner of man was he? By this I do not
allude to his private affairs, which every discreet
person should treat with respect, but only his mental
and psychical level and type, the bend of his mind;
whether it was introspective, or in a higher sense
humane, or morbidly tinged, coneentrative or diffuse,
expansive, and so forth?
After satisfactory replies have been obtained; after,
from these replies, we have constructed a fair mental
picture of the man, other questions will make their
appearance:
What was the spirit of his time? This question
will find an answer through the reading of good
books which were either written in his time or treat
of his time in a social, political and religious sense.
What was the technic and the instrument of his
time? From a precise reply to this will result a
proper selection of tempo and dynamic matters.
What, under the inconvenience of the narrow com¬
pass of his instrument, had he to leave unsaid t
How far may we go in putting our richer, modern
instrumental vocabulary to the service of what he
left unsaid? Or, in other words, how much—in the
unsaid—was the silence of compulsion and of dis¬
cretion? What was omitted or changed purposely
and how much of it impossible for the instruments
of his time had, therefore, to be left unsaid ?
In seeking for answers to such questions the listen¬
ing to good, legitimate orchestras will be of in¬
estimable value. We know the orchestra of today,
with its 16 to 20 first violins, 12 ’cellos, 8 or 9
double-basses, with its valve-horns, valve-trumpets,
pedal-harps, etc., to be a thoroughly modern stage of
musical evolution. Now, if such an orchestra brings
to our hearing a Beethoven symphony and this in a
manner which convinces our reason that Beethoven
could have never foreseen so much tonal beauty,
while at the same time it tells our sense of fitness
that the performance cannot have violated Beetho¬
ven’s spirit and intentions by showing us how much
better he built tiian he knew; when, furthermore,
all this added splendor of color and force tends only
to quicken and deepen our understanding of his work
_X think we have a fair right to draw analogous
conclusions with regard to our likewise highty-developed, modern piano. In matters dynamical, for
instance, we may remember that the gamut of dy¬
namics was much smaller in olden times, because the
hall was smaller, the light less brilliant, and the
whole tempo of life much calmer and slower, occa¬
sional disturbances notwithstanding.
The Personal Equation
As God and nature have made us, it is certain that
these and kindred questions will group themselves
differently in every one of us. One will—according

to his line of life, to his character and bent— con¬
sider this question as pre-eminently important; an¬
other will favor some other question. And the re¬
plies will, of course, be equally diversified; for—
thank heaven—we cannot see things as they are, but
only as they appear to us. This axiom is of especial
force in matters where our feelings are concerned or
addressed and therefore it applies particularly to
matters of art.
There can be nothing absolutely false or wrong in
the interpretation of an art-work except what re¬
sults from ignorance or insincerity and of these two
evils one is easily cured by study: the ignorance.
The other is not so easily cured because many of
those who are afflicted with it are unaware of it
and some, quite aware, do not mind it. A good many
students, for instance, believe that everything is
serene and lovely if they play their Beethoven sonata
exactly as they were told to play it. Alas, alas, this
is far from being the case!
What the teacher says and suggests may be per¬
fectly right and good. But it is his, a mature man’s
or woman’s conception. Now, the pupil who is not
ripe to form a conception of his own will do well to
accept that of his teacher, to be sure. But this
“accepting” must not he the result of blind, me¬
chanical, slavish submission; it should be a mental
grasping and thorough understanding of the teach¬
er’s precept. While the pupil should endeavor to
see with the teacher’s eye and to hear with the
teacher’s ear, he should see to it that he, the pupil
himself, actually does see and hear. If he does this,
the day will not he very distant when he experiences
the delightful sensation of feeling the reliance on his
own judgment sprout and grow. The student should
never play soft, loud, connected or staccato, phrased
thus or otherwise, until by his own thinking he has
reached an understanding of the teacher’s reason for
wishing it thus or otherwise. Only by his own think¬
ing will he attain to an understanding of the power¬
ful logic in art.
Logic in Art.
The purely scientific fraternity love to deny in art
the existence of logic because they deny the existence
of thought in art. Of course, this is a straw man
built only to be destroyed with stagey effect. We,
who do not live under the burning light rays of bald
facts (facts at the mercy of the individual mind,
after all) but who regard the world from under the
shade tree of real life, the life of flesh and blood,
the life of the soul and of the spirit; we readily
acknowledge the existence of all types of thought,
literary, sculptural, architectural, pictorial, musical,
and we know what we mean by these designations.
We also know that where there is thought, there
must be logic.
The logic of art, however, is governed by laws of
far greater subtlety than those that inspired the
Pythagorean doctrine; they are laws which a mere
memorizing and mechanical application do not fulfil,
by far. They demand that they shall he felt. They
demand to be understood by the soul and held there
and cherished.
But then—take any one sane being and show him
the sort of questions for which we are searchers of
a truthful reply; give him but an inkling of the
complexity of the apparatus with which the interpre¬
tative artist works; let him understand, too, that
a great pianistic feat, while the distillate of only
one human soul, is after all the distillate of a mix¬
ture made up of innumerable ingredients—and then
ask him to deny the logic of art. If he does, he has
forgotten his Pythagoras.
Summing Up: THINK.
To sum up, let me comprise.it all in the one word:
think! What your teacher says is all right, but
it does not help you unless you are inwardly con¬
vinced of it, and this, not by faith, but by reason
and feeling. If your teacher desires mere blind,
slavish obedience, he can have one of these pianola
papers cut according to his ideas. Nothing easier
than that! But he hates just that kind of obedience.
Hence you should try, above all, to understand him;
for if you do not understand his reasons and yet obey
his words, you are a two-legged pianola, and probably
not a very good one at that. Think, think, think!
Read much history, take long and brisk walks, get
acquainted with nature, do not overdo your finger ex¬
ercises, but above all think, and learn to think with
your heart! That will, of itself, develop your style.
You need not bother about it.
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THE ABCH-ENEMY OF THE PIANO
STUDENT.
BY J. 8. VAN CLEVE.
Why the Almighty Father has constructed his
millionfold universe of graduated plants and animals,
from the lichen to the orange-tree, from the sponge to
the ape, with an oscillating adjustment of enmities,
with those who prey upon each, and with those u|>on
whom each preys—why this is the order of all or¬
ganized life is a mystery so fathomless that neither
science nor philosophy, neither theology nor piety can
find any satisfying key of explanation. It is so;
and only those creatures who recognize this law and
•ubmit anil obey are able to survive.
We human beings nre no exception. Neither is the
piano student among human beings an exception. The
student has enemies, and they nre legion. The chief
of them all, the arch-enemy, is—what do you think?
Poverty? No. Hickness? No. Isolation? No. Lack
of opportunity? No. Scant time? No. What then?
Why, Impatience.
Let me word this a little more accurately. It is
not just sheer impatience, for patience is not by any
means nn unmixed good. There is a sort of dull,
dogged, stupid, unreflecting patience which accom¬
plishes little or nothing in art, often does little but
fix and harden things not correct or desirable. I
believe that the notion, more or less
cloudy and vague, hovers in the minds
of all our nmbitious students of the
piano that the one great desideratum
is keeping nt it. Mere insistence, un¬
less it is reinforced and buttressed by
Other qualities, will achieve little, and
of that little practically nothing will
be first-class. Now you ask what is
that extra ingredient to make patience
valuable?
Well, there nre many things; but I
should say that the first of needed extra
ingredients is analysis. This is an¬
other word of intelligence, or for re¬
flection. Then there is nnother element
of prime importance, namely, wise dis¬
tribution of energy.
If I were to make a rather fanciful
simile, I should say that the resultful
work of a piano student is like gun¬
powder, and consists of three things
mixed, things which alone are worth¬
less. The gunpowder is a mechanical
mixture of sulphur, saltpetre, and char¬
coal; nnd the explosive which the
piano student needs to blast out of his
way the stony obstacles which confront
him is composed of patience, analysis,
and distribution. I mean that the time
of practice may easily be mnde nuga¬
tory by being placed ill. Thus, ten
hours all put into one day is of no
value at all to an average student.
True, we read of wonderful men like Liszt and von
BUlow and .loseffy nnd others who work at the key¬
board all day long; but such spurts were only for
special occasions, and were not the regulation gnuge
of work, (lodowsky told me that for two weeks
previous to his playing the B-flat minor concerto of
Tchaikovsky with the Thomas Orchestra in Chicago,
he worked ten and eleven hours a day; and the
story goes that in preparing for his Boston debut,
when this same Tchaikovsky concerto received its
premiere for the whole world, von Billow practiced
sixteen hours a day for a week. But the average stu¬
dent has neither the bodily nor the mental strength
for such transcendental exertions.
Again, this same ten hours of work will not be as
good if put into fifteen minute periods through forty
days as it would if put into sittings of, say. two
hours in five days: and then it should be nt the fresh
and intense part of the day. Perhaps one of the most
frequent causes of our partial failures, or lame suc¬
cesses, is this lack of good judgment in arranging
work. Let every hour lie an hour of pure gold. Prac¬
tice when one is feeble in body or wandering in mind
is seldom of any value; rather is it often harmful,
as it fosters nnd develops habits of body and mind
which are absolutely bad.
Adjust your practice, then, in masses of just the
amount which you find you can endure with comfort
and an agreeable glow of not excessive weariness at

the end. Apply yourself with patience, but, remem¬
ber, never without analysis. Often half the time is
allowed to run to waste getting the mind at work.
Turn on the current at its highest voltage at once,
and despite the shock of mental pain thus experienced,
endure it; nnd soon the answering glow of the jmnd
will cease to be a pain and become a keen and most
refreshing pleasure.
You should be so absorbed when practicing that
nothing can disturb you. But be sure that your
mathematical and analytical attention is on the alert
at all times. Avoid two opposite pitfalls; first, do
not run on playing the easy and pretty parts which
allure, while shirking the hard and less obviously
beautiful sections which baffle. Here is the crux,
the severe test of the real student; this is the place
where so many fail. This searching out the precise
spot of difficulty is not easy. Secondly, you must
carefully and scientifically appraise the exact amount
of difficulty for you in each measure and in each move¬
ment. Often the snarl of a piece is caused by nothing
but a certain vagueness of mental following, and a
certain awkwardness and imperfection of the me¬
chanical resjionse of the fingers because just this
juncture of two or three notes was never practiced
often enough to become accurate and automatic. It
is not an exaggeration to say that the average pupil
has scores of spots in his piece which he never at any
time has done completely right in all respects.
The reason is not far to seek. To bend the thoughts
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Some Considerations on TecHnics

of us who may be able to recite the alphabets and
rules of a half-dozen or more languages glibly could
speak in unknown tongues with ease and comfort to
the natives. Ho no one who fluently rattles off scales
and arpeggios in bewildering mental, auricular and
mechanical combinations can manage to arrive at
a satisfactory management of tonal material. Thou¬
sands of grievously disappointed pianists will tes¬
tify to this; and yet just because some great pianist
has gone through the same mill we jump at tlie
conclusion that it was that which did it. We for¬
get to look at the lot of fleshless bones by the wayside which testify that a thousand have fallen where
one pulled through. To be brief, the problem is to
select the most direct road to a previously decided
upon given scheme of compositions and make exercises
out of the problems contained therein.
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Fbom a 17th Centuby Painting.

to a focus and to hold them there is a task for a
trained mind, and is fraught with considerable pain
and tedium. The piano student should take a lesson
from the microscopist. It often requires half nn hour
for him to get his tiny object in just the spot for
observation.
It may add some clearness to these remarks if I
say that probably in any difficult piece of music, the
student will find things to do which vary from one
to one hundred degrees of difficulty. As an illustra¬
tion chosen at random from thousands which might
be taken, let me speak of the “Berceuse,” of Chopin.
There is at one place a series of exact minor thirds,
ascending directly without any fiireak the ladder
of the twelve semitones in each octave, through two
octaves, namely, twenty-four notes. Now, this is,
of course, difficult; more difficult to most, probably’
than the performance of a major or minor diatonic
scale in thirds, which we always recognize as among
the severe things in technic. But it is probable that
m this scale of ascending minor thirds the placing of
the figures 1, 5, on A, C, then 2. 5, on B-flat, D-flat,
then 1. 4, on B-natural, D-natural. then 1, 5, on C,
L-flat. will be the crux in rapid delivery of this scale.
If that lie so, just set to work at it and do it: not
vehemently, for mere fury and urgency count for
nothing in art. Do it carefully, slowlv, again and
again, sometimes only part of the notes; sometimes
all, sometimes the entire two octaves, sometimes half

an octave, at some ten or a doze:,
,ing rates of
speed, with fingers held absolutely perfect in their
adjustments of curve, but not extra rigid. When
you cannot bold your mind on it any longer, jugt
quit. Do not tussle, nag, growl, or fume; just do it
quietly, intently, accurately, as long as you can hold
your thoughts steady. This will be anywhere from
one minute to five, probably. Now rest by turning to
some other passage utterly different, preferably in
the left hand.
This run in the “Berceuse” I should estimate as
being at least twenty-five times harder to do than the
opening phrase of the melody.
Again, just after this ascending run, there is a
passage of twenty-three broken chords in very wide
extension, which are tricky and difficult in the ex¬
treme. Perhaps no one but a consummate virtuoso
ever really plays all these sparkling water-drops of
crystal sounds. I should estimate that this passage
is at least seventy-five times harder than the simple
opening phrase, and the numerous phrases of a like
character throughout the composition.
Here one
needs to study that quick, elastic, lateral bend of the
wrist, in a condition of such utter softness and free¬
dom that there is no sense of bones or joints, but
rather a feeling as if the arm were only a pliant
muscle. This condition of the fingers, and this mo¬
tion of the wrist were practically invented by Chopin,
for they first became indispensable and omnipresent in
his works, with their peculiar and original structure.
Here you have two illustrations
which I think will make the doctrine of
well distributed time clear and convinc¬
ing. This truth is so patent that it is
easily overlooked, just as the vapor of
steam had been observed by man for
tens of thousands of years; but it was
harnessed and made to work for him
less than two hundred years ago.
I am inclined to think that anything
is possible to the student who can labor
and wait, if his labor is intelligent, and
his waiting is serene. If you wish to
surmount any barrier of difficulty, and
it is not mechanically beyond your
hand, just go at it step by step. The
great difficulty is that the mental pa¬
tience gives out, or the work becomes
cloudy and worthless because the stu¬
dent cannot endure the pain of real
practice. There is an enormous amount
of so-called practice at the piano, and
it is exhausting work and conscientious
work; but its results are often unsatis¬
factory for the mere lack of this wisdom
in the application of the time and the
energy. Let your mind be in the judg¬
ment-seat at all times. Know at every
instant just what you want to do, and
do it. Make all the motions carefully
with the mind in attendance. Do this
again and again, with periods of rest
neither too short nor too long, that the
action of mind and body may both be¬
come automatic, and then for a few blissful mo¬
ments, or hours, you may enjoy the delight of play¬
ing the piano perfectly.

MEDIEVAL MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT.
The picture on this page represents a favorite form
of amusement in the 17th century, quartet singing
by men. The reader will note that the names for the
voices differ from those used in the present dayRiemann gives the following description: “In the
time of complicated mensural music which could not
be performed by boys because it took years to learn
the rules—the high parts, Alto (altus) and Discant
(that is, soprano) were sung by men with falsetto
voices; for this reason the discant and alto parts
of that period have only a very moderate compass
upward and, on the other hand, a greater one down¬
ward. \ iewed historically, the alto part was the on®
last introduced by composers! for over the normal
men’s part, which took the Cantus Firmus (tenor), a
higher one was first placed to which was given the
name of Discantus (English, discant). Afterwaro
a third lower voice was placed under the tenor, which
at once served as a foundation (harmonic support>
basis), and, if the tenor descended, as a middle
up voice. Finally, this third voice separated int<>
two; the bass became definitely the support of the
harmony, while the contra-tenor or alto (Altus), was
interpolated between tenor and discant.”

By T. CARL WH1TMER

It is indeed a personally dangerous thing, this
talking about the teaching of piano. One is not
onlv apt to tramp on somebody’s toes;, he actually
does it every time he makes a move. For so valiantly
re all the in- and out-posts of music methods
guarded, so strenuously do the champions of musical
pedagogy work that every conceivable avenue of
trick and method is held; every pore has its pro¬
tector, in other words. Therefore with a due himility,
and consciousness of bricks ready to fall, of rocks
ready to fly, touched off by invisible springs worked
by invisible hands, I begin.
Exercises and Their Relation to Beauty.
(a) The Exercise.—The problems to be met by all
workers in the fine arts are always, at the least, two¬
fold: the expression of the beautiful and the me¬
chanical basis necessary to accuracy and fluency of
such expression. Any tendency to emphasize one at
the expense of the other is negative in result. The
sentimentalists in music have produced players who
were all gush and little technic; the materialists have
given birth to “inferior pianolas.” Briefly stated,
1 believe that exercises as usually chosen do little
good and great harm to the student, especially those
of average calibre. I believe in beauty; even exer¬
cises should be beautiful. Not beautiful in the sense
m which the word is used by piano smashers, who
can practice “blind” octaves slowly for four hours
at a stretch and vow nothing more exquisite exists,
but beautiful in the sense in which a carefully
wrought musical idea is beautiful: beautiful in
structure as well as in melody and harmony. Exer¬
cises can be found which are fine in thought, but too
little effort is undoubtedly made by teachers to
select. Musical appreciation—which, after all, is
the end to be sought—is delayed by the exercise as it
usually is written. One of the most curious things
in evolutionary processes is the delay caused by those
minds which have manufactured an a priori theory
and make the heaven and earth of logic bend to
shake an all-around system which satisfies the mind
but cannot satisfy the conditions necessary to full
development. Observation of real conditions and
people; in other words, a close study of experimental
psychology—this, and this only, will produce results
which are progressive in their nature. Of course,
we all know that music has suffered in this way, as
well as other forms of activity. We are gratified,
however, that the last twenty-five years have looked
on weeding-out processes in exercise study which are
most commendable. Quality has been raised and
number has been lowered. But, nevertheless, there
lies before me one of the best of the modern treat¬
ments of piano technics and it is so full of hideous
things that one fairly squirms when he really listens
to it. In short, the adequate selection of interesting
exercise work is the pivot upon which swing all
questions of adequacy of pedagogic work.
(h) The Treatment of the Exercise.—Of course,
some exercises are intrinsically ugly: no one can
beautify them. Such I believe to be worthless. I
®lso believe to be worthless those which are played
mechanically after the hands have once become auto¬
matic-yes, or before. But given an interesting exerC18e and the main principle to be adopted in its
Practice is: Vary! Vary it in every possible way
y playing it loud, soft, slow, fast, backwards, forwanls, with changed rhythms, and so on to the end
01 one’s imaginative string.
The student’s mind
must be kept ever keen, cold-edged, alert, super nor¬
mally wide-awake. No practice is worth a grain of
sand in which his intelligent interest as well as his
muscles are not at work.
The Matter of the Practice Instrument.
Yes. for the purpose of separating at a certain
P*nod the mental from the emotional; indeed, a
great work is performed thereby for those who have
ver learned to control singly various sections, as
"ere, of himself. But I would point out what
-t0 me a very deci(led fault in the wav, in which
ese instruments are used by some teachers,
inte • eve
it will be conceded that an exact
inn;X S?nse °f t°ne—tone perception—an exact
•er "earing as soon as the eye sees the note-symbol
tenf, a*)so'utely indispensable to the fully-equipped
er or player. If the most rigid imaginable

course of ear training, a cdurse more constant and
severe than usually practiced in schools, accompanies
the use of this tone silent instrument, it certainly is
advantageous to use it about one-third of a given
practice time; but unless this is done, the pupil in
looking at notes without previously learning their
musical character, their tonal significance, will
imagine pitch and color to them which on this earth
they never possessed. Only a few persons are so
naturally dull that they will not, in their minds,
get a melody of some sort when they see certain
notes placed horizontally. Pupils cannot play exer¬
cises on a toneless . instrument without a distinct
tonal injury worked on their interior system. In case
the ear training accompanies the course in greater
amount than I have known to be usually given, then
my criticism does not hold good. Of course, like any
other system, it depends upon how it is taught.
The originators of this system have weeded out many,
many useless exercises, have reduced to a compara¬
tively exact basis the teaching of piano; but I would
point out the tendency to complete dulness, absolute
atrophy, of that most valuable sense, tone perception,
which I have noticed among many who have been
taught to practice on this instrument without ear
training sufficient to guard the inner ear.
And under this same head comes the matter of
appreciation of quality of tone as well as pitch.
Theorize as you will, it is impossible to make any
experienced thinker believe that the rules for the
production of tone are at present comprehensively
exact enough to be considered “causes” which will
produce effects fully expected and complete. The
element of personal experience of tone quality is
necessary before these rules work. No pupil can for
any great length of time be separated from the piano
tone and then, going to it, produce an effect exactly
as was calculated mentally. I ai» talking about
average pupils. Even those far above the average sel¬
dom do it. Many pupils have come under my notice
and in most cases the tone quality was miscalculated
on going to the piano. Again comes an interior misadjustment; something was wrong with the length
of time before going to the piano, or false adjust¬
ments of weight. However that may be, the general
principle itself is undoubtedly better than most
technical principles. We may or may not be far
from an ideal method but when we get it there still
is involved the ideal use of that ideal method.
In the criticism above is again noted the sugges¬
tion that the basis of all technical work carried on
by any system lies in a course of Ear Training. I
have noticed that those pupils who had either a
course of that kind or who had had in some part of
life many opportunities for hearing many good play¬
ers and indeed music of every possible kind, provided
it was good music or at least well executed, made
fewer miscalculations in their tone quality than the
rest. Without careful and simultaneously directed
auricular work theTe is apt to be the double pro¬
cess—always uneconomical—that of preparing the
pupil for the piano and then after getting to the
piano adjusting the finger touch to get more sympa¬
thetic pressure.
Exercises Made from the Pieces Studied.
The very first article I ever wrote for a musical
journal, or, to be more truthful, the first article
ever accepted, was called “Pieces as Etudes.” That
is, the selection of certain difficult passages within a
piece and by enlargement, repetition, augmentation,
diminution and a dozen other ways encompassing the
difficulties in a direct and absolutely economical man¬
ner: this has always seemed to me to be the most
saving—in time and energy—and vital way of getting
at most technical problems. Of all the curious and
unpsychologic procedures in this life, none is more
curious and wasteful of energy than the tendency
of music teachers to make their pupils repeat as an
infinite number of times to produce e; to practice an
exercise which has no direct bearing upon a com¬
position. I know all the arguments, and I know that
one may point to dozens of pianists who have “ar¬
rived” whose training was illogical in the extreme
and who did “come to their own” in spite of. rather
than because of, the course involved. No learning of
alphabets or rules ever made a linguist, else those

What is the Effect of the Average Exercises on
the Mentality of the Pupil?
The unmusical character of the average exercise
has its bad effect upon musical appreciation; which,
undoubtedly, is the essential thing to be preserved.
1 take it that technical work is faulty unless when at
it and when through with it the student is exhilarated
instead of exhausted; awake instead of asleep; alive
instead of in a stupor. Nine-tenths of lack of suc¬
cess among those who work hard and then must “go
back to the farm” is due to stupidity indused by too
much monotony in practice, too long disassociation
of exercises and pieces; too little governing mentality
and too much ungoverned muscularity. The violinist
who reads the pa er while he practices his exercises
five hundred times is paving the way towards de¬
terioration of tone quality and accuracy of intonation
as well as mechanical and altogether unsympathetic
“performances.” The pianist upon whom a halt was
called by von Biilow, among others, for their sense¬
less, long, unrelated technical work—well, immor¬
tality never follows on the heels of the abusers of
the intellect and emotions. Hard work and long
work have in themselves never hurt anyone, but
monotonous and altogether irrelevant technical prob¬
lems paralyze the whole soul.
Fortunately, in certain quarters there are seen
glimmers of right management of technical matters
for the average pupil; our teachers are getting to
study cause and effect, are seeing things for them¬
selves more as they are and not as some old-fashioned
teacher would like them to be. The ancient and gen¬
erally mouldy ideas are being abandoned as psy¬
chology is bringing people to a consciousness of tlie
life that is about them with its needs based on ex¬
perience and not on imagined conditions. A vital
grasp on the essential part of a piece is being recog¬
nized as the only way to an elastic vitality and an
economical thoroughness. It is indeed a false thor¬
oughness which feels the necessity for reading every
article in a magazine when some of those articles
have only the most remote connection with our past
and present sympathies. So with piano technics;
the overdose of unrelated exercises, the crossing of
technical bridges before one comes to them—all this
is waste. Why the inner problems of a fine, robust,
alive, scintillating composition should be abandoned
for the a priori reasonings of erstwhile piano peda¬
gogues—yes, this is the mystery of all the many mys¬
teries in this musical world of ours. Abandoning
healthy ideas for deadwood can never be satisfac¬
torily explained to those who have studied the human
being by direct observation rather than from a text¬
book.
The End of Music Study is for Appreciation.
Every teacher knows that only a small percentage
of pupils “take to the profession.” The rest turn
into workers for or against good music according as
they are taught. We do more to stop the production
of real appreciators of good music by our disjointed,
unrelated methods than we could do by any possible
special attempt we might make with that in view.
Our methods are filled with things so abhorrent to
any except those so steeped in them that they no
longer hear or see that nine-tenths of our not
specially talented pupils will actually turn into
workers against the cause. Their sen e of apprecia¬
tion has l>een dulled and they are not to blame.
No, these things are not new exactly; but that
makes it still more necessa1 for us to take thought
and study conditions more wOsely. My remarks are
based on conditions as I have noted them in a con¬
siderable experience with pupils of many different
masters, masters with "'any differing points of view.
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By H. E. KREHBIEL.
So I-050 a time has elapsed since I took up a dis¬
cussion of the above question 1 that in recurring to it
now 1 am compelled, for my own sake as well ns for
that of the reader, to recall the ground traversed in
the December number of Thk Etude. We have all
had much to divert us from the matter at issue and
only one thing to bring it back to mind, and that a
thing of peculiar pathos. I refer to the mental col¬
lapse of Mr. Edward A. MacDowetl, some of whose
work was in my thoughts when I blocked out what
I intended to say on the subject, and from whom all
lovers of American music were justified in expecting
something more along the line of accomplishment to
which this brief concluding pnper is devoted. Mr.
MacDowell’s work is done, however, and whilo we
tako what he has given us with grateful appreciation,
there must lie coupled with the expression one of pro¬
found regret for the greater promises that have now
come to nought.
In my first paper I argued that a distinctive note
in a sense implied a distinctive school of composition.
I set forth that the term was unstable; that having
once been connected exclusively with the names of ex¬
emplars or the places of their activity, it had sub¬
sequently, under the inspiration of that progress
which left formalistic beauty in music for emotional
expression, come to designate the products of com¬
position made distinctive by the employment of folkidioms. While I questioned the possibility of a dis¬
tinctive note in either sense in our music at present,
1 left the question open for determination when we
Americans become a people in a larger and other
sense than the political. If I was understood in this
as throwing out a hint that in the fulness of time it
might be our lot to put forth the coming representa¬
tive of the musical art which music must become
again after the present segregating processes are
finished, 1 shall not quarrel with the patriotic and
optimistic gueaser. 1 drew a picture of my ideal
composer, and I think him a more likely development
under the inspiring influence of life on this side of
the Atlantic than beyond. We are not so fearful of
emotional ingenuousness, not so taken up with eager¬
ness to publish our “cerebral” capacity as our
French and German cousins.
I ended my study with this question: Must we
remain without a type of expression which Americans
at least will recognize as distinctive until the return
of a universal ideal, meaning by my universal ideal
such a one as the world had in Mozart a century and
a quarter agof At that point I must take it up
again, but first a few observations on the possibility
of a note finding utterance while the process of
amalgamation is going on.
Hiere is a parallelism between the myth-making
and the folk song making capacities of peoples the
world over. Modern civilization has atrophied the
capacity, but it is not dead. Under stress of great
national excitement it may lie recalled to activity.
The Austro-Prussian war brought the needle-gun most
painfully to the notice of the simple Bavarian
peasantry, and they promptly recreated an old myth
to account for it: Bismarck had received from the
devil in exchange for his soul, a gun which would
nhoot without reloading. So, too, the devil had in-

1 See The Etude for December, 1905.

vented the locomotive and took his pay in the souls
of those who were last to get on a train—the same
price that medieval architects paid for infernal help
in the construction of bridges and cathedrals.
It does not require that one shall be very old to
have lived in a period when the spirit which creates
folk-songs (which always speak a popular idiom) was
stirred into life in our country. During our Colonial
life there was no “call” for a distinctive note; we
were English. During the Revolution we were rebel¬
lious Englishmen—nothing more. We wrote patriotic
poems but we sang them to English tunes. When
the war of 1812 came upon us, we boasted and cele¬
brated our naval triumphs particularly, in song, loud
and long; but we stuck to the old tunes. We sang
“Adams and Liberty” to the tune of “To Anacreon in
Heaven”; “Hull’s Victory” to the tune of “We be
Three Poor Mariners,” or “Heart of Oak”; “The
Constitution and Guerrtere” to the tune of “The
Landlady of France”; “The Sovereignty of the Ocean”
to “The Kilruddery Fox Chase”; “The Yankee Tars”
to “Derry, Down Derry,” and so on for quantity.
Our sentimental ballads were English, Englishmen
like Inclcdon and Phillips came over here to sing
them for us, and Horn and Russell later to sing and
write them.
But when we were shaken by the Civil War, a war
of brothers, involving moral and social as well as
political questions—then we saw the spirit of folk¬
song awakened. When the names of Root and Work
are forgotten, their songs will be folk-songs. They
arc American, not because they speak an American
dialect, but because they proclaim an American spirit.
It would be interesting to speculate upon the in¬
fluences which foreign (meaning by this non-British)
immigration has had to do with this outburst of
song; but time does not allow. The circumstance
makes me ponder, however, upon the possibilities
which lie in the fact that forty years ago we were
able to find a voice, and that largely as a consequence
of the War of the Rebellion we have adopted idioms
for our popular music which, willingly or unwillingly,
we recognize as racy of the soil. May not something
come out of that predilection in the progress of time”
Reflect!
I have said that we are not afraid to be ingenuous.
Naivete is a valuable asset in artistic creation. The
national school of music which has excited the widest
interest during the last two decades is the Russian.
In spite of its outcries for characteristic expression
it is essentially ingenuous and therefore primarily
melodious. The tremendous spirit of the people is
under that music, and ever and anon it breaks through
the veneer of European culture, or artificiality, which
Moscow and St. Petersburg put upon it. But Russia,
I am convinced, is but finding her voice. We think
we hear it with great distinctness now; we shall not
hear it in all its potential eloquence until Russian
political institutions become thoroughly Russianizeduntil the Czar, or whoever shall hereafter be the
ruler of the great empire, shall cease to be the
Vicegerent of Christ; until the untold millions of
Russians still enslaved begin to work out their tre¬
mendous destiny for themselves. The voice which
now we hear in the polite music of Tchaikovskv
Rimskv-Korsakow, Glasounow and their SvTiTtte
voice of the folk-song of Russia attuned to the feel¬
ings created by centuries of oppression. But with

the new regime there will also come the new expres“New life, new love, to suit the newer day.”
I have said that in our popular music we have
adopted idioms which we recognize as “racy of the
soil” and which, whether we are willing or not, ap¬
peal to our tastes. Let him laugh who will, I have
no hesitation in confessing that were I anywhere in
the world, far from home and thoughts of home, 1
would not be able to keep down a swelling of the
heart were the strains of “The Old Folks at Home”
or “At a Georgia Campmeeting” to fall into my un¬
suspecting ear. No other popular music would affect
me in such a particular manner. For me, then, there
is something American about it. It is thirty years
since I began the study of American slave music ami
1 am still as interested in it, and as convinced oi its
potential capacity for artistic development, as I have
ever been. For preaching the doctrine I have been
well laughed at by my friends among the critics;
but no harm has been done. It was all in good nature,
and they had scarcely closed their mouths after the
first guflaw with which the suggestion that Indian,
but more especially Afro-American, melodies might
profitably be used as thematic material for artistic
composition, before Dr. Dvorak showed, with his
quartet, quintet and symphony composed during his
stay in America, that the laughter of the skeptics
was as “the crackling of thorns under a pot.” In
those works we find the spirit of Negro melody and
some of its literal idiom, though there was no copy¬
ing of popular tunes. Then came Mr. MacDowell with
his “Indian” suite (fruit of a conversation held as
long ago as 1885 in the Botolph Club in Boston), and
his exquisite pianoforte piece “From an Indian
Lodge.” Then my contention with the wise men ol
the East reminded me only of the old storv of Diog¬
enes crawling out of his tub and walking, wordless,
up and down in front of it, while he listened to the
arguments of the sophist who was busily proving that
there was no such thing as motion. While the skep¬
tical critics talked, Dvorfik and MacDowell walked.
To say the least, they set up fingerposts which will be
looked at more than once while composers are hunt¬
ing for a distinctive note in American music.
If the art of music is worthy of the dignity of
human devotion it is worth considering a little serlously, without depreciating in the least the lighter
pleasures to w-hich it may minister. If it is to be a
mere toy and trifle, it would be better to have no
more to do with it. But what the spirit of man has
abored at for so many centuries cannot only be a
mere plaything.
The marvelous concentration of
acuities toward the achievement of such ends as
actually exist must of itself be enough to give the
product human interest. Moreover, though a man’s
life may not be prolonged, it may be widened and
deepened by what he puts into it; and anv possibilties of getting into touch with those highest mo¬
ments in art in which great ideals were realized, io
which noble aspirations and noble sentiments have
, n successfully embodied, is a chance of enriching
human experience in the noblest manner, and through
sue sympathies and interests the humanizing innuences which mankind will hereafter have at ils dis¬
posal may be infinitely enlarged.—Furry.

Compared with the age of the keyboard instru¬
ments, four-hand playing is very young. Less than a
century and a half embraces its whole history. Be¬
fore 1765 we hear nothing of two performers on one
instrument, although the playing of two performers
on two, and even of more performers on more harp¬
sichords, was common enough. The earlier J. S.
Bach, for instance, wrote concertos for two, three,
and four harpsichords, and the still earlier Couperin
(le Grand) an Allemande for two (in the second book
of his Pieces, the first of the ninth Order). Can it
really be that it took so long to make the discovery
of a device that seems to us so simple and obvious?
Perhaps the small compass, and consequent narrow¬
ness of the keyboard, was an obstacle in the way.
But then the usual compass of five octaves (now it is
seven and more) did not begin to be extended till
about the end of the 18th century, when the first
stage of the popularity of pianoforte duet playing was
already past.
From April, 1764, to July, 1765, Leopold Mozart
was in London for the purpose of exhibiting his chil¬
dren as infant prodigies—Maria Anne being then 14,
and Wolfgang, who became the great Mozart, 8 years
old. From advertisements we learn that the children
often played duets on one instrument, and a letter
of the father contains the following words: “In Lon¬
don, Wolfgang composed his first piece for four hands.
Till then nobody had written a four-hand sonata.”
Here we have a definite statement, one made by a
well-informed and honest man. And this statement
is supported by the negative fact that no duets of
this kind of an earlier date are known to exist. For
the older contemporaries of Mozart that wrote duets
wrote them subsequently to 1765; indeed were incited
thereto by his example.
As Mozart’s early works of this kind are lost, the
earliest existing duets are those of older contempo¬
raries. Of these were first in the field the English
historian Charles Burney (1726-1714), who published
two sets of “Duets for two Performers on one Piano¬
forte (1777 and 1778), and Johann Christian Bach,
the London Bach (1736-82), the last-born of Johann
Sebastian’s sons, who followed close on the heels of
Burney. J. C. Bach was intimate with the Mozarts
and fond of the boy. Seated at the clavier, he and
little Wolfgang on his knees would improvise sonatas
and fugues—one of them beginning, the other falling
in, the first resuming, the second continuing, and so
on. Of J. C. Bach we have one four-hand sonata in
print and seven in manuscript. The brother’s ex¬
ample may have induced Johann Christoph Friedrich
Bach (1732-95), the Biickeburg Bach, Johann Sebas¬
tian’s thirtl son, to compose the sonata published a
few years ago.
By the year 1783, four-hand pianoforte duets had
become popular, as we can gather from a notice of
Haydn’s “II Maestro e lo Scolare,1 variazioni a quattro
mani,” in Cramer’s “Magazin der Musik” of that year,
where we read: “To the fashionable pieces belong
nowadays those for two performers on one pianoforte.
• • . Many more or less known and celebrated
masters have composed such.”
Among the early composers of four-hand duets
were, besides those already named: Johann Jakob
KUffner (1713-1786); Joseph Haydn (1732-1809);
Christian H. MUller (1734-82); E. W. Wolf (173592>: J- G. AlbTechtsbcrger (1736-1809) ; F. W. Rust
(1739-96); J. B. Wanlial (1739-1813); L. Kozeluch
(1748-1813) ; Abbe F. X. Sterkel (1750-1817) ; Muzio
Clementi (1752-1832); F. A. Hoffmeister (17541812); D. G. Turk (1756-18131; Ignaz Pleyel (17571831); Abbe J. Gelineck (1758-1825); Louis Adam
(1758-1848); J. L. Dussek (1760-1812); G. F. PolBni (1763-1847) ; Daniel Steibelt (1765-1823). The
music of most of these composers is no longer either
played or remembered. And even in the case of excel¬
lent masters like Clementi and Dussek, whose twoband music receives still some little attention, the
four-hand music has fallen into almost entire neglect.
Haydn’s contribution “II Maestro e lo Scolare”
(1778), is neither quantitatively nor qualitatively
eonsiderable enough to make him notable in this con¬
nection.
In giving an outline sketch of the history of the
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four-hand pianoforte literature, one may, therefore,
after noting in passing the boy Mozart and the two
Bachs—Burney and others being negligible quantities
—at once proceed to the mature Mozart, who is really
the first great master that occupied himself seriously
and to excellent purpose in this way. We have of
him five sonatas, a set of variations, a fugue, an
Adagio and Allegro, and a fantasia, compositions
written in the years 1780-91. The master that has
next to be mentioned is Mozart’s pupil, J. N. Hummel
(1778-1837), who, if he had written nothing else than
the brilliant Grande Sonate in A-flat major, would
deserve a place of honor, but there are also another
sonata, a notturno, and more. Beethoven has writ¬
ten little for four hands, and nothing of importance—
a useful and pleasing pupil’s sonata, two sets of varia¬
tions, and three marches. Of Weber (1786-1826) we
have twice six pieces of his youth, Op. 3 and 10, and
the charming characteristic Huit Pidces, Op. 60, with
which romanticism enters the domain of four-hand
literature. And then we come to the greatest, the
most voluminous and most poetic, of the composers of
pianoforte duets among the great masters—Franz
Schubert. Indeed, we may say that from him dates
the efflorescence of this branch of musical literature.
Among his works, which are too many to be men¬
tioned in detail, there are sonatas, overtures, diver¬
tissements, a fantasia, a large number of wonderful
marches, etc., etc.
Another leading romanticist,
Robert Schumann (1810-56), although a less vo¬
luminous contributor, has greatly enriched the litera¬
ture by four books of pieces full of exquisite beauty
in color, feeling, and humor—Bilder aus Osten, Op.
66, Zwiilf Olavierstiicke, Op. 85, Ballescenen, Op. 109,
and Einderball, Op. 130. Henceforth the producers
of good four-hand pianoforte music become so numer¬
ous that one must confine oneself to the bare mention
of a few of them—Moscheles, Reinecke, Raff, Volkmann, Brahms, Rubinstein, A. Jensen, DvorSk, NicodC,
H. Hofmann, and Moszkowski.
In the above slight sketch only original four-hand
compositions have been taken into account. It is un¬
necessary to point out that the larger bulk of the
four-hand literature of the 19th century consists of
all sorts of instrumental and vocal music.—Monthly
Journal of the International Musical Society.

HOW ONE HUSTLER SUCCEEDED!

more nor less than bringing together youths and
children for the avowed purpose of studying music,
but bringing forward, as an inducement to begin,
various studies or labors in which they already are
interested. A horse is easily led to water when he
is thirsty, and will pull a heavy load if he under¬
stands the watering-trough is at the end of the pull.
In brief, the way- in which he did it was as fol¬
lows: Being naturaUy religious, he himself had long
been attached to church work. He now proposed to
take charge of the Sunday-school singing; was ac¬
cepted, and gave the congregation some idea of enthu¬
siastic chorus work. It happened that about that
time revivalists worked thereabouts, and, several
churches having combined in the services, he was
given the charge of drilling the united schools. He
received no pay for this; asking none, in fact, but he
made acquaintances and fast friends, all of whom
were among the substantial and good people of their
several communities.
Next, he gave one day each week, as an experiment,
to public school scholars. Still no pay; but now and
then, he captured a pupil. Soon he was very busy;
but, when early summer came, his pupils began to
drop off, one by one; and another summer of en¬
forced idleness stared him in the face as a cold, hard
business fact.
He put on his thinking-cap, and, remembering the
church work’s assistance to him, decided to attempt
to hold his boy pupils through the summer by
uniting field study of natural history with scales and
finger exercises. They may not sound well together
on paper, but they went mighty well together in his
class. The boys may have cared more for bugs and
the lore of woodcraft than for music, but they knew
that no music, no bug-talks; no good lessons, no
Indian legends in the shades of the delightful forests.
In truth, he had boys come to him to enroll in his
class who did it because they wanted to learn some¬
thing of natural history.
It may not seem orthodox, hut any way to get the
young idea to shoot is better than no growth at all.
This young teacher also tried his wiles on his girl
pupils, making considerable use of games, picture
cards, and rewards-of-merit.
Other country teachers may he languishing under
the ban of indifference. Here is food for reflection to
be turned into energy for action. After all, it pays
to be a hustler even if the pay is in the development
of character and resourcefulness; but it usually
puts money in the pocket, too.

BY THALEON BLAKE.
Teaching is no sinecure anywhere, but it has
peculiar obstacles to overcome in small places. The
cause is not hard to find: Difficulty of interesting
pupils in thorough study.
Country pupils study music principally as an ac¬
complishment, and they are satisfied with a low
standard of attainment. They have small desire to
exeel in that which does not have practical concern
with their trade or business. Teachers complain espe¬
cially of hoys, and with reason, for boys in the
country take infinitely more pleasure in a collection
of birds’ eggs than in all the symphonies beloved by
usicians.
Wherefore comes the question: Why not attach to
usic study those attributes which hoys discover in
itdoor pastimes? It has been done by one teacher
hose pupils are mostly from the country; and so
lccessfully that I have thought it worth while to
iterview the enterprising pedagogue in the interest
t the readers of The Etude.
Mr. Wells—so we will call him—decided to bemie a teacher of music rather than an agriculturist,
ad prepared himself accordingly by study in St.
°Upon graduation he returned to his home and tried
> get a class. It was the time of the year when
irmers are the busiest, and his class was discourjringly small. But he went at it with vigor. In the
ill, he organized a singing class, hoping eventually
, capture piano pupils from the vocalists. The
inking class was chiefly remarkable as a meetinglace for lovers; the outcome of which was a little
icney for him, with much experience, while Dan
!upid reaped all the harvest. He ate some weddmga.ke that first winter, and so far as causing weddingells to ring, he was voted a great success.
In the ensuing spring, he hit upon the plan which
as given him the most interested class of boys and

CHILD STUDY.
BY F. E. SPAULDING.
The very name “Child Study” has become almost a
reproach, owing to the results of unwise leadership,
and the consequent reaction which followed the first
gushing enthusiasm of easy converts. But, in reality,
only the bubbling foam has burst and subsided; the
underlying currents of the movement are stronger
now than ever.
We are only just beginning to take our hearings, to
determine whither we have been borne by this mighty
movement, and to readjust our conceptions and our
activities in accordance with the new conditions in
which we find ourselves. Our problems are living
problems, demanding living solutions. Eaeh one is
presented in the shape of a living child, who, we
quickly find, is the focus of endless subordinate prob¬
lems, whose conditions are changing from day to day.
Our primary duty as teachers is to solve each of
these child-problems, not with paper of text-books,
not on paper of a thesis, hut in the broader, richer,
nobler, healthier lives which we can enable and in¬
spire these children to live. In the performance of
this duty we need text-books, the very best procur¬
able; we need theses, every one that has a fruitful
fact, principle, generalization, or suggestion, in any
way related to child life.
What does this child need right now? What must
we do to supply his need? These are the questions
that we are called upon to answer over and over again
each day. On our answers we must immediately act.
All valid results of child study are of invaluable as¬
sistance to us. They are not to he applied directly
and mechanically. They can simply serve to stimu¬
late, guide and check onr observations, and to suggest
suitable action when the conditions before us are de¬
termined.—Journal of Education.
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THE SECEET OF SUCCESSFUL WORK.
BT EDWARD BURLINGAME II
Some time ago, that admirable magazine, Success,
whose creed is optimism, self-reliance and ceaseless
energy, printed a short article of three modest para¬
„
graphs which might readily be overlooked by
less, unobservant reader bent on finding an amusing
anecdote or an exciting story. Yet this little article
contains a vital idea which might be the unpreten¬
tious foundation of a great enterprise, the entering
wedge of a large fortune, or the guiding principle
in a fine artistic career. The student must indeed be
unimpressionable and sluggish who is not aroused
to renewed effort, to intelligent and energetic deter¬
mination by the following paragraphs. The title is
merely: Victory Increases Confidence. “Every vic¬
tory over obstacles gives additional power to the
victor. A man who is self-reliant, positive and opti¬
mistic, and undertakes his work with the assurance
of success magnetizes conditions. He draws to him¬
self the literal fulfilment of the promise, ‘For unto
every one that hath, shall be given, and he shall have
in abundance.’
“We often hear it said of a man: ‘Everything he
undertakes succeeds,’ or ‘Everything be touches, turns
‘o gold.’ By the force of his character and the c
live power of his thought, such a man wrings success
from tho most adverse circumstances. Confidence be¬
gets confidence. A man who carries in his very
presence an air of victory radiates assurance and
imparts to others confidence that he can do the thing
he attempts. As time goes on he is reinforced, not
only by tho |>ower of his own thought, but also by
that of all who know him. His friends and acquaintnnces aflirm and rc-afllrm his ability to succeed, and
make each successive triumph easier of achievement
than its predecessor.”
For the listless music student who is discouraged
in his work, who finds that his efforts are diffuse and
unsatisfactory in their results, here is a valuable
hint to correct the mistakes of his previous course of
study, and to show clearly t|re path to the attainment of his ambitions. The ideas expressed in this
short extract show unmistakably the manner in which
all intelligent, energetic work persistently applied in
one direction to the furtherance of idea'ls will accu¬
mulate eventually a precious capital of power to do.
The piano student who lius been practicing dreary,
uninteresting exercises with a half-hearted applica¬
tion to the problems they present, should realize that
in the conquest of cnch, apparently insignificant in
itself, lies the certainty
to sur,
, - of increased resource
-----mount courageously the d.lficulties of the next. Every
slight addition to his capac.ty in technic or interprctation is the sensor for victory m the next task,
Thus the pathway towards the lofty achievements,
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composed largely of these outwardly uneventful strug¬
gles and successes.
It is not the number of hours that are spent in
practicing; it is not the prestige of some especial
method that will count in the end: the strength of
character and the quality of pluck and persistence
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recognize clearly the sources of error and ineffective
work and then set about promptly to stop the waste
of energy. None of us are responsible for the amount
or quality of talent with which we are gifted, but we
should be held to account for the manner in which
we develop it. If the student has been unfortunate in
his choice of teachers, if he has chosen a method un¬
suitable to him or if he has been limited in the
amount of money which he could command for his
education, there will only remain additional cause
and incentive for him to acquire the priceless qualities
of self-reliance, courage and energy, and all the more
credit due him for the creditable results which he has
secured in the face of all obstacles.

SOME MISTAKES IN TEACHING.
BY MRS. CUR WEN.

The neglect of nursery music was the first mis¬
take. Revive the cradle songs; look on them as
baby’s first musio lessons. Nonsense rhymes with
good rhythm, and action added, hymns, folk-songs,
good coon songs, help the sense of time and tune.
Clapping in the rag-time of a plantation song gives
a feeling for syncopation.
No teacher, however gifted, can get equal results
from children brought up in musical and unmusical
surroundings.
If this informal teaching is generally put off too
late, formal teaching is generally begun too early.
It is a mistake to begin with instruments. A child’.,
first musical thinking should be done in the singing
class. It is no loss of time to postpone the piano to
the age of 7Y* or 8. A child who has begun at 8
with previous good singing-class work is further on at
10 than the child who begins at 5 without such vocal
work.
It is a mistake to conclude that a child is unmusical because he docs not sing at a very early age,
Musical ability may remain dormant until instruction begins,
It is a mistake to consider —- training as an
“extra." It is the beginning, middle, and end of all
music teaching. It is best done in the singing class,
for it is only sight-singing turned the other way out.
It is a mistake not to correlate the pianoforte work
with the singing class work. The knowledge gained
in one department should be applied in the other.
It is now being said in magazine articles that only
a limited number of gifted children should be taught
to play the piano, and that in the rest music should
be cultivated by school lectures and recitals bv explaining form, and by musical biography and history
This is a revolt against the mistMre of making the
playing of pieces the great object of pianoforte teaching. The value of these lecture recitals to girls edugreat, but t0
to those whose e
has not been trained talk about musical form is mean¬
ingless; such pupils listen with the outer ear, but
have no apperceptive ideas. By all means have the
lectures, but train the pupils up to them.
The real objects of pianoforte teaching are to make
intelligent () readers" '(2 ZelrTand, Z) to di

*u? *

* ««* but

S^t

Ind e^h d7ght, ‘° 7r Tn 6aC?i trlViaI Pr0b,em — *he P°98ib,e P^IoMner^To^al^Uie^ ends a
and each duty of working hours will propel the stu- clear and practical knowledge of the elements of
dent ns if by an invisible power upon the route of music is necessary, and the piano is the best meHh.m
his professional ideals. No detail of work is too for giving this; the sing ng claTirnot s^mcVnt
mean, too unimportant to enlist the student’s whole
By “elements” is mehn/tbTL™ * ,
7’
determination and energy. No opportunity is too necessarily the beeinninos nnlv ™P°nent, parts’ not
humble to be the medium of improvement if properly know all about rhvthm
> The a™a*eur should
applied. It is precisely along these lines that Z/y nnd scale f^atiem with kev 7* 7 their ™tati°«>
student should find encouragement and impulse to lationship- and he should k7atUreS’7d ^
work with renewed vigor and concentration, and forTZ^
Spo£
through his larger perception of the benefit accruing pupil beginning at 8
A we UauSht
from this
this positive
nnsiHvo and
nm? optimistic
nniimUi, attitude
„**:*..j. toward
,_j
* ‘
, ,
&a“ 8’ n,aJr
15 have a clear and
from
practical knowledge of all this.
musical work, he should be able to transform the
In music, the concrete is sound. These other
character of its results to a remarkable extent.
things are only symbols. It is a mistake to use an
The old proverb of “attending to the cents and
letting the dollars take care of themselves” is emi¬ apparatus, imagining that children will “get over the
drudgery” by playing games with large notes made
nently sound, so much so that it would be well to of cardboard or wood.
correct it for the benefit of the music-student so as
It is a mistake to try to teach music through noto read minutes and hours in place of “cents” and
“dollars.” This principle, which has been the basis tat,?n‘ We should teach notation through music
Begin with the ear, not the eye.
of so many successful careers among business men,
It is a mistake to divorce theory from practice
lawyers and statesmen is, after all, only a re-state¬
ment of the essence of the paragraphs quoted above. Notation is only music’s outer shell. Theory, to be
The results to be expected from putting it into prac¬ thoroughly effective, should be taught at the ke™
tice are certain if the student will only subject his
habits of work to a searching analysis. Let him Tfl-nm!li9tw0 teaehrhvthm through arithmetic.
If arithmetic books would mclude a table of musical
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notes among their weights and measures, people would
realize that the power of doing sums in crotchets and
quavers does not necessarily involve a knowledge of
music. That it does not is evident from the fact that
young people who cannot be puzzled by any conun¬
drums about the values of notes, dots and rests
utterly fail to feel the rhythm of a passage when they
look at it. The amount of arithmetic needed in teach¬
ing the notation of rhythm is very small; the rela¬
tion of 1 to 2, 2 to 4, and 3 to 6 being enough for
fairly advanced work in simple and compound time.
It is a mistake to teach the staff in two portions.
It leads to many misunderstandings, and makes the
use of the C clef difficult later on.
On a five-line staff you can write eleven sounds,
six of which are in spaces. It is a mistake to teach
that “there are only five lines and four spaces.”
It is a mistake to allow pupils to conclude that “all
the black things are sharps and flats, and all the
white things naturals.” It gives rise to confusion
later.
It is a mistake to allow a pupil to play accidentals
without thinking what they mean. From the time a
child knows what key means, every accidental should
be challenged.
It is a mistake to tell a child that he has 24 scales
to learn, or to show him a book of scales. It is in
scale teaching that singing-class knowledge comes in,
but any child can hear that a scale is just an upand-down tune which he can sing or play at any pitch.
By building up his scales on the keyboard, he dis¬
covers that change of key is only change of pitch.
It is a mistake to make the signatures memory
work. In building up his scales on the piano the
pupil discovers the meaning of the key signatures.
It is a mistake to make scale fingering memory
work. The pupil should be led to discover for himself
that there is only one possible right way of fingering
each scale.
It is a mistake to postpone the teaching of trans¬
position until pupils are pretty far advanced. When
the pupil has transposed that scale-tune from one
key to another, there is no reason why he should
not transpose the same seven sounds in different order
in another tune.
It is a mistake to use many technical exercises on
the piano with young children. Strength and control
can be given by table exercises; but touch and tone,
and the manner of taking and quitting a pianoforte
key can be better taught in connection with the child’s
pieces. In the phrasing of the simplest little time
the question of touch must come in, and the child
then sees the meaning of the exercise.
It is a mistake to be content with mere correctness
in a child’s playing. Correctness is only the first
thing- Many teachers hold that expression will
come” later on, but if the habit of mechanical play¬
ing is formed it probably will not come. Phrasing
should be taught from the beginning. No child old
enough to learn the piano at all is too young to
understand that he has a message to take from the
composer and to deliver to the listener.
It is a mistake to postpone form until it can be
fully introduced with its paraphernalia of terms.
Begin by encouraging the child to notice a plan in
rnelod ittle tune5 and imitations of rhythm and

uuu exercises in construction. First lessons in harmony shouM be listening to chords and naming them,
and then observing their habits when they occur in
pieces. Amateurs rarely go far enough with the sub¬
ject to make constructive harmony of any use to
em, and it would be well, generally speaking, if
tney confined themselves to such observation lessons
and got a wider view.
*S a
t° tell a pupil anything that you
can lead him to discover for himself. The only last¬
ing knowledge is that which the mind gains for itself.
it is a mistake to expect pupils to be always getting
°n'
°w and then a pupil seems to stick; to reach
saturation point. Recognize her level, and develop
ner on that plane.—Musical Herald (London).
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to Prepare and Conduct Class
Meetings
By CARL W.

Concerts are given to entertain people and furnish
enjoyment. Recitals aim at this, too, but above all,
at self-glorification. In lectures, the purpose is to
instruct and to elevate the audience. Lecture-recitals
afford both enlightenment and entertainment. Thor¬
ough musical instruction is disseminated principally
by lessons given by a teacher. To create musical in¬
terest and general appreciation of good music, and to
mutually improve themselves, enthusiastic persons
in many cities and towns have formed musical clubs.
It is certainly a worthy object and to be encouraged
everywhere. Even “Young People’s Music Clubs”
have" been started, and have done much good; on ac¬
count of the inexperience of young music students,
however, it seems best that they should be guided
by a teacher.
The latter will direct matters in a more definite
and systematic manner, and the various offices can
be entirely dispensed with. The selection of officers
too often becomes the bone of contention in societies.
Because the machinery of offices is done away with
and the teacher made the leading spirit, these as¬
semblages of pupils are not called club meetings, but
simply class meetings.
They are for the purpose of instructing and en¬
thusing pupils in musical history, biography and
esthetics. All these are important subjects which
cannot be properly treated and illustrated in the
regular lesson time, devoted principally to the technic
of an instrument, yet they belong to the general
education of the music student and music lover.
The pupils bring friends to listen to musical per¬
formances, and in connection with the music played
or sung, the teacher has the best opportunity to en¬
lighten his audience by delivering original essays or
reading extracts culled from books or magazines.
You can impart knowledge here by happy musical
illustrations, thereby winning the hearts of many,
elevating and refining them. While you inspire them,
you educate them in musical literature.
The educational value of these meetings cannot be
overestimated, because they can be made potent fac¬
tors in the musical life of any community. Begin
the crusade for good music at your studio. Let it
radiate outwards from these gatherings into all
homes that you can reach. Create a musical atmos¬
phere by contagion, which shall spread beyond in
geometric ratio far and wide, doing good wherever it
scatters. Kindle a desire for musical information,
and it will continue to burn like a fire, propa'gating
itself. Always have high intentions.
Work per¬
sistently with the means you have. It will keep
you busy. Your calling will be ennobled and it will
prevent you from “drying up.” Put soul into your
work. To live a life of love and usefulness—to
benefit others—must bring its due reward.
Seek to serve good music. Let the music be heard
with respect. Mere playing is not sufficient; give
short explanations of what the work proposes, the
wood of the composition, etc. Do not expect many
visible results from a single class meeting. Even in
nature, not every seed grows up. But do not forget
hat continual drops of water will at last hollow a
stone.
Avoid giving ice cream and cake at the class meetfnna 7°U sbou'd give intellectual, not material,
ood. Never turn your studio (or meeting place)
mto a restaurant. There are no objections to good
“nsical games, which furnish innocent amusement
and, incidentally, valuable instruction.

Because class meetings are for pupils and mostly
J pupils, the teacher, in mapping out a season’s
Du 7 ”?tUrally depends upon the abilities of his
pi s. “P]an your work and work your plan” is a
applicate everywhere.
course, you must take into consideration that not
d puP,ls progress alike. In arranging for a pupil
°r 6 ,wbab ought to be his classical numbers, sonatas
allow i°*’ What par,or pieces and dances ought to be
Dlav • f°r- a(nllsernent. and what numbers for dis• ,n variation and bravura style. If the pupil is
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sufficiently advanced to appreciate it, select his¬
torical (old Italian, French, German and English)
music, as well as the most advanced modern music.
1 would use Bach wherever advisable, but never let
your admiration carry you beyond reasonable bounds.
I have a dear friend who claims that many people
are better served with Bachmann, Leybach and Offen¬
bach than with the real Bach. Those that want
further Bach-variety might try Brambach, Hirschbaeh, Grenzebaeh, Birnbach, Wallbach and Fahrbach!
Never neglect music for four hands, original as well
as arrangements. All the great symphonies of the
old and new masters can thus be reproduced in every
home. You can commune with the master spirits of
music anywhere and everywhere.
After determining what pieces are the goal, you
can better arrange the stepping-stones to reach them.
Thus every pupil becomes an interesting problem.
No two will be exactly alike, if you take into con¬
sideration natural abilities, hands, head and heart.
Steer, don’t drift! What is worth doing is worth
doing well. Lead, don’t drive!
After the work of mapping out each pupil’s work
is done, you can begin to plan your programs for
class meetings. These again will influence the dis¬
tribution of pieces among your pupils, especially if
a composer’s program is decided upon, and ensemble
music is to be performed.
Class meetings should be held every two, three or
four weeks; it depends upon the number of pupils,
and how soon they can prepare the program arranged.
III.
A very important matter in class meetings is the
program to be carried out. Every program should
have a definite aim. It may be expedient to organize
the pupils into a Junior and Senior Class. Senior
Class pupils ought to have reached Czerny’s Velocity
Studies, or some work of the same difficulty. Yet
once a pupil goes to a “high school,” it is advisable
to enter him in the Senior Class, even if not so
skilled as is desirable. Not merely technical ability
but also mental development must be regarded in
classifying the pupils.
The talks or readings for the Juniors must be
simple and direct in language, and the selections
from the master works can only consist of easy num¬
bers or arrangements. The Juniors and Seniors
should have separate meetings. Occasionally, mem¬
bers of the Senior Class may be called upon to per¬
form for the Juniors, so that' these also may hear
difficult numbers. The study of the great masters:
Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schu¬
mann and Chopin, should always form the centre of
occupation in the Senior Class. For the Junior Class
the easier works of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
must be considered, also those of Clementi, Kuhlau,
Gurlitt and Reinecke. Not all pupils need perform
at a class meeting, only those who have something
appropriate to contribute to the occasion.
The program of a class meeting can be devoted to
the life and works of a certain composer. It might
open with an overture. Then read a short story of
his life, and an outline of his principal works. This
reading may be done by pupils. After that, let the
pupils play various numbers by this composer that
they have studied.
Another form of program is devoted to a certain
famous work, viz.: a symphony, an opera or any
special music, for example: Beethoven’s “Egmont”
music or Mendelssohn’s “Midsummer Night’s Dream”
and the like.
Time the numbers on the program, and rarely let
them exceed ninety minutes in all, including the
reading matter. Let the number that requires close
attention be near the beginning of the program, be¬
fore the listeners have had a chance to become tired.
Some composition must be the pillar around which
the program is built. Of course, the most brilliant
numbers must close the program, so that none is put
in the shade beforehand.
Turn attention not only to the past, but also to
the present. When a new composer creates a stir
by illumining the musical horizon, study him in tne
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class meetings. Take notice of those new works that
win the respect of the musical world. In large music
centres you have opportunities to explain before their
performance the important works produced by a local
orchestra or choral association.
Any one of the advanced pupils may give a recital
at a class meeting. The object of such a recital is
to give the student a chance to test his skill and en¬
durance. The addition of vocal or violin numbers
will serve as a rest for the player and produce con¬
trast in the program. A student ought to be able
to play dementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum before he
attempts a recital.
After the serious part of a program, it is often
advisable to follow with lighter musical miscellany.
And thereby the teacher finds suitable occasion to
insert any number and to give any industrious pupil
a chance to appear before the class, even if his piece
should not belong to the main part of the program.
Besides, the more pupils you put on the program,
the more persons are interested in the same, and so
many more will come to listen, because each player
is supposed to bring guests.
Sometimes there are so many miscellaneous pieces
ready to be played that they will take up the greater
part of a program; make it a point to have some
special feature on every program. Let that be an
ensemble number, perhaps a trio for piano, violin
and ’cello. The teacher himself ought to assist
whenever necessary. If he can procure obliging play¬
ers on the violin, ’cello or flute, or singers, he should
induce them to participate in the programs. Pos¬
sibly, a vocal or violin teacher would accommodate
a piano teaching confrere with well-trained pupils to
assist in the program. Use music for three players
at one piano; music for four players at one piano
may be used. On two pianos, two, three, four or
six players can be employed. The literature for
three or four pianos is not extensive. A piano and
cabinet organ will produce fine effects together. The
vocal parts of a cantata, oratorio or opera can be
given on the cabinet organ, while the piano plays
the regular accompaniment.
“Object Lessons” on Variations and “Descriptive
Music,” etc., are always enjoyed. National music of
different countries makes interesting programs. The
history of notation and descriptions of instruments
will never fail to arouse curiosity.
Many excellent and most useful books may be had
on every desirable subject. Ask the publisher of
The Etude to send you musical literature lists.
Books are necessary tools in the outfit of a music
studio. If you see fit, charge a small yearly fee for
the use of your books, to repay for their wear and
tear and possibly help a little to add more books to
the collection.
There is an inexhaustible field to work in, for those
who are willing. Not only private teachers, but all
music schools ought to arrange class meetings. Music
schools can have one teacher to suggest the subjects
for class meetings for the entire school and work up
the programs. By consulting with the different teach¬
ers of the institution, he can learn their plans with
their pupils; and the teachers again can arrange to
help the projected programs. The work of the pupils
and the class meetings will reciprocally influence each
What has been said may seem to apply to piano
pupils only; but that is not the case, because the
ideas of class meetings suggested here can be put
to use by vocal or violin teachers just as well.
The points kept in view in class meetings are both
practical and artistic, and certain to develop the
appreciation of the good and beautiful in music. The
object is to promote musical intelligence and interest
in every direction; that pupils learn to perform wit! out fear; to study with more definite aims; to gain
knowledge of the great composers and to take delight
in their works, thus to receive inspiration to aspire to
higher ideals in music.
Class meetings, when rightly managed, will prove
an indispensable adjunct to music teaching, and there
is no town too large, nor any village too small, in
which they may not be conducted profitably to pupils
and to teachers.
He who seizes the grand idea of self-cultivation,
and solemnly resolves upon it, will find that idea,
that resolution burning like fire within him, and ever
putting him upon his own improvement. He will find
it removing difficulties, searching out or making
means, giving courage for despondency and strength
for weakness.—Anon.
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there were no strong men who were bearing him to
his last resting-place. Instead, lovely women, dressed
all in white, carried on their tender shoulders the
sad burden. Covered with wreaths and flowers, and
borne gently away, so he vanished from sight, this
true-hearted singer, thus honored in death. Over his
grave they sang him soft melodies, into his grave they
poured drops of costliest Rhine wine, for he who
sings songs of gold, like Master Frauenlob, loves too
the golden wine.
But not alone the women and citizens of Mainz
mourned for the noble singer; he was famous as far
as the Rhine flows, and his memory has lived for
hundreds of years, till this very day.—From the Ger¬
man by Florence Leonard.
Several mouths ago, we in¬
vited the friends of the Chil¬
A CLUB SONG.
dren’s Page to send us verses
suitable for use as a Club Bong. A number have
responded, but we want more. Will not those inter¬
ested take hold of this matter and help us to secure
a fine Club Song for the use of the children at their
meetings ?
Dear Children: In faraway Russia, the poor peasants, of whom there are
many hundred thousands, are
often so ignorant that only seven people out of every
ten can read and write. Poor, hungry and burdened
with heavy taxes, these people voice their sorrows
and their longings in song. On the street, in their
homes, at work—everywhere they sing, and song is
the only outlet for their feelings. Happy or sad,
they sing just the same, and their songs are among
the most beautiful in the world. Russian music tells
the story of Russian life, and that life is full of sad¬
ness and longing.
Just how these beautiful songs, many of which are
more than 600 years old, are preserved, would re¬
quire a long story, but I must tell you that these
little gems spring from the hearts of the simple
peasants who know nothing of musical science, and
so genuine and beautiful are they that within the
past few years learned musicians have recognized
their beauty and have tried to write them down, but
it is very hard to collect the little gems because they
have passed from person to person and village to
village until no one knows their real beginning.
They seem to have sprung up, like a beautiful flower,
and no one knows whence they came or whither they
go. They are so numerous, and the Russian sings so
constantly, that there is an old proverb which reads:
“A Russian would sing on the way to his own execu¬
tion.”
These beautiful songs are all about simple things,
for the peasant knows very little outside of what is
going on in his native village. There are songs for
weddings, songs for funerals, love songs, harvest
songs, military songs—a great storehouse of beautiful
music unknown to the outside world which thinks
the Russian peasant hn ignorant and brutal creature,
not capable of beautiful thoughts.
Many of the songs collected contain only a few notes
and the thoughts are very simple, but how tender
and poetic are some of the melodies, and how close
they bring us to Russian life!
There are dances, too, but these are usually in the
major keys, while the folk-songs are more often in
the minor keys. The major songs are usually sung
in unison and the minor songs in harmony, the latter
being most popular.
Think of these little songs which great composers
have used, and are using more and more because they
are so genuinely beautiful, as themes in great works,
and try to believe that these melodies are most closely
linked with the heart-life of a great people in whom
we find true impulses and great longing for a life of
larger freedom.—Edith Lynwood Winn, from a letter
by Olga Volin.
A LETTER FROM
A RUSSIAN GIRL.

Funebal Procession or Frauenlob.
Mainz, of all the
cities on the Rhine,
is called the most
beautiful because
of its beautiful sit¬
uation. There is a
bridge which lends from Kastel to Mainz, and from
that bridge there is most lovely country to be seen,
whether one looks up the river or down. But espe¬
cially looking down the river, one finds vineyards and
gardens, old ruins, cloisters, villas, mills, some climb¬
ing over the hills, some nestling in the valleys. The
fields are gay with 1 lowers and fruits and every grow¬
ing thing, and the river is gay with little ships and
lively boats which are carrying the fruits and grains
and vegetables away to other countries.
Long, long ago, in this rich city, men studied arts
and sciences. And one of the schools there was a
School of Mastersingers, as they were called. To be¬
come a Mastersinger one must be able to sing certain
tunes, and to write verses to fit other tunes, and, last
of all, to write both words and music which had to
pass a severe examination, and must not contain more
than six or seven mistakes.
History tells us that there was one of these Mastersingers named Heinrich von Meissen, who was canon
of the Mainz Cathedral. And he had set himself to
sing in the noblest of music about the noble and
lovely women of the Rhine-country. For that reason
he is known today as Master Heinrich Frauenlob, for
in the language of Mainz the word “Lob” means
praise, and “Frauen” means women, and he had
praised the women of Mainz.
Now, when Master Heinrich Frauenlob closed his
eyes in the sleep of death, and the lips which had
sung so wonderfully became silent forever, there was
a sad tolling of bells in the great cathedral. Old and
young, rich and poor, went to the nouse of mourning
to look upon the great singer for the last time. For
they all loved him.
And all the city arranged to do him great honor on
the day when he should be carried to his grave. In
long lines, the men of Mainz marched before the bier.
Marshals carried staves wound with flowers, and the
air was full of incense and the sound of prayers.
When the bier approached, wrapped in the banners of
the church and surrounded with incense, a strange
sight met the eyes of the people of Mainz. For
FRAUENLOB, THE MASTER
SINGER. A STORY OF
THE RIVER RHINE
AND EARLY MUSIC.
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There are not many
SISTERS OF GREAT
composers whose sisters
COMPOSERS.
have had much influ.
maria ANNA MOZART.
ence on their careers as
artists, but among the
few, Maria Anna Mozart, or Marianne, as she was
commonly called, takes the first place. It was her
lessons on the clavichord that first aroused her illustrious brother’s interest in music. When she was
eight years old she showed such talent for music that
her father began to teach her. The little three-year
old Wolfgang was immensely interested in all that
she did. Me climbed to the top of the instrument and
listened intently while she was practicing, and after
she had finished, reached up his tiny hands to the
keyboard and tried to imitate her. His great delight
was to find concordant intervals, thirds, which he
struck again and again with the utmost pleasure.
As an executant she was only less remarkable than
he,, and shared his early triumphs, when in 1762, she
and the six-year old boy were taken on the famous
journeys to Munich, Vienna and other German cities
and in the year following to Paris and London.
Though his genius soon overshadowed her efforts,
there was never the slightest trace of jealousy on her
part, and the ordinary differences apt to rise be¬
tween children were unknown to them. In later
years she was known as the finest player of her sex
in Europe—the first of a long line of eminent artists,
which includes Clara Schumann, Teresa Carrefio, and
Fanny Bloomfield-Zeisler. When complimented on
her playing she always replied: “I am but the pupil
of my brother.”
She was a young woman of eighteen when her father
took his son to Italy for two years and left her at
home in Salzburg to care for her mother. They were
far from being well off. The father and brother
gained more glory than gold on their expedition, and
had it not been for the sister, the family would have
known want and suffering. She began to teach at an
early age and thus allowed her father to care for the
education of his son by travel and study in a way that
he could not have done if he had had the entire
burden of the household upon his shoulders. She
studied composition and her brother had great con¬
fidence in her judgment. During his travels they ex¬
changed the exercises and pieces they had written
and more than once he expressed strong admiration
for her ability. His letters to her from Italy give
a charming picture of the relations that existed be¬
tween them. They are at times a queer mingling of
French, Italian, German and patois, and show the
exuberance of his spirit; he teases her about her ad¬
mirers, tells her of the acquaintances he has made
among the musicians of the day—the composers,
players, and singers he has met, their peculiarities,
etc.; altogether they reflect faithfully the musical life
of the* age.
When in 1778 she parted with her mother, who
went to Paris with her son and died there a few
months later, Nannerl, as.she was familiarly known
at home, took charge of the desolate household and
proved herself a woman of exceptional energy and
force of character. She taught, she took boarders
to augment their scanty income, and always reserved
several of the evening hours for practice with her
father. She won the reputation of being a teacher o!
great merit; her pupils were distinguished for the
clearness and accuracy of their playing. She did not
marry young; she was thirty-three when she became
the Baroness von Sonnenberg.' Three years later her
father died and her brother followed him four years
afterward, in 1791. Left a widow in 1801, she re¬
turned to Salzburg, and continued her work as a
teacher until in 1820 she lost her sight. This afflic¬
tion she bore with noteworthy, cheerfulness for nine
years, when she died at an advanced age, having long
outlived her immediate family.

Not long ago. in talk
ing with Mrs. Tobey, ol
the New York Chautau¬
qua, she gave me this little story and I feel sure that
the readers of the Children’s Page will enjoy it and
gain good from its lesson:
Once there was a chemist who, in talking to l»s
class of twenty young men, made this remark: “Young
men, I am not afraid to look into anything or taste
anything; I ever use my eyes. Now I am going t0
taste this in this bowl,” and with this he put l‘is
finger in and placed the finger in his mouth, then
handed the bowl around to his class.
HAVE EYES TO SEE.

They all tasted the mixture and each made a face
ver it. When the last one had taken his dose, the
chemist turned and, with a laugh, said: “None of
you were afraid to taste, but none of you looked as
you should; if you had used your eyes as you should,
you would have noticed that I put one finger in the
mixture and put a clean one in my mouth. I hope
you have learned a lesson: Ever look.”
Children, your teacher often gives you a mixture
to taste. If you would look at her hand with thought
you would gain much more. If when she says: “This
is the way” you would see— the way, you would often
tind the mixture of notes much more pleasant. Some
one has said: "There is no fragrance in the violet
until the lover of flowers bends down above the blos¬
soms.” So it is with the mixture of Bach, Chopin
and others. We must look into them with all our
eyes, bend over them with our hearts, then we catch
their fragrance, and only with our eyes ever on these
examples will we ever learn their hidden thoughts.—
Katherine Morgan.
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LITTLE FRENCH
DANCERS.

Once upon a time, my dear
children, Music and Dancing
were called “twins.” No one
ever thought of separating the

one from the other.
It was dancing which brought music into the
world, and music was valued only as an aid to
dancing. People never thought of such a thing as
music’s having any value or importance by itself
alone. It was simply the handmaiden of dancing.
But things have so come about that music is, at
the present time, honored far above dancing, as in¬
deed one of the very highest of the arts. We must
not forget, however, that we must thank dancing for
having given us music in the first place, and we
must remember, too, that dancing is visible rhythm.
Over in France, in a paper printed for children,
the editor asked his little readers that as little
musicians they would admire dancing and “look to it
for grace and harmony.”
He then added tnis sketch and description of how to
make a little “doll-dancer”:

For the making of each doll, all v au need are three
hair-pins, crumbs of bread, some ’ ilk paper and a
In the sketch, A, B, C show how to use the hair¬
pins. D shows the hair-pins covered with the bread,
which is then allowed to harden. Finally, the last
ngurc gives the outline of the doll fastened to the
ai,cor*c> in order that it will stand firmly.
Hie dancer is then dressed in the silk paper, and
ei head and face are painted with water colors.—
Helena Maguire.

Bome time ago I made an
.n^T^CTURES OF
experiment with a pupil,
playing for her a number of
C0M1OS1TIONS.
pieces from my repertoire.
.
Bhe gave me her impressions
some of them, which I have put into shape for
e young readers of The Etude.
The Water Lilt—MacDowei.l.
day> a paper boat with a venturesome fairy
chi'1™ Sa'*ed away upon a pond. No one but a misevous breeze knew the fairy was taking a sail and
tinnmTu6^ ^er ou* ’nto il16 middle of the pond and
waf
u °ut and t*le verv moment she touched the
mairT
turnpd into a beautiful lily. The mer“(Sh S^ved 'u the bottom of the pond, said:
thev v.8 80 ^>eflutiful we can never let her go! ” So
badv W a B0^ Sreen rope and tied it to her
• ■ The lily seemed very happy; she swayed to
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and fro and dreamed all day long in the summer sun¬
shine, while the dragon-fly made love to her.
But, one day, she saw a paper boat sailing near
her; then she remembered the fairies and she longed
to return; she pulled at the soft green rope and
called: “Do let me go, please do let me go! ” but
the mermaids laughed and held the rope more firmly.
If you try to pick a water lily, you will always feel
the mermaids pulling on the soft green rope.
The last thing Bessie always hears is the poor
water lily sighing: “Let me go, please do let me go.”
—Jo. Shipley Wilson.
The pupils of the interCLUB
mediate grade of Mrs. Gussie
CORRESPONDENCE. Neil’s class have organized a
club which they have named
the St. Cecilia; our motto is “Patience and Perse¬
verance Work Wonders.” We meet once a week on
Saturdays.—Hope Burdio, Treas. and Sec.
My pupils and I have formed a club known as “The
Etude Music Club.” We meet the first Saturday of
the month. At each meeting we have a musical
program. Our motto is “In Heaven All is Harmony.
—Lillian M. Golfer.
How a Little Girl Organized a Children’s
Musical Club: I have organized a musical club
called “The Harmonious Musical Club.” We meet
every other Thursday and study the great composers:
Bach, Beethoven, etc. My mother gave me “First
Studies in Music Biography,” and we read from it
every meeting until we have finished one composer,
and then we answer the questions. We have already
studied about Bach and Handel. After we finish
our study, each plays a piece and then we go home.
My mother subscribed to The Etude for me and I
read the “Children’s Page” to the other girls.—Ger¬
trude Chappell.
The members of my class met January 10th and
organized a music club, with five members, calling
themselves “The Chopin Etude Club.” The colors are
nile green and white; the motto: Bjf. The pupils
are fined for absence and failure to prepare the work
assigned them. The lives of the composers are being
studied; musical games are
played for prizes, which are
pictures of musicians. Several
members play, at each meeting.
We have studied Mozart and
Handel, the beautiful picture
of the latter in The Etude be¬
ing given as a prize. The sub¬
ject for the next meeting is:
“The Pianoforte.” Much inter¬
est is shown and we hope to do
good work. The Etude is a
source of great help and enjoy¬
ment to all of us.
I have organized a club for
my junior pupils. We have
fourteen members, and we fol¬
low the lines sketched in The Etude. The club meets
once in two weeks, at the home of one of the members.
Our colors are green and gold; our motto: “To Work
is to Win.” We have studied the life of Mozart.
We enjoy our meetings very much and find the hints
in The Etude a great help.—Ella McCracken.
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After reading in The Etude about the various
musical clubs, I write you about our club.
It*
name is “Heart Music Study Club,” the badge being
a gold pin in the shape of a heart, with the letter*
M. S. C. engraved on it. Our motto is: “Excelsior,”
and our Club Song, an original composition by one
of the members, is sung to the tune of Yankee Doodle.
The ages of the members range from 12 to 16. Each
month, a musical writer is selected, every member
giving some data concerning his life, history and
writings, and playing a selection by same author.
We buy the Perry pictures and paste them in blank
books which contain the extracts of the correspond
ing authors. At each meeting we have charades,
romances, musical games, or a spelling match o«
musical terms.
The officers, president, secretary^
treasurer and pianist, take turns in the order of
succession on the roll; in that way each membei
performs the duties of each office. The Etude hasbeen a great help to us in furnishing descriptions ol
the lives of the great masters, aand in publishing
selections written by them. Living in the country,
as all our members do, we have few opportunities
to hear good music. At the end of the season w©
had a recital, the programs being heart-shaped and
tied with the club colors, blue and gold.—Mrs. A. D.
A. Yeager.
We have organized an Etude Club to meet on th©
Saturday before the second Sunday in each month.
At present, we have nine members and hope more oi
the class will join. We are to follow the course ol
study in The Etude. I think it will be a great help
to the music class.—Myrtle Emerson.
We have organized a club, called: “The Haydn
Music Club,” with fifteen members between the ages
of five and twelve. We will follow the work outlined
in the Children’s Page. The members are all pupil*
of Mrs. Anona Lacy Miller. We will give a recital
in a month and will work to have better music in
our town.—Eliza Batch, Sec.
Our St. Cecilia Club is in its second year, and a
more enthusiastic class of young music students can
hardly be found anywhere. We have twenty-three
members. When the musical part of our program ia
finished, we take up singing from a chant. After
Christmas we begin on chorus work for our spring
recital.—Virginia G. Stevenson.
A club, called The Etude Club, was organized. The
officers are Mayme Kennedy, Pres.; Rose Whitson,
Vice-Pres.; Claudia Hume, Treas.; Bessie Powers,
Moderator; Edith Kennedy, Grace Cotton, Editors.
Colors, blue and white; flower. La France rose;
motto, “Always play as if a master were listening to
you.” We are studying musical history. Selections
are made from The Etude.—Ira D. Moore.
The Enna Amateurs, a club composed of pupils of
the Enna Conservatory, Des Moines, have pledged
themselves against the use of ragtime music. At
their recitals only classic and standard compositions
will be played.
The club buttons you sent are much admired. Our
dub is called “The White River Fortissimo Club”;
motto, “Perfection should be the aim of every true
artist”; colors, red and blue.—Vera Cartwright, Seo.
Answers to Picture Puzzles in February.—
Man-do-Lynn—Mandolin; Horn.

WHAT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ARE CONCEALED IN THESE PICTURES?
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the common feeling of the people. And this kind of
song, as is shown in the article of Mr. Krehbiel, on
another page of this issue, lies at the very founda¬
tion of a national music.
A Monthly Journal for the Musician, the
Music Student, and all Music Lovers.
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A French artist who came to this country re¬
cently to teach in a New York art school was asked
his reasons for leaving the art centre of the world to
come to an American city. Among other things he
said: “1 had two or three hundred American pupils
in my classes at Paris, but I felt it was an injustice
to them to be brought to France when their first and
formative work should have been done at home. It
is impossible to bring out the real American genius
in these students when the French atmosphere is
always at work upon them.”
In a measure this applies principally to creative
work, and the parallel as to musical work is to be
made with composition. This statement is in line
with the stand taken by The Etude that American
music students should not go abroad, to London, to
Berlin or other German city, to Vienna, to Milan,
until a considerable degree of
■; Paris,.;----- independence

are we to decide? Each artist, or would-be artist
must settle for himself the question: Shall I giVe
everything else for the sake of becoming a virtu0UP
or shall I find joy in general culture and give to m’
specialty only a part of my time?
my
The whole thing sums itself up in this statementYVe must get out of life just what will give us th"
greatest amount of culture and the keenest pleasur *
The virtuoso cares only for his art. The musicaU,
educated man who craves broader knowledge shn„u
follow his own desires. The former will show us th
perfection of executive art; the latter will undoutrt
edly enrich the world in a more general manner.
Upwards of live thousand different books are pub.
iished annually in the United States. Doubtless Y
is justified in wondering where they all go and th*
pessimist will doubtless say that the greater place nf
these works belongs to fiction, good and bad That

CALM OF THE SEA
MER CALME
BARCAROLLE

THEODORE LACK, Op. 239’
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Allegretto tranquillo m.m.J.= i

T?' wuT’ >et T,‘e residue ref)resents the pile into
which the lover of literature delves.
In his latest work, “Essays in Application” Dr
Henry Van Dyke says: “The two things best worth
reading about in poetry and fiction are the symbols
of nature and the passions of the human heart 1
want also an essayist who will clarify life by gentle
illumination and lambent humor; a philosopher wh!
will help me to see the reason of things apparently
unreasonable; a historian who will show me how

While we have as yet no American school of music,
distinctive and unchallenged, the elements are present
and should be taken in and assimilated by our stu¬
dents before they go abroad. It is true that many
THEODORE PRESSER,
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. American composers studied abroad; yet there are
others of equal prominence whose education was
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. aa Second-class Matter.
wholly carried on under American conditions. The trtinet iT'f ’'T.ru fal'en; and a biographer who
“American girl” is celebrated the world over. Edu¬ r
R t0UCh
of the great and the good.
Ibis is the
magicthe
ot hand
literature.”
Each month of the musical season represents a cate her in Europe and the individuality that gives
The musician, teacher or artist is, none the less
milestone marking the great highway of opportunity her special attractiveness is gone. An American
a man or woman who needs culture that life may be¬
over which we are journeying. Does the way seem singer, wholly educated abroad, is neither American
come beautiful and useful. Dr. Van Dyke has two
tntenmnable; does the effort to progress seem hard nor foreign. If she elects to follow professional life
chapters in the book of essays mentioned above that
and toilsome; are we weighed down with a sense of at home she will need several years of American life
rSe” “a”r 8 useful thought capable of application
dull routiner Never mind! Let’s lie cheerful. It before she can again become Americanized.
We can lie frnnk and open in our attitude to '•The f/L ,
T"eSt’ thoughtful music teacher:
may be well not to forget that there are such things
as growing pains. Progress comes only in response Europe. I hat country may have our students if the the p ri . °0kS and “Books’ Literature and
atter wish to go, but we shall keep them at home as ml t0P '
to effort, and an effort that does not cull for the
.I" f gU'de t0 the appreciation of good
literature—and
the
author as the holder of a prolong as we can, at least until they have passed the
expenditure of strength of body, of mind, of muscle
fessorship ,n Princeton should be an authority-Dr.
of nerve, is not an effort that will accomplish some- formative stage.
into 2* g,vas. the fo1 lowing: “Four elements enter
thing worthy. One of our poets, in „ verse that is
Musicians should rend the article in the Popular into gom! work m literature: 1. An original impulse,
meant to encourage the worker, has the line: ‘‘Up,
let s trudge another mile.”
* 1 Science Monthly, by Professor Dexter, of the Univer¬ value 1T1J a "o" idea’ but a new sense of the
This is good for the teacher. Progress is marked sity of Illinois, on “Age and Eminence,” in which he iect and thldea' 2 * *'- f" first hand study of the sub¬
develops the idea that the most eminent work done ject and the material. 3. A patient, jovful, unby small advances; each day may be one of ndby men is accomplished before the age of forty. He STfaf
f°r th! Perfection of form. 4. A human
y,et 30 *jttl«that *t is only when we sum up.
at stated periods. that we discover that we have gone refers to Dr. Osier’s famous valedictory at Jolms- the* people*”^ C°nS°le’ purify’ or ennoble the life of
llopkins, a portion of which reads as follows- “I
forward. Shall March not carry out the force of iU
name, and be for every teacher, every pupil, a month
have two fixed ideas well-known to my friends, which theBnll
W[|t0r °f this note the most interesting,
of onward movement, steady in pa,*, keeping step
bnve an importaht bearing upon this problem. The
11 1
^ °f a11 the essays is “The Creative
.,
, , ■
">'“«*> <».u in unison with
„„ 13 he comparative uselessness of men above forty basis of Education,” a thought that is at the very
tho rhythm and melody that comes from the forward
’ f"” °f- agC‘ The 8econd is the uselessness of men is 1
T P°hCy °f The Etode> a thought which
movement of a race full of vigor and enthusiasm for ITr
°f age‘ The Active, movi
'T‘l.ga,d,ng Principle for all work that has deis. —--- ‘
’ vitalizing work of the world is done between the «£ to the t 6 *, race; L 18 °ne of the utmost importance
of twenty-five and forty—those fifteen years of plenty
uJlLT , °f music’ 'vhether he have in his class
the areaholic or constructive period, in which there is men and iUU 1 aprrily developing eliildi-en, or young
sorts thnT th The Independent Review (London) asfiX
•" «" —E bank, andthetedH 1," a“d w,°";en JU8t going out into the active, strenserts that the best poetry is a universal bond, and
cites the value of the great hymns in joining persons
ideals of °f, thVVOr,tL Dr‘ Van Dyk« -rites of three
Professor Dexter furnishes ample statistics to prove and th ^Ult,°n: the ^corative, the Marketable,
bLv"Th?ind 8tr°,lg!yLdiv,'rH<' creeds in a common
his theories which are identical with those of his selves l?'e,a, ,VT iThe terms readily explain thembody of believers.
There is truth in the old say¬
ing about the songs and the laws; the songs of the SHr H- 3ay3’ ln eonc'usion: “It is noticeable ot mi d llK**trations °f the three ideals come to
that the musician distances all competitions in the them tw wBbout the necessity of effort to bring
p-ople would be more important than theif lawsrace for d.st,notion. This is not hard to understand vonnt? d .
if only they learned the songs and lived by them, as
dec°mtive is the guiding idea of
they learn and observe the laws.”
aids ghil dl6S ..fin,shing schools. of the teacher who
figure on
on our
oTimt,
“?“*
who nature
frequently
ngmre
bill boards,
or prodigie8
consider that
has room ™
The writer quoted referred to the texts, not to the
8 t0 mas^er a
showy, drawingmaxlT
°rT few 8°ngs of the florid style, or, it
reHal from
fre
h6 T
3Ung’given
yct we
refram
wishing
that 8re
he had
due ca""ot
value
li\J
balladS and arias iearned in a parrotnil
■
t.hl’
fn.
th°
re8U't
to
pupil
and
to friends is
with
tl°
dVV,tfh
*he
musician’8
success
and
nurture
wedded iTth
many in8tanee8 has become
^dded to the great hymns of the English-speaking
no inif *P a*'6r, °r singer> away from the teacher has
people; in fact to the songs of all peoples. A rare
lessons'end6 Wkntever’ aml the repertoire ends when
forc?® dlvide the honors more evenly”
86 "°
that sings ,s better than the same race would be
Although women are not mentioned in this discus
without its singing. It is not possible for every
a lihvi„“atk-ri.ab*e 'dea* bas for its end the making of
family to have instrumental music, vet there are few the stmm «„d ■
everythin- ,T T, pi‘pil who exPects to teach values
theTfh" W*‘Ch Tg iS DOt P°88ible- The mother,
for wm
nC?^ition » n>»ch earlier income ♦ ”g y,.tke tes^: “Will it help me to make an
Pa-V? ” Business may be beneinr th
hIm ’ 8h0U,d make a praclice °{ ringing it is slower
’ ^ W a11 other callings fited h„f 1 'I111
for the children songs worth learning and knowing^
...
bv this l31 ’ l'e rea* art °f music, is never touched
the little ones should be taught to sing. How cheerA RrllIIV .
pupils should nJS,Perhap8 g?ing to° far to say that
ul the soun,! of sweet, fresh young voices in school
deeply reeret'that'TAH14 t0 th° present writer: “I probahilift- nf * * ,keep m n,ind the possibility, the
net fhe 5 of teaching; they do right in aiming to
S
" enj°yiDg th6ir gRmes and outings. teclmicalTchool blforf " ,g° a C°"ege °r to some
Let us lmie singing communities: more music in I feel That a mnn^
" deep studY °f music. fverrthim°'*lth0r0Ugh and ready mastery possible of
homes; more music selft^ uso it
i
not because they want to
i the churches: more public functions
But W a !!SmeSS wava thousand times, no!
music is a special feature, more choral societies
thesl!
. y 'Vant t0 U8e what they acquire from
been one-sided.”
m,m7lS’-TT reC!taIa- TMusic i9 8 h°nd in the com¬
mcSndp0to fh°f trUeart: Working thus, the pupil
munity, in the nation. Let us use it as a means of
is the o P
creative ideal of education, and this
drawing together the various interests of society
pupils snPtwTT °f the teacher, who is to form
In times of national stress, peril or any season which
,at tbp rules he may give will enable
^- .£* So" them to
arouses national feeling,
the *«cmw»uh;
inevitable uuuet
outlet for
-"“v
ior is not no^cihiA *■ u
mere virtuosity, and vet it s„2 t drk-°T,their own Problems? Dr. Van Dyke
surcharged emotion is verse and song, which expresses for a C at
™,e88 one tjjfcj the nowpr ,lni.rabIy thus: ‘‘The power to see clearly,
’
ne tecbnic of his
How dependent! ° II?ag‘ne v>vidly, the power to think in¬
dependently and the power to will nobly.”
inVPDTKIMn D A Tee _n. . .
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GOING TO, THE WOODS

Word4' and Mu^ic by

GEO. F. GROVER
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OCALs
EPARTttENT

EDGAR A. P. NEWCOMB,

AKTHUJi MACY

Allegro.

etude

To Charles P.Scott,Esq

Moderato cantabile.

(Conducted by H-W-Greene
A GREAT HALF-HOUR.
\ member of a country choir recently said to the
director: "I shall not be here next Sabbath; my
sister returns to the city, and I am going to accom¬
pany her and enjoy a week of music.” She went, and
when she returned her choir friends were treated
to an account of her experiences.
What she heard in the ten days in New York stag¬
gers belief: Morning musicals, afternoon recitals,
evening concerts, and operas (and incidentally, ser¬
mons), not omitting the sacred (t) concerts on
Sunday afternoon and in the evening. The wonder
was that she survived to recite it!
The musician who lives in the midst of these
privileges is in sharp contrast to this music-hungry
singer. He is satiate of concerts, of operas, of orches¬
tras and choruses, and he could hardly have been
compelled to take what he would call a similar dose
of it.
No doubt there are thousands of music lovers who
are just as eager to get a fill of the good things
which New York affords, as was our soprano, and no
doubt they form a strong proportion of the audiences
which support the artists in the musical centres. But
what of our city musicians? Do they never attend
upon musical events? Most assuredly, but in quite a
different way. They go for a special purpose, either
to hear some artist whom they are interested in, some
work they particularly admire, or some music or
musicians which promise to be of value to them in
their own work. It was such an event that occurred
in New York last week, which attracted the present
writer to Mendelssohn Hall.
Alexander von Fielitz was to accompany a singer
in a group of a dozen of his own songs. Who has
not sung or taught his two wonderful cycles: “Fair
Jessie” and “Eliland,” and what greater inducement
could there be than to hear their composer play
them? How many times we question, in passing a
well-constructed song, as to how the composer would
interpret one place or another!
Now we were to
have the opportunity of comparing our reading with
his own.
New York vocalists have not enjoyed so intimate
a pleasure sinee Rubinstein accompanied Lizzie
Cronin in a group of his own songs, over 30 years
ago. Mendelssohn Hall was filled with teachers and
singers, some with the scores, but more of them
with their note-books, which were in busy evidence
during the passing of the von Fielitz numbers. The
verdict was that never has New York heard more
marvelous accompanying. A composer is not always
the happiest interpreter of his own works, but on
this occasion there was no opportunity for adverse
criticism. The singer, who was greatly overshadowed
by the composer, caught the infection of the ideal,
and the effect musically was excellent.
fact that Von Fielitz is a great writer foT the
voice is conceded by those who have sung his songs,
and it ia always gratifying to see and to hear one
who has done something above the ordinary; in ad¬
dition to that, there was the opportunity to learn
a lesson in voice accompanying. The time was indeed
well spent. It would be difficult to say what he did
with his fingers and the piano that made the music
aeera ncw and different. The emotional listener will
1 us that it was his Heaven-sent art. The stu. artist will sneer at such an explanation and
®ay it was his earth-made art. The truth undoubtedly
1 compass both. For the technic at his coma . was paid for with much concentrated effort,
id it is not until there is a perfect mastery of the
echanical accessories of music that the art nature
'Wgive play to its own.
littl * m°St conspicuous quality was balance. Every
w * theme in the accompaniment was brought forand
iust enough prominence to illuminate it,
yet the whole kept in its just proportion to the
lce' How well worth while it is to study the art

of accompanying!
How few really great accom¬
panists there are! This is a field that is not crowded.
Think of this, you who despair of being Paderewskis
and Hofmanns, but who can read and have accurate
technic, and plenty of it. I wish all accompanists
could have heard von Fielitz at the piano. The art
ot accompanying would seem infinitely more worthy
of special study and effort.
VOCAL HINDRANCES.
BY FRANK J. BENEDICT.

in.
A Fine Voice.
In former articles I attempted to show how Tem¬
perament and Sensitiveness might prove serious hin¬
drances in vocal study, unless the defects correspond¬
ing to these virtues were carefully guarded against.
But what possible drawback can there be to the
possession of a fine “natural” voice? ii may be asked.
Yet the present writer does not hesitate to assert that
the possessor of a naturally fine voice faces perhaps
the greatest difficulty of all. The reasons for this
seeming anomaly I will endeavor to point out, both
as a warning to the supposedly fortunate “natural”
singers, and as something in the nature of a solace
(although a rather mean one) to the apparently less
fortunate aspirants.
The ability to execute with considerable fluency
comes spontaneously to a “natural” voice. Even more
remarkable is the ability of such a voice to produce
really beautiful nuances and to color the tone, all
being apparently instinctive. Small wonder that the
possessor of a “voice” looks upon himself as one
specially favored by a kind Providence. Without toil¬
ing or spinning he can do more than the hard-work¬
ing piano or violin student of some years’ standing.
To the superficial observer, this might seem a
condition extremely favorable to the development of a
great artist.
The pupil without a voice, on the other hand, must
struggle for some time before it is even certain that
he has a voice worth cultivating, and then for months
and even years, before he can make the same showing
that his rival made at the start and without effort.
It may seem like sheer perverseness to take the
ground that his chances of becoming a fine singer are
superior to the other. Hardly a week goes by, how¬
ever, that the truth of this proposition is not pressed
ypon my notice. Some very sincere persons will even
claim, with a certain righteous indignation, that the
chances of one “without a voice,” as the phrase goes,
are not only “nil” but that it is little short of “flying
in the face of Providence to put in the human throat
what God Almighty never intended to be there.” The
divine right of kings to rule by virtue of birth is not
more jealously guarded (by the kings) than is the
monopoly of the art of song by those favored with socalled fine voices.
What is it to “have a voice?” I would not for a
moment be understood to claim that all voices are
equally musical or that all have the singing talent
in anything like equal degree. Still, I am convinced
that the difference in natural, that is, uncultivated
voices, is far less than appears upon the surface.
The untrained pupil who produces clear, ringing
tones is accustomed to receive all the encouragement,
while one whose voice is husky, guttural or nasal
must endure the patronage of the polite and the
scarcely concealed scorn of the less polite. The un¬
skilled in voice training, or even in music, almost
invariably look upon themselves as very clever judges
in these delicate and difficult matters.
To the expert, the apparently great superiority of
the one voice over the other is due simply to the
fact that in the one ease the pupil has preserved, by
some happy chance, his natural (and therefore cor¬
rect) speaking voice from childhood. In the other,
this naturalness has been lost, either by some physical
limitation, by disease, or by a wrong habit of mind
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in relation to the voice, or by copying the unmusical
quality of other voices. This condition having be¬
come chronic, beauty of tone is diminished or ob¬
literated and the delicate co-ordination of the different
parts of the complicated vocal mechanism seriously
disarranged. The pleasant tones of the one do not
prove (to the expert) the presence of an unusually
good voice nor do the unpleasant tones of the other
indicate infallibly its inferiority. On the contrary,
it is more than likely that the pleasant voice is a
light voice, which will never develop much richness
or breadth.
The reason for this is that a light voice may be
used in considerable fulness of volume, not only ini
singing in an ordinary room but also in conversa-!
tion, without giving an impression of loudness. This
fact conduces to a free emission and consequently to
good vocal habits and tonal beauty. The possessor
of a more powerful organ will be much more likely
to hold it back, lest it sound too loud under like
circumstances. This holding back is almost certain
to produce the most damaging faults. Thus a grand
voice, by the very reason of its largeness, becomes
physically misshapen and consequently weak, husky,
etc. This is upon the very simple principle that
makes short people stand very erect, instinctively
trying to increase the impression of height, while
the overgrown youth will nearly always stand in a
slouching position with sunken chest and rounded
shoulders, unconsciously endeavoring to reduce his
dimensions.
Not only this but the mental attitude of the
former is apt to be rather too complacent and selfsatisfied. To the teacher he is patronizing and a
little critical. He considers that he is conferring con¬
siderable distinction by becoming a pupil and allow¬
ing himself to be brought out under his auspices.
Fortunate for the teacher if he does not expect tree
tuition, in view of the glorious advertisement which
will inevitably result. The producer of unmusical
tones, on the other hand, approaches the matter with
doubtful and apologetic mien. Of course, he is aware
that he has no voice and never expects to make a
singer, but if by great perseverance and application
he shall ever be able to sing a little for his own satis¬
faction, he will be amply repaid. He is perfectly
willing to wait and to work for years, if need be.
What shall the conscientious teacher say to these
two? Better have it out with the gifted individual
right at the start. Let him frankly admit that the
voice is good and will, of course, grow better, but
let him warn the pupil that there are great difficulties
in the way. That while physical conditions are favor¬
able, there are still years of development and refine¬
ment necessary before he will have any claim to the
much-abused title of “singer.”
How will the pampered aristocrat, the favorite of
nature, view such a program ? How will he stand the
test of the crucial experiences through which every
voice student must pass? How will he receive the
abundant criticisms of the teacher, he who was wont
to fill his ears with the flattery of his sincere but
ignorant friends? Will he have the patience to wait
patiently while the voice slowly unfolds, meantime
seeing very little improvement, and no sense at all in
the strictness of the teacher in (to him) unimportant
matters? For it must be remembered that the voice
production, being so good, will naturally not improve
as rapidly as in the case of one whose faults are very
bad. Blind confidence in a teacher is an absolute
necessity.
This is an axiom’in voice culture. Will this pupil
have such confidence? Will he not rather be con¬
stantly holding the teacher to account for the rate
of his “progress”? When the teacher succeeds in up¬
rooting some fault or in correcting some extravagance
of voice or manner will he not be inclined to think
that his precious voice is being “ruined” and rush
forthwith to some other teacher? When the really
conscientious teacher proposes a “grind” of 9ome
years’ duration, will he not be highly insulted? Will
he not be inclined to decide that his teacher is per¬
haps good but unnecessarily slow, changing in favor
of one who gets quick results and who will exploit
him as his “pupil” in two or three months? Then
after a year or two will he not discover that he is
not singing as well as a year or two before, change
. again and again until all is lost? I have known
plenty of such cases.
For instance, a middle-aged tenor who had been
singing in New York churches for about twelve years,
with diminishing success, came to me, admitting that
he had decided to quit unless I could do something

the
revolutionary for him. During these years he had
filled bis head with a mass of conflicting "methods,”
all of which did him no good whatever. Inquiring
further, 1 found that he had originally Bung and
studied in a certain Western city, where I happened
to know that there was an exceedingly fine teacher
of wide reputation. 1 naturally asked why he did not
study with Mr. X and his reply was that whenever
he had asked any of Mr. X’s pupils how long they had
been studying, the reply was often: “Three years or
three years and a half."
Being in too much of a hurry to upend three years
in learning how to use his voice properly, he had
chosen the more rapid method of some other teacher,
with the result that after studying and singing for
fifteen years, his voice going from bad to worse, he
was forced to give up, although in the prime of life
and strength. Having goue thus far it is not a question of "how long? ” but rather “will it over be possible to bring back the natural conditions with which
the singer began?” Parenthetically, it may be said
that the answer is usually “Yes,” owing to the
marvelous kindness of Dame Nature.
The pupil who realizes that his voice is “bad,”
will not expect to be pampered. He takes it as a
matter of course that the voice will develop slowly,
if at all. Of course, there are additional difficulties
in the way. The poor, maltreated voice must be
brought back to a normal condition. Even then he
may not be able to sing as well as his rival of the
so-called “natural” voice did at the start. It will
not seem “natural” to hint until he has had it a
good while, and naturalness is, of course, a most
indispensable and charming vocal characteristic. On
the other hand, he has gained many valuable exper¬
iences. He has found out what wonders can be done
with the voice and has become accustomed to the
routine of the work and leurned to love it. Event¬
ually the love of study for its own Bweet sake comes
to him, and not until this passion for study poss him does he stand the smallest possible
.- chance
Of becoming a fine artist; study and thought, patient
toil day after day, year after year until he gets all
over being in a hurry
adage: “Ars longa, vit
it is wisely so ordered.
For if there were nothing more to learn, he would
cease to grow, and his art would lose its freshness
and spontaneity. For the true artist the joy of the
work and the artistic result are all-satisfying. It is
here that the "natural”- singer loses his hold. He
form!''!
IK1" ,to* Bt \he- 8tart thttt h° rnrely
forms the habit of study and » very apt to remain
wouhrawfid’sneh8P°f,
rd 1°
' i face,the
,
.Y conditions
h®
would
avoid such a fate,
he" must
squarely and by positive determination and will
power get into the wav of Bvstemntio
,.„,i «
the
W<ly
°f
8ystematic
8tudy
and
a
daily “grind.’
ABOUT GRAND OPERA AND ITS STARS.
T._ .

...

BY KALFE LEECH STERNER.
....
.
,

chorus. as "ere the other artists, to sing without a
Caruso
criticised because
-- has
...... often been
Ulcu mmciaea
Because he
ne likes
ntes
_,_ _, , .
. .
use ne nkes
gay colors^ as revealed by his costumes, but artists
arc not different from other people in that thev have
peculiarities. In summing up, it can be said of him
that his voice is beautiful nnd that a masterful mu¬
sicianship is displayed in all he sings.
me Italian
juiiian opera gives to Madame Semhrieh splewThe

* _ t„ .S i %£ sziti its 21 trayjs "r.

the varied requirements of the opera singer or not.
Reasons for this are that opera singers are so well
paid, often receiving more than a thousand dollars
a night, nnd opera music is the highest tvpe of the
singer’s art.
To say that the path one must traverse before at¬
taining tills goal is a thorny one, fs indeed expressing
it mildly. Were it enough simply to possess the voice
so far as good tone production and a good compass is
concerned, it would be an easy matter to turn out
opera stars; but it is necessary to have other quali¬
fications.
A knowledge of at least one of the three languages
Italian, German or French, is requisite, also skill in
the histrionic art, which embodies many minor details.
It
takes irom
from four to seven years to acauire the
it taxes

to complete their entire vocal studies in this time
Madame Marie Rappold, the Brooklyn girl—Mr. Conried’s latest recruit among the prima donnas, who
sings Salamith in the “Queen of Sheba”—broke into
grand opera in about the shortest time it is possible
to do it—after studying seven years. But grand
opera singers, such as Messrs. Caruso, Ecotti or
PI ancon, or Mesdames Sembrich, Nordica and Eames,
Of whose characteristics and nersomi]
personal innnnorio.o
mannerisms’
I will speak later, devoted a much longer period to
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preparation. It would be well for all students of the
art of singing, and teachers as well, to attend the
opera at every opportunity.
I daresay that nowhere in the world has grand
elegant scale than
opera been presented
*.
find
it today at the Metropolitan Opera House,
New York City. Beautifully staged, with every
requisite for correct presentation, we can hear all
the great operas. In detail, costume, and, not least
of all, in the calibre of the artists themselves, we can
indeed enjoy presentations to which even Verdi or
Wagner might be proud to listen.
Signor Caruso is today probably the most talked-of
artist in tlie world. In his everyday life he is quite
like any of us. He is neither haughty nor proud, as
one might be led to believe by his manner on the
stage. Almost any day
find him mingling
with his countrymen
of the Italian res¬
" is
' considered good company. He is
taurants. He
a great lover of comfort, as is evidenced in his home
life, and is fond of the customs and ways of his own
country. When he came over this year he brought
with him, among other things, a chef. When he was
told at the hotel where he had engaged rooms that
private cooking was not allowed, he promptly vacated.
He likes the Italian dishes best.
For light Italian operas which require a lyric
tenor with “lovely” tones, such as “Rigoletto” and
“Giaconda,” Caruso is probably without a peer. His
beautiful upper notes generally “bring down the
house,” or to be more correct, “bring the house to
its feet.” The heavier operas he is sensible enough to
leave to others. Many think he is “stagey” and too
full of mannerisms, for he rarely sings without using
an abundance of gestures, whether the character he is
representing demands this or not. Both Caruso and
■Scmbrich sing at all times to the audience. In the
midst of an important love scene, they appear at the
front of the stage and face the audience.
It would be hard to say which is Caruso’s best rble,
— which aria he sings the best. Nothing he sings
shows him to better advantage, either vocally
from a musician’si standpoint,
standpoini than his “Cielot
from Uiaconda. His rendering of “Questa, O
Quel la” from “Rigoletto” is also fine and “La Donna
e Mobile,” from the same opera, probably wins him
more applause than anything he sings—at the climax
of this number he sustains a high B at great length,
as he walks back into the wings. His recent debut in
“Faust” could hardly be called a failure, yet it was
__
not a great success, due principally to the fact that
the language, French, was new to him, singing in that
tongue for the first time, and because he las com-

nnd her perfect trill. As a lyric artist, it can be
safely said that she is almost perfection. There is
no artist today with more perfect tone production
Nothing could be more gratifying than a duet sung
by Sembrich and Caruso. The upper notes in both
voices are so mellow- that the blending is exquisite
It would be hard to say what Madame Sembrich sings
best, but her “Ah non giunge,” in the last act of
La Sonnambula," and the “Caro nome che il mio
cor ” from the second act of “Rigoletto,” give her
splendid opportunities.
'
For the heavy Wagnerian roles, Madame Nordica
has no equal. Her low register is especially brilliant
many of the tones having great power anil an abundance of resonance which even the heavy brass in¬
struments of the orchestra do not overpower.
In the
the
” «r power. in

vivacity, tenderness with heartlessness, and many
other emotions which she so perfectly portrays.
Madame Louise Homer is also fine in this opera.
She is an artist and possesses a fine contralto voice.
Rich, powerful and resonant, her voice reminds one
of the tones of a bell. As Laura, wife of Alvise, t
rival of Giaconda, she sings in a manner which calls
enthusiastic applause every time she essays this most
difficult role. The plot of “La Giaconda” is such that
it is a most difficult opera to interpret, but it gives
the artists plenty of opportunity to show their
powers, which is a thing much to be desired.
The underlying current of the Italian opera is
melody, and melody is, after all, what the musicloving public craves. This, I think, has been amply
proven by the comparison of attendance at the Italian
and German operas this season.
The public is deciding the question that is .often
asked: Are we tiring of German opera?
A GARDEN IDYL.
FROM THE GERMAN, BY F. S. L.
A gentle summer twilight was deepening the
shadows in wood and meadow. The heavy perfume
of lilacs filled the air by a quiet cottage on the gable
of which a robin had built his nest. In the garden

And SO it went. With all his effort, the robin
-uld not bring out a single “Tirili! ” and finally the
nightingale gave it up as a hopeless task
“You see for yourself, my dear robin, that it is out
of the question for you to sing like me. God in His
wisdom has ordered that each one shall sing according
to his ability. So sing your ‘Tu-wit tu-wee! 5 and 1
shall sing my ‘Tirili! ’ Thus we shall both fulfil our
mission in the world. Then, too, my dear friend, I
nke vour song much better than my own, and if I
were not a nightingale I should like nothing better
than to be a robin redbreast, like yourself.”
The robin could not keep back a tear of disappoint¬
ment. But he was soon comforted and flew back con¬
tented to his little nest on the cottage roof.
“What a fuss those two birds make over their sing¬
song! ” cried a squirrel, who had listened to the con¬
versation of the singers from a neighboring tree.
“It 9eems to me like much ado about nothing. Any¬
one knows that gymnastics is a far nobler art! ” And
off he went, swinging from bough to bough, from tree
to tree, until he disappeared in the forest.
The other two, however, remained firm friends.
Every night the nightingale sings a slumber-song to
the robin, and in the morning he awakens the night¬
ingale with his cheery “Tu-wit tu-wee! ” Often they
vie with each other:
“Tirili! Tu-wit tu-wee—Tu-wit tu-wee! Tirili! ”
So they still live together in peace and harmony,
making life happy with their merry songs.
If singers could only live this way together!
THE RISE AND FALL OF THE METHOD
CRAZE.
BY SABA PERKINS BILL.

a nightingale was singing. The robin sat in his nest
and listened enraptured to the song of his tuneful
neighbor, as now and again it burst forth in jubilant
ecstasy, only to sink a moment later to a whispered
murmur of sadness:
“Tirili! Tirili! Ti-ti-tirili 1 To-io! ”
“How beautiful!” sighed the robin. “Ah, if I
could only sing like that! ” Then he went to sleep.
But still in his sleep he heard the nightingale’s
song. It seemed a night-long serenade to the moon
and the stars that sparkled around her:
“Tirili! Tirili! Ti-ti-tirili! To-io!”
When the robin awoke next morning, he said to
himself: “I know what I shall do. I shall fly over
to the nightingale and ask her to give me singing lesHis toiIet was quickly made and it was not long
!*fQ?, he was knocking at the door of the night
ingale’s chamber.
“Ah 1 good-morning, my dear robin redbreast,” cried
the singer. “How are you—and how- did you sleep
last night? May I ask what has brought me the
konor °* suck an early visit?”

” “k °< ?!•. d™« »*“•

ingale,” replied the robin, shyly. “Last night, your
singing delighted me so that I thought I would give
anything to be able to sing like you. I came to ask
you if you would be willing to teach me ? ”
“With the greatest pleasure in the world,” she
answered. “But let me tell you that the beginning
is difficult—you know that singers are not mads over
night! ”
I shall take the utmost pains,” said the robin
eagerly. “Let us begin at once.”
_ well,” assented
____
Very
the nightingale. “Take your
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that branch a"d listen carefully to what
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1 Slng for you’ and then try to imitate me.” She
began: “Do> re- mi. fa, sol, la, si—Tirili! Tirili
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There is nothing so tiresome, to the honest, seriousminded teacher of singing as the question: “What
method do you teach ? ” Some years ago a “method”
fever of the most virulent type swept over the cul¬
tured city of Boston, and though it died out after a
time, as all fever epidemics will, the germs spread to
other towns and even at the present day in far-away
places, a teacher will sometimes be confronted with
the inquiry: “What is your method ? ” It calls up
about the same feelings as would the query: “What
make of celluloid collar do you wear ? ” or, if the
teacher be a woman: “What kind of paint do you
use on your face ? ” As the quack doctor, to the dis¬
gust of every regular, conservative medical practi¬
tioner, adroitly advertises a nostrum, which will
cure everybody of everything, so does the half-edu¬
cated charlatan musician advertise a unique, mys¬
terious method which will make a singer of anybody
in little or no time, thereby securing for himself a
following of the ignorant and gullible. In both in¬
stances, it is a case of obtaining money without giv¬
ing honest returns.
The histoiy of the method craze is interesting in
that it shows how blindly the people will follow a
leader, and demonstrates the fact that whatever
theory, or however wild a scheme a man may under¬
take to exploit, his following will be numerous, in
proportion as he is aggressive and dominant. Dr.
Gull was a man born to succeed in whatever under¬
taking lie might engage. He chose to be a teacher
of singing. To proceed along the simple lines fol¬
lowed by other teachers, of European training and ex¬
perience, which meant much hard work and but little
notoriety, was not his way. He was shrewd to see
that what the people wanted was not so much teach¬
ers of singing (there were plenty of them) as one
who would give them something new and exciting,
therefore it followed that the great “Dr. Gull Method
°f Voice Training” was carefully thought out and
skilfully placed upon the musicai market. It took!
Dr. Gull was a man of great force of character and
personal magnetism. His pupils were ever ready to
do the most ardent proselytizing in behalf of him and
his most adorable “method.” The “Dr. Gull Method”
Was talked of in the street cars, in the church choirs,
ln the singing clubs, everywhere, till about the only
eafe place was the woods. The teacher or student
w 10 was too busy to pay much attention to fads or
8 op talk was often made to feel that he was about
8 hundred years behind the times and didn’t know
much of anything to speak of. The “Dr. Gull throat
opener and tongue depressor” was devised and
Paced in the willing mouths of his many pupils,
proving how eagerly the children of men, adult as
as juvenile, reach out after new playthings.
is clientele became large and profitable. Now var°us other singing teachers, witnessing the marvelous
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success of this “method” business and failing to see
that the success lay in the man, not in the method,
persuaded themselves that they too must have meth¬
ods, whereupon there followed, first a shower and then
a deluge of most astonishing methods. There came
the German method, the Italian method, the French
method, the Madame Smith method, the Brown, the
Jones and the Robinson methods, and when single
names gave out, they had to be doubled up like col¬
lege colors, the most laughable instance being of the
teacher who solemnly announced herself prepared to
teach “the Italian and German methods combined."
The wear and tear of the inventive genius and con¬
structive ability of the teachers must have produced
a nervous strain equaled by nothing short of the
Reign of Terror, for each method must be unlike
all the others, and the more startling and impossible,
the better. Breathing was done in the abdomen, in
the hips, in the small of the back, anywhere, in fact,
except in the lungs, for the farther from the truth
the method maker could get, the better he seemed to
like it. Voices were “placed” in the back of the
neck, in the tops of the ears, in the corner of the
room, or out of the window. Some pupils were
pushed, thumped and squeezed; others were told
to grasp the floor with their toes and strive for the
“ineffable something.” Scales were sung up to the
elbow and down to the thumb, in circles around the
clock face, and up and down the legs of chairs.
Tones were pulled out of the mouth and tossed into
the air, with Delsartean gestures and positions as¬
sumed which would have shamed anyone but a
lunatic. One pupil sent word to his teacher: “I
cannot go to my lesson today, hut I am practicing
with my nose upon the floor.” This was method.
The old-fashioned idea that voice and brains are
necessary to a singer was for a time laid on the
shelf. Method was going to do it all. Anyone
could become the greatest living singer if he could
just get the right method. The harassing thing
among so many methods and with new ones likely
to spring up at any time, was to decide which one.
Disputes were rife. Friends became enemies. The
delightful prima donna and the tenor of the visiting
opera company were declared by the adherents of the
Italian method to be shining examples of its beauty,
while Madame Smith’s pupils could see nothing but
Madame Smith’s breathing notions and hear nothing
but Madame Smith’s tones; to those fighting under
the Italian-German-Combine flag, everything which
was worth applause was done exactly as they were
being taught. There is no knowing where all this
would have ended had not the medical profession,
ever ready to save life, stepped in to give the
hysteria a turn in another direction.
One good doctor, piqued, no doubt, at seeing a por¬
tion of the musical profession so long in the centre
of the stage, seized his pen and rushed into print
with a paper in which he declared that vocal exercise,
particularly breathing, was about the worst thing
a person could undertake, that it would bring on all
the diseases ever known, besides many yet to be dis¬
covered, and would ruin not only the present genera¬
tion, but countless generations who might want to
come later. Such statements from a man so wise
and gifted could not fail of result. Many of the
method singers began to fear that they were ill or
about to become ill, and the procession which had
been moving toward the music rooms turned in the
direction of the doctors’ offices. Very suddenly the
method fever abated. Those who had been worst
stricken were first to recover. He who a few weeks
since had been ready to pursue one from the car
and talk method up one street and down another,
was now strangely silent. The summer vacation
came, the method-making teachers left the city for
a much-needed rest and the method fad became as
dead as only a dead fad can be. The fact, however,
remained, as it always will remain, that in the mak¬
ing of a singer, two essentials are requisite, namely:
a good pupil and a good teacher. The teacher must
bring to the work—education, experience and good
judgment. The pupil must bring—a voice.
THE ARTISTIC SIDE OF THE VOCAL
STUDENT.
BY ANNIE L. LCGRIN.
How often concert-goers remark: “How artistically
she sin<?s! ” And then they add: “With so much ex¬
pression! ” Too often the speaker has little knowl¬
edge of music, or appreciation of the art. What is
artistic singing? we may-ask. It is hard to answer
clearly. One often appreciates the artistic without

the power to analyze it. However, one must try, as
the ability to sing artistically is greatly to be de¬
sired. If one fails in that, he can at least learn to
recognize and appreciate it.
First, we must consider the naturally artistic, the
singer who even if he sing crudely and incorrectly, yet
grasps the sentiment the composer meant to convey.
The whole composition can have no other meaning.
“There is no other way for it to go,” he says. He
feels without knowledge. Such a one has his gift
from God. Too often, alas, that is his only artistic
gift; the remainder of his attainments do not corre¬
spond. When they do, then indeed one is fortunate.
Can the artistic side be developed or even ac¬
quired? We answer: “Yes.”
(One must not con¬
fuse singing with expression with artistic singing.)
Often a gift lies dormant for lack of development,
through lack of culture or opportunities to hear good
music, and for other reasons. Among our students
we look for the most promising subjects for artistic
development.
Unfortunately, we have little hope for the auto¬
matically con-ect singer, he who is a slave to time,
accent, etc., who sacrifices all sentiment to the valua¬
tion of a note. You say: “Take a little from that
note, add a little to this; it makes no difference in
the time, and improves the diction.” He looks at
you, makes an attempt—secretly under protest—over¬
steps his mark, and fails. “You see,” he says, “it
alters the time.” You then illustrate. He does not
hear, neither does he like the idea, so you resign him
to his fate. We must not underestimate him, how¬
ever ; he has his place. How often we lean on him in
part-singing, as he is usually a good reader! He
pulls our less exact ones along with him, and we are
grateful. He fills his place conscientiously and well,
but in the artistic field he is hopeless.
Now, the other extreme: The singer who takes
great liberties with his text, whose crescendoes are
most alarming spasmodic bursts, and whose diminuendoes are equally alarming in the other direction.
He sees his ritard, measures ahead, and hails it be¬
fore it is within hearing distance. He believes in
“singing with expression,” he tells you, and he can¬
not bear singing without. You are so exhausted and
amazed when he is through, that you say nothing, and
your thoughts wander almost with relief to his auto¬
matic brother. However, there are hopes for him.
After weeks of toning down, and correcting false
ideas, one may get him to sing respectably. Now
place him in the way of hearing good music and listen¬
ing intelligently, and he may become an expressive,
if not an artistic singer.
Our hope lies in the easily-moulded singer, with
quick brain, perception and much temperament—who
enters into all contradictory emotions, who grasps
what they mean as if they are a revelation to him;
one who can convey in vocal tone hope, despair, ten¬
derness, reverence, and all that reaches the heart.
Of course, much of this is impossible in young singers,
because of a lack of experience.
In training the student we must first teach him to
lose sight of self; then, that he need not be of like
nature, in order to enter into the emotions he is
striving to portray. If his nature were in sympathy
with some of the sentiments he is called upon to
express, he would be a most uncomfortable person.
On the contrary, he may and should be bright, cheer¬
ful, practical, and a charming companion who gives
and looks for ready sympathy.
We must show him how a broad tone will express
what is wanted- better than a lighter, which in its
turn will take the place of the broad for a similar
reason.
One of the strongest factors, if not the strongest,
for expressing emotion, is color. This is most effec¬
tive in the contralto voice, in which the beautiful
chest and medium tones are characteristically strong
in color.
Words and musical accent must fall together with
meaning. We must guard against allowing the stress
to fall on unimportant words, such as the, and, to,
etc. We should explain why certain compositions'are
better adapted for certain voices, also why more ef¬
fective in one key than in another.
These are only suggestions for artistic development;
much comes to the teacher with increase of experience.
We must arouse the musical student to something be¬
yond mere correct expressive singing, thus adding to
his power to touch his hearers. We must strive to
achieve the best always. Music stretches her hands
out generously, and to the artistic singer—who can
limit his power?
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Tiiebe is probably nothing which
DAMPNESS
causes more disarrangement of the
IN ORGANS, working parts of an organ than
dampness. Most of the mechanism
of an organ, whether the instrument be an old trackeraction organ or a most modern electric organ, is con¬
structed of kiln-dried wood and the linest quality of
leather, two substances which are highly hygroscopic
and susceptible to moisture in any form. It matters
not how carefully the materials have been selected
or how well the instrument has been constructed, the
builder is powerless against this insidious enemy.
Many architects, in drawing plans for a church
building, allot a space for the organ—a hole in the
wall dignified by the name of “organ chamber”—
totally unfit for an instrument which contains so
much delicate and intricate mechanism, to say noth¬
ing of the inadequacy of the “chamber” as to size
and acoustic properties.
The improper ventilation of the chamber, or, more
frequently, no ventilation at all, is the cause of end¬
less trouble, soon after the organ is installed. Va¬
rious parts of the mechanism swell and become in¬
operative, due to the dampness which is present and
which does not disappear, as no means of ventila¬
tion were provided.
Attempts to counteract dampness are frequently
made. Radiators, gas stoves and gas jets have been
placed in the “chambers,” but with indifferent suc¬
cess, due to the fact that the heated air thus formed
only circulates around the chamber, never being re¬
placed by dry air from without.
A device which has been used with considerable
success is a Bunsen gas burner placed in a flue or
in a section of stove pipe. A piece of galvanized
iron pipe or a section of stove pipe six or seven inches
in diameter is placed in a vertical position, the lower
end about four inches from the floor of the organ
chamber. A Bunsen burner is fastened in the pipe
about a foot or more from the lower end of the
pipe, a small section of the pipe opposite the burner
being removable for the purpose of lighting and turn¬
ing off the gas. The upper end of the pipe should
be connected with a chimney or with the outer air
through the wall or through a window. When the
gas is lighted, a continuous draught is created which
draws the heavy, moist-laden air from near the floor
of the damp organ chamber, carrying it outside.
By this method many an organ chamber could be
rendered dry and kept dry at a small expense com¬
pared with the annual outlay for repairs of the organ
due to the dampness— Everett E. Truelte.
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THE CONTROL AND
MANAGEMENT OF
CHOIR-BOV W.

How it has all changed!
Formerly, to manage or discipline a choir-boy it was
deemed necessary to flog him
or to inflict corporal punish¬
ment of some nature, no matter what the offense.
Mayhap it was irreverence in church, faulty singing
or misbehavior in the choir room, it mattered not,
the penalty was usually chastisement. Very often
the flogging was done on the wholesale plan, for the
choir-master in those good old days did not distress
himself to any great extent to discriminate between
the guilty and the not guilty. Oh! it was a merry
regime! when thrashing was the favorite mode of
disciplining.
The present writer knew of one choir-master of the
old school, who if there was any trouble, would take
the guilty boy with the complainant, in company
sometimes with the nearest witness and thrash them
all, and really his persuasive powers were quite irre¬
sistible. But now it is all changed. Methods are
different —choir-masters have learned new tactics
Now we can spare the rod and run no risk of spoil¬
ing the child, for with the more advanced—I almost
said humane—methods, the rod has been relegated
to its place among the instruments of torture. The
raison d’etre is simply that choir-masters’ methods
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Routine or habit is a splendid thing if not carried
too far, and if the choir-master knows his business
it must not imply drudgery. If you would keep a’
boy’s mind away from mischief, keep him busy.
Don’t allow him much leisure in the choir-room. It
is unnecessary to say that all “cutting up” and dis¬
turbances come in the idle time, so let your motto be
“tovjours travail”—always at work. Have a black¬
board with tne numbers of the hymns and chants
upon it, arranged in the order they are to be used.
That alone will economize some little time.
In preparing the work for rehearsal, have the librarians arrange the music in regular order so that
the piece first required is on top. Much time is lost
searching through a pile of music for the desired
piece. Preparatory to rehearsal a few minutes should
be given to the boys to settle down. Some system
should be observed so that the rehearsal can be con¬
ducted in a logical way, instead of the haphazard
manner which characterizes the average rehearsal.
While conducting rehearsal, it is best to exclude
outsiders or strangers, as it takes the choristers’ at¬
tention away from the music, and works ill generally.
All musie and topics foreign to the church service
or rehearsal should be excluded, for if the choir¬
master explains all that is necessary in connection
with the rehearsal, there will be no time for irrelevant
subjects.
This is not the place to discuss vocalises, either
the kind or quantity, except to say that it is a good
scheme to have fifteen minutes of scales or exercises,
and to intersperse them throughout rehearsal; for
instance, between the anthem and the hymns do a
few vocalises; it affords the boys some relief, freshens
their voices and puts new interest in the composition
to be sung next. It is an eminently better practice
than to do all the exercises first and have nothing
but the anthems and hymn work afterwards, though,
of course, the choir-master must cut his coat accord¬
ing to his cloth, and circumstances must govern
methods.
One of the best schemes is the organization of an
auxiliary or supplementary choir of boys. Too much
cannot be said concerning its value. It gives the
master something to draw from, and he can keep his
choir at its best. Whenever there is a vacancy in
the larger choir, there is always a lad ready to step
in and fill it, A junior choir is a stimulus to the
older boys; and then the smaller boys emulate the
older ones to a surprising degree. Boys from eight
years on are available, younger than that they are
not sufficiently advanced, as after eight they assim¬
ilate knowledge very quickly.
In conclusion, let us remark that “fining” is not
a good method of managing boys, as boys have the
singular idea that when they are fined, the money
goes into the pocket of the choir-master, and that
he is fining them for his pecuniary advantage. A
worthy esprit de corps is the thing to be striven for,
to have each chorister take a live interest in the
welfare of the choir. Once this is gained fining be¬
comes unnecessary.—Harvey B. Gaul.

have improved—not that boys are better, less rest¬
less or michievous than they were in the olden times
—rather are they more nervous, owing to the in¬
fluence of this high-strung, excitable age.
It is a curious thing, but the best choristers, as
a rule, are the ringleaders in all mischief and the
cause of most disturbance—though I think there is
not a choir-master who would not prefer a boy that
is mischievous to one who is passive or quiet—though
it were best to remember that “still waters,” etc. If
a nervous boy is properly handled and his mischief
turned in the right direction, the prospects are better
for the making of a good choir-boy than his brother
with the quiescent turn of mind. Watch out, how¬
ever, for the lad with the saintly appearance—for it
is at best but “a snare and a delusion.” Some one
has said that “crime is nothing but misdirected en¬
ergy”—this would very happily apply to the choir¬
boy and his love for mischievous fun.
The first thing necessary for the prosperity of a
choir is that the choir-boys should be obedient to
their master, and then in sympathy with him. To
realize complete acquiescence is indeed no easy mat¬
ter, though obviously it is absolutely necessary. A
man, however, who is politic can do wonders in man¬
aging boys. Some choir-masters still adhere to the
old methods of nagging and brow-beating their
charges. The author knows one whose temperament
was so excitable that whenever a boy made a glaring
error, he threw the nearest thing at the offender—
usually ’twas a hymn-book or psalter. The result
was that he had all the boys so frightened that they
were afraid to open their mouths for fear of in¬
curring his wrath. And this man had quite a reputa¬
tion as a splendid disciplinarian, too! How easy it
is to confuse tyranny with discipline!
There is no question but what with bullying and
mild brutality, boys will obey their master in fear
and trembling, or they will become mutinous and
go on a “strike.” This kind of treatment is poor
policy for it crushes the emotions and destroys the
finer instincts that all lads possess to a greater or
less degree.
The choir-master should not show any partiality
or “play favorites,” as it is commonly called. All
the solos should not be given to one boy, but should
be divided around among five or six. (We are speak¬
ing now of the ordinary parish choir where no
specific sum is set aside for solo boys.) There is
nothing like a distribution of solos for encouragement
and as a stimulus it is unequaled. In the appoint¬
ment of librarians there should be no unfair dis¬
Tiie aim of church music
crimination, no boy should be the recipient of favors,
CHURCH MUSIC IN
is, of course, the worship of
if they are at the expense of another boy. A very
RELATION TO
God.
We bring our best
good seheme is to have two boys appointed as libra¬
WORSHIP.
music as an offering to
rians, to be changed every month or two. They, of
Him; upon it no pains are
course, will look after the music—get it ready for
too great to take, no labor too much to give. When
rehearsals and services and see that it is properly
we have done all in our power it is still nothing,
assorted and put back in its right place. Another
compared with the highest ideal. The music should
good plan is to have one of the larger boys put up
be given purely as a sacrifice of praise and thanksthe hymns on the hymn-board, and change around
giving, and offered direct to God. In the course of
each month so that every boy gets a turn.
its performance, however, if it rings true, it will be
In criticising the singing,* whether it be ensemble
the means of an indirect offering through the edifica¬
or individual, it is best to remember “you can catch
more flies with molasses than you can with vinegar ” tion of the faithful; and if it assists, as it can and
will, in raising the hearts and minds of the listeners
and this is undeniably true in the management of
young boys; for a little judicious encouragement and to things above, to deeper devotion, to higher re¬
solves, and to holier lives, it will be the means of
praise administered in homeopathic doses will brinw
better results than any amount of vituperation or a better and more acceptable offering even than in
its primary sense.
caustic remarks. If the master is to get results, he
The value of sacred music beautifully rendered
must have the control of his boys. It matters not
how clever he is at the organ or how good a voice- cannot be overestimated. It is an everyday fact that
trainer he may be, without a certain kindly discipline persons are constantly influenced for the better by
his days are but labor and trouble, and will avail it; of course, some more and some less, according
him nothing, for there is nothing a boy has less re¬ to physical organization. There are cases in which
men and women have been turned into an entirely
spect for than a peevish, irritable master.
new course of life through its influence, and, in addi¬
i, Irt m!St!ke that
musie committees make
is that of selecting a choir-master simply because of tion to these extreme cases, there are doubtless mul¬
his efficiency at the organ and not for his ability to titudes who are changed for the better bv its subtle,
manage boys, lhis error is very frequently eostw no softening power. Probably there are few who are
it ofttimes works havoc with the welfare of a choir. impervious to its voice, but it is to be hoped that
the man that hath no music in his soul” is a rarity.

It is sometimes suggested that highly finished music
• artificial and unreal, at least when performed in
^urch. Let 118 shun such a thought. What is right
Lnnot be wrong! True art, like nature, is natural,
logical, and obvious, felt by the beholder or
listener to be real and genuine, though he may be
ite unable to give reasons for his conviction.
It is the unfinished attempts at art that are arti¬
ficial and untrue, and, surely, these are never so out
of place as when heard in church. Let us set our¬
selves to turning them into the true, to raising the
standard to the high, the unfinished to the complete,
the feeble to the strong, the contemptible to the ideal.
So may we advance the cause of church music, and
make it less unworthy of worship in its highest form.
—Musical Jiews.
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is depressed, touches another wire, the contact of
which sends an electric current through the second
wire to the under part of the wind-chest, where is
located a small magnet which attracts a tiny disc
or armature. This disc is drawn away from a small
hole which it covers and the compressed air in the
chamber is thus allowed to escape to the outer air
and a tiny bellows collapses on account of this es¬
capement of wind. The motion of the collapsing bel¬
lows opens the pallet and allows the wind to blow
into the pipe and causes it to speak. There are nu¬
merous varieties of electric action but they all make
use of the principle mentioned.
Organs have been built with electric action at¬
tached to the pull-downs of the pallets without the
aid of the pneumatic bellows, but only for experi¬
mental purposes, and we doubt if any success has
resulted from the experiments. If the magnets are
made powerful enough to do all the work required
of them in this manner, they are too clumsy to re¬
peat rapidly.
8. D. R.—1. Please give a short list of studies suit¬
able to follow Dunham’s “Pedal Studies” and Bach’s
“Kleine Praeludien.” 2. Please give the name of a
set of useful organ etudes. 3. If one can have un¬
limited practice on a large and powerful pipe organ
which is in the worst possible condition (slow re¬
sponse, ciphers, sticking keys, wind leakage, stops
useless and badly out of tune), how should one work
to get some good and as little harm as possible? Of
course, you can say, “do not do it,” but this answer
will not be helpful, as it is a case of this poor in¬
strument or nothing. 4. Can practice upon an ex¬
ceptionally good cabinet organ be made useful to an
organ student, and in what way?
Answer.—1. Rinck’s “Organ School,” Books 3 and
4. Buck’s “Studies in Pedal Phrasing.” Rinck’s
“Organ School,” Book 5.
2. This question seems much like the first ques¬
tion. We might mention “The Organist’s First Etude
Album,” edited by Truette, and published by Schmidt.
3. Cultivate patience and use those parts of the
organ which are the least bad. If possible, induce
some one to remedy the ciphers, which can all be
stopped, and have the sticking keys “eased up.” The
other defects can be endured.
4. If the cabinet organ has pedals, it will be most
useful for practice. If not, the manual parts of
studies and pieces can be practiced on the instru¬
ment, but nothing else.

We have been accustomed to consider the reed organ as a small in¬
strument, though several have been
made with three manuals. Recently there has ap¬
peared in the English magazines the specification of
a very large reed organ having seventy-eight speaking
stops and 4441 reeds. The organ has three manuals
and pedals, besides an Echo organ which i3 played
Irom the Choir organ keyboard. The instrument con¬
tains fourteen stops of 16 feet pitch and three of 32
feet pitch.
Mr. N. H. Allen, who has been organist of the
Center Church, Hartford, Conn., for over twenty
years, has resigned.
The Hutchings-Votey Organ Co., whose factory was
totally destroyed by fire, about a year ago, have re¬
cently moved into their new and most commodious
factory on Albany Street, Cambridge, about ten min¬
utes’ ride across the river from their old factory in
Boston. The building was specially constructed for
the Company and contains an immense “setting-up”
room, large enough to contain at one time two or¬
gans of the size of the World’s Fair organ at St.
Louis. The whole factory is planned on the same
large scale and the equipment is unique. Every ma¬
chine is run by its own electric motor, thus doing
away with the maze of shafting which generally en¬
cumbers most kinds of factories, and with high
studded rooms and unlimited light the whole fac¬
tory presents a most attractive appearance, inter¬
nally and externally.
A Church Choral Society has been organized in
Philadelphia, under the direction of Mr. Ralph
Kinder, organist of Holy Trinity Church, for the
purpose of giving the best examples of sacred choral
music with an appropriate setting as a part of
THE ALL-ROUND STUDENT.
church services, always with organ accompaniment
BY ERNEST BROCKMAN.
rather than with the orchestra. The voices are
selected from a number of the choirs of the city and
Great mechanical talent, well developed, gives fine
with such material, excellent results are naturally
to be expected. A similar society has existed in New technic. With intellect and emotion wanting or feeble
York for some time, under the direction of such and a little variety added we have a technician—a
organists as Messrs. Richard Henry Warren and Will fellow who sits down to the piano with an air of
Macfarlane, and much really fine work has been the “see how grandly I play” and plays only operatic
result. Many cities of ten thousand or more in¬ fantasias bristling with difficulty. Music to him is
habitants contain just such material which could athletics and gymnastics. We did not come to be
he brought together under proper leadership with astonished. To hear the average music pupil play his
gratifying results. With selected voices numbering last selection would give us more pleasure.
The musician who understands—the intellectual.
between forty and sixty a style of performance could
he developed which neither the larger choral bodies Here we have one who, if he has command of lan¬
guage, can talk. If we were to hear him in a com¬
nor the smaller choirs could equal,
is
®RGAN Music: Four Compositions by Faulkes pany of musicians we would like, above all others,
winner) “Berceuse” in D-flat, a pleasing melody to hear him play; though really he cannot play at all,
Pa ly with Dulciana accompaniment, and partly with if, as is often the case, he has no technic. And if he
accompaniment for a flute stop. Not at all difficult. has technic and no emotion, his playing, though
,*s^ora*e” >n A, a dainty, three-page composition correct and, perhaps, in a manner brilliant, will be
ich can be easily played on an organ of any size, cold—possibly even dry. He might write a good text
e pastorale character is well carried out, and the book on harmony or musical form, be a good music
Position is effective. “Rhapsodie,” on a theme critic on a daily paper or a fine lecturer on musical
r ente«>st, and “Fantasia in D,” two much more topics; but, on the whole, we would rather hear some
P e entious and difficult compositions, which require one else play.
The highly emotional. Here we have the young
^derable executive ability!
, ‘finde’’ in D and “Funeral March,” by Whiting Miss who weeps at the first slightly pathetic scene
Why she
. J e, Smith (Jo.), two simple and effective com- at the opera. Does she love music?
“raves over it,” and when her teacher gives her a new
P°!j ons suitable for church use.
StehK' °ummer” ai>d “Festival Piece,” by Chas. A. piece, she is “so carried away with it” that she
misses
half
the
notes.
And
as
for
rhythm
or accen¬
on i 1,13 thinner). Not difficult, and easily played
tuation—how can such common everyday things ever
n ,vv°-manual organs.
find place or claim attention in such fine music?
“It’s perfectly grand” (only a nice little polka). De¬
WESTinws
H' 'L l<?>—wnl T°u P,ease ex‘
Avn .tV, *
plain electro-pneumatic action, liver us from her if she has not technic and little
ANSWERS.
and are organs ever constructed musical intelligence.
Let us seek, rather, to be this “some one else” al¬
with electric action without the
luded to above—the well-rounded music student who
Wlnof Pneumatics?
possesses in greater or less degree (we all do) each
from £ ®'ectr'c action there is a wire projecting
of
these talents and who carefully cultivates them all.
* back end of each key which, when the key
glXTURES.
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New Easter Anthems
DEMAREST, CLIFFORD.
Come, see the place where Jesus lay .
LYNES, FRANK.
Alleluia.
.
The Lord is Risen (Women’i Voices) .
SCOTT, CHAS. P.
I am He that liveth
.
.
.
SHACKLEY, F.N,
I shall not die but live
.
.
.

,12
.15
.12
.15
.15

Standard Easter Anthems
BEACH. MRS. H. A.
Alleluia ! Christ Is Risen ("Violin ad lib)
,16
DENEE, CHARLES.
Alleluia ! Christ is Risen
.
.
.
.15
FOOTE, ARTHUR.
Arise. Shine !
.
.
.
.
.
.16
HANSCOM, E. W.
Easter Dawn
.
.
.
.
.15
SHEPARD, THOMAS G.
Fear Not Ye
.
.
.
.
.
.16
Complete catalogue containing additional
Easter Anthems sent free upon application.

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
120 Boylston Street,
136 Fifth Avenue,

BOSTON.
NEW YORK.

THE COMIG OF RUTH
BY WM. T. NOSS
Price, $1.00 each
$9.00 per dozen
A work suitable for choral conventions, singing societies and
church cnoirs, containing solos for sopranos, alto, tenors, bari¬
tone and bass, together with a mixed chorus, aud iu six scenes.
This cantata is founded on the first chapter of the Book of
Ruth, being a work of exceptional merit, i fascinating and in¬
structive presentation and portrayal of Biblical story, dramatic
incident and human sympathy, conveying much that could
not be expressed in words.
The solos and chorus are all of moderate difficulty, melodious
tnroughout, expressive and inspiring. The choruses are wellmade and effective.
This work we consider far superior to mos similar cantatas
which have proven successful in the past It is very easily cos¬
tumed and staged; can be prepared in from 12 to 15 rehearsals.
The production of such cantatas tends to awaken i uterest in a
congregation, Sunday school or young people's society. Aside
from the social and educational benefit derived, it is a pleasant
and profitable method of financially aiding any church
enterprise.
THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.

ORGAN
PEDAL ATTACHMENT
For Upright Pianos

Manufactured and Sold by
JOHN J. POLE - Geneva, N. Y.

©rQmts of IjujljeBt Oliraiip
WRITE FOR ESTIMATES
Emmons Howard

-

-

Westfield, Mass.

M. P. MOLLER
PIPE ORGANS

^ More than 60(5 Muller Pipe Oryana^now h n*e- Speolflsolicited and mat I* faction guaranteed. For cntaloffuesstnd
full particular*, addresa
M. P. MOLLER, Hagerstown, Maryland

Church

Orga

AUSTIN ORGAN CO.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Exclusive Builders of Electric and Tubular
~
itic Church and Concert
\ustin Universal Air Chest
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IOLIN

.TMENT
Conducted by GEORGE LEHMANN
“You would think that those men had an astonish¬
Tub gullibility of the
WHERE IGNORANCE
average collector of Italian ing talent for seeing things that had already passed
IS BLISS.
violins is nothing less than
away."
amazing. In almost every
In' his article on Marklarge city, every town and every hamlet in the United
States may he found some man of wealth whose ERRONEOUS IDEAS
Neukirchen, Mr. Felix Herrmann gives his readers a
greatest joy in life is his possession of a collection •ABOUT
of old violins. In the majority of cases, these in¬
VIOLIN-MAKING.
clear account of the process
of manufacturing cheap fid¬
struments are of little worth, commercially and from
an artistic standpoint they are practically valueless. dles, and helps the inexperienced to understand what
Yet the owners of such violins have paid enormous is meant by the term: “machine-made violin.” Mr.
sums for their wretched "specimens,” and they in¬ Herrmann says, in part:
nocently exhibit their “treasures” to the experienced
“I should like, first of all, for the sake of clear¬
Addle-lover with the firm conviction that he, too, ness, to contradict a certain popular theory, accord¬
must necessarily marvel at the extraordinary beau¬ ing to which machines are used in the manufacture
ties which such instruments are supposed to possess. of violins, violas, violoncellos and basses. I am per¬
These collectors rarely play the violin. They know sonally quite ignorant as to whether such machines
nothing about the art of violin making, either ancient exist and where they are to be found—certainly not
or modem, except what they have gleaned from-extrav- at Mark-Neukirchen, in spite of the vast quantities
agnntly written and unreliable books on the subject. of instruments which nre produced there in one year;
They accept the plausible representations of some and as I paid special attention to this point, I should
"reliable” firm as gospel truth, and lacking both the like to state the fact with all the greater emphasis,
experienced eye and the sense of tone so essential and to repudiate all statements to the contrary.
in estimating the worth of a fiddle, they easily suc¬ How strange it seems, therefore, to find in the last
cumb to the blandishments of the cunning dealer, number of The titrad, under ‘Our Sale and Exchange
and gladly hand him a certified check for thousands Mart’ (page 222), an advertisement which runs:
of dollars for some toneless old wreck of a fiddle that ‘Wanted, a genuine “hand-made” old violin, price
was made in Italy a century or two ago.
about £4 to £5; good pure tone first consideration.’
We seriously doubt whether it would be possible Above all, ‘an old violin, made by hand,’ as though
to carry on such wholesale fraud as is being perpe¬ machines had already existed at a previous time—
trated today, if the alluring literature, spread broad¬ say fifty years ago, if such an age is sufficient for
cast every year, were entirely eliminated.
This the advertiser! It is well known that, especially bet¬
literature, in the form of books, pamphlets, brief ter-class instruments, for the sake of greater unifor¬
articles, etc., is well calculated to mislend wen the mity, are made upon so-called ‘moulds’; the ex¬
most intelligent amateurs, and to inflame the im¬ terior form of a violin or a ’cello is also sketched
agination of every gentleman of means who is anxious upon rough ‘backs’ or ‘bellies’ constructed for this
to possess a Cremona violin. It is pernicious litera¬ purpose, and then cut out with a circular fret saw;
ture, without one redeeming feature. Its readers but such appliances can hardly be called machines.
assume that, on the whole, it is a presentation of The bass makers form an exception, as they make
facts; hence, the description of a Stradivari, its their somewhat clumsy instruments themselves from
preservation, varnish, etc., is accepted as being truth¬ beginning to end, which is not the case in the manu¬
ful and accurate in all its essential fcitures, and facture of any other stringed instrument—as is clear
seemingly incredulous statements are regarded with from what has previously been said.
no stronger suspicion than that they are slightly
“The body-makers of Schonbach do the first part
colored, ns a natural result of enthusiasm, but un¬ of the work; and by body is meant the primitive
intentionally so.
form of the violin, with the belly off, not glued on.
But the truth of the matter is, that these descrip¬ From the Sehachtcl makers (body-makers) these
tions too often furnish a solid basis for legal action. bodies pass into the hands of the violin makers, and
They are not merely misleading by implication; they their first task is to work them, the backs as well
positively state what is not true, and what can so as the bellies, to the correct thicknesses according to
easily be proven untrue. They speak, for instance, their theories, which is done by the constant use of
of the perfect state of preservation of a violin whose the calipers, and also with the help of hollow chisels
many cracks and scars are plainly visible to any and very small round planes; then they fit in the
normal eye. They rave about this remarkable state bass bar and cut the soundholes with the so-called
of preservation. Their cunning rhapsody is the sand ‘schnitzer,’ a specially formed knife which is the uni¬
that blinds the unsophisticated collector. The lie versal tool of the violin maker. It is only after this
is incredibly bold, preposterous, but it succeeds where that the violin can be glued together and purfled, and
the simple, unvarnished truth would fail.
the neck and head, which consist of one piece of wood,
Now we do not imply, of course, that there nre no fitted in. The insertion of the purfling is done by the
honest men to be found among the dealers. Heaven means of a two-edged knife, which can lie adjusted to
forbid! We simply wish to warn amateur collec¬ the exact width of the purfiing. With this knife
tors against descriptions of violins that do not truth¬ double incisions are first of all made all round, the
fully describe their worth and condition. Much of small space between is cut out with a suitable tool,
the current literature regarding violins is absolutely and the purfiing itself is hammered in with a little
untrustworthy; but the average reader rarely ques¬ thin glue, and the protruding part is carefully re¬
tions the veracity of the writer, and the enthusiastic moved. When the whole violin has been carefully
but ignorant collector joyfully exchanges his check cleaned on the inside with sandpaper of the smoothest
for an undesirable Italian fiddle on the strength of an kind, the process of varnishing begins, together with
unconscientious dealer’s representations.
all the different manipulations for polishing, nibbing
When we read the descriptive tommy-rot that is down and reviving the varnish. There only comes the
offered intelligent men for perusal and digestion, we fitting up of the fingerboard, the pegs, the tailpiece,
are strongly reminded of the incomparable Mark the soundpost, the bridge and the strings.
Twain (“Innocents Abroad”), when he asks:
“Tlirough how many hands an instrument has to
“What would you think of a man who gazed upon pass during all t.,ese different manipulations before it
a dingy, foggy sunset and said: ‘What sublimity, appears as the finished article, is difficult to say. for
what feeling, what richness of coloring! ’ What on account of this wholesale system of manufacture
would you think of a man who stared in ecstasy upon it has been arranged in such a way that some men do
a desert of stumps and said: ‘Oh, ray soul, my beat¬ a certain work, some another kind of work, each
ing heart, what a noble forest is here! ’
into the hands of the other. Whilst formerly violin

makers were taught to make their own acces¬
sories, such as fingerboards, pegs and bridges, special
manufacturers have gradually arisen for such parts,
and each maker is exclusively engaged in the manu’
facture of one particular part. The many villages
lying around Mark-Neukirchen have each taken up
one of these industries; thus, for instance, Wernitzgruen is the home of the peg manufacturers, and it
is said that some of these people can turn out as
many as forty dozen a day. Erlbach is the home of
the makers of tailpieces, etc. The manufacture of
the scrollpieces is not so much confined to one place.
The variety in the demand is too great. Some makers
supply better, others inferior kinds. Some make a
specialty of heads which are carved very artistically,
and are to be found on the so-called Tiefenbrucher
violins. Lion heads are also a favorite design; but
on the whole, the taste, and therefore also the de¬
mand, leans towards an elegantly and boldly carved
scroll, as to the traditions of the old masters. At
Schonbach I saw them at the price of 2s. 9d.’per
dozen, for which price one could not in this country
obtain even a portion of the necessary wood for
them. The manufacture of bridges has been retained
at Mark-Neukirchen, and here I should like to re¬
peat that they are also cut solely by hand. The
idea of having them stamped out, or whatever pro¬
cess may be thought of, is entirely erroneous, and
my companions were able to see to what a degree of
artistic perfection this work has attained.”
The first question is naturally:
VIOLIN STUDY Where shall we go, and to whom ?
ABROAD.
Berlin swarms with teachers.
There are Moser, Wirth, Markees,
Wietrowitz, Halier and Joachim at the Hochsehule;
Witek, Zayic, Frau Scharwenka, Arthur Hartmann,
Gustav Hollaender, and many others. Kreisler has
taken up his abode there, but is not teaching. In
Frankfort one finds Hugo Heermann. In Paris there
are Marsick and a corps of assistants. In Geneva is
Marteau; in London are Johann Kruse, Wilhelmj,
Huboy and others. In Brussels are Ysaye, Musen and
C£sar Thomson. In Leipzig is Hans Sitt. In Prague
in Sevcik, the technic-hypnotist. In Russia is Leo¬
pold Auer.
A letter from a Berlin student reads as follows:
“Why do we come to Europe? I am sure I don’t
know! We can study in America far better, with
good artists and under much better climatic and
linguistic conditions. We are ground out here by
rote and rule. Everything is planned for us, and
our only escape from pedantry is to write a free
fantasie and send it to an American publisher. Now,
the question is a serious one, for our teachers here
realize very little the needs of American life. At
any rate, we become familiar with the classics here
and learn to drink good beer! ”
There is a serious reason why American teachers
go abroad for supplementary study. It aids us in.
securing good positions in schools, colleges and con¬
servatories. Very few college presidents like to con¬
sider applicants who have studied only in our large
American cities. It is a narrow view, but one mu9t
consider it if one is to teach.
Speaking of the comparative merits of foreign violin
schools, a Boston artist, who has studied in several
centres, says: “I found my life in Brussels very
congenial. We were, however, obliged to play great
concertos until we were fairly worn out. Everything
was sacrificed for public appearance. If we could
only play these works, get over them, as it were,
bowing and tone were of no consequence. Of course,
I do not mfftm that we neglected tone altogether, but
we had to play our concertos until we knew themThe Belgian school pays less attention to bowing than
to other things.
“In Berlin everything depended on bowing. I waa
told that I could never be received by Joachim if I
did not learn to move my wrist laterally. I was even,
discouraged from entering the Hochsehule because 1
had not learned to swing my wrist.”
Mr. C. M. Loeflier, formerly of the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra, has quite recently returned fro®
an extended sojourn in Europe, during which time
he investigated thoroughly the work of various
schools. Mr. Loeflier thinks that the influence of the
Berlin school is waning. While he does not entirely
espouse the cause of the Belgian school, he leans
the creed of Ysaye. Of the Prague school he says“Undoubtedly they make great technicians in Prague
but they neglect tone. After listening to a Png'#
virtuoso, day after day one is struck by the absence

of warmth and beauty in tone. The principles laid
d wn by Sevcik are excellent, especially the normal,
free development of the left hand, but there is too
much attention paid there to mere technic.”
Mr. Whitney, tne Boston voice teacher, said some
time ago to the present writer: “There are many
ways of playing the violin, but there is only one
way of singing and that is the right way! ”
After investigating the work of several schools, the
true artist and teacher will assimilate and apply the
best points of each system to his own use. A course
of study wnick suits one pupil will not suit another.
For the following out of any one creed we cannot
look to great artists. They are too great to be
bound down by any creed.
Since teachers must have theories and practical
ones we can only test a principle, and if it is good
we can apply it still further to our work. There are
good points in most acknowledged systems and schools.
—Edith L. Winn.
I. Music Used.—The
music used in our summer orchestras is not
always the best. Among
many of the summer hotels the music is of an en¬
tirely light element. Little benefit can be received
BREVITIES OF
SUMMER ORCHESTRAS.
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their home and board. This hurts good players of
experience. Theatre orchestra men, if in cities, are
most frequently good players.
IV. Pay.—Hotel orchestra players, if paid little,
are usually amateurs. In first-class hotels, orchestras
are always well paid.
The Grand Union Hotel, at Saratoga, pays $10,000
every summer ior its orchestra.
Thirty years ago, salaries were $30 a week to mem¬
bers of orchestras. Salaries are now less because
symphony orchestra men have brought down prices.
They now work for continental wages.
Women orchestra players will work cheaply. They
bring down the rates for such work. The average
salary for orchestra players is now from $10 to $15
a week.
Students save little by playing during the summer.
New clothes must be had. Transportation expenses
are often heavy. New music costs much and it must
be up-to-date. One can easily, pay $40 out of $90
for the summer library.
V. Professional Ethics. — Professionals should
play with professionals and amateurs with amateurs.
The leader must be authoritative and have tact.
There is always friction if the leader is too conceited
or too sarcastic.

Cornelius Gurlitt
FOUR SONATINAS

for Violin and Piano
- - .65
“ This set of Sonatinas Is of the first importance. They
possess the fine musical worth which Gurlitt gave to all
his writings. Undeniably they ire always interesting.
The harmony is simple and natural. Piano teachers will
find much value in cultivating duet playing. The art of
-vi—,—,—
semble playing is a great. —. and every pianist should
say it. For instructive purposes ai
ions no better works of the grade a

Johannes Palaschko
SIX

BAGATELLES

for Violin and Piano
31 No. 1. Spinning Song • $0.40 No. 4. Legend • • $0.50
No. 2. Barcarolle - - .40 No. 5. Sketch - - .40
No. 3. Hondo • • • • JO No. 6. Rustic Dance .40
“ These pieces are worthy the attention of teachers
3 are looking for easy teaching material. They are
odious, wholesome and in every way well written.”—
Selections for teachers and schools made a spe¬
cialty. MAILORDERS solicited and filled promptly
to all parts of the country.

Arthur P. Schmidt
BOSTON
120 Boylston St.

LEIPZIG

NEW YORK
136 Fifth Avenue

Useful Teaching Pieces for the Violin.
Zimmerman, J. F. Little Tone Poems for Violin or Man¬
dolin and Piano. dradelli-2.
4195. Plover ol Love. Gavotte .40 4197. Joyous Llfo. Polka .30
4196. Ihe Flower Girl. Mazurka JO 4198. Remembrance. Waltz .40
4199. Reverie
40
nv 4109
RFVFRIF

These little pieces should be a welcome addition to the
repertoire of violin and mandolin players. They are very
melodious and fine examples of the dance rhythms in which they
are cast. They lie chiefly In the first position.
Heins, Donald. Three Lyric Pieces for VioUn and Piano.
4907. Yaise Gracieuse. Grade m JO 4908. Serenade. Grade ID .40
4909. Country Dance. Grade HI
•
JO

n? 4909

COUNTRY DANCE

Allegro con brio. U.KJ.1M

A House Concert in the 17th Century.
(From an oil painting by L. Lenain, 1640.)
where the daily programs are thus made up. The
test hotels require both classics and light music.
Trios and solos are always demanded. Under a good
leader, one can improve greatly in ensemble work if
a good grade of music is used. The programs in
hrst-class hotels are always well selected. The house
furnishes the music.
Mr. Kuntz, at Poland Springs, devotes one hour a
ay to classics and o.e hour every evening to light
®usic. He permits no noise in the rooms when the
classics are going on.
At the Grand Union Hotel, Saratoga, when the
are n°isy, the leader calls out: “Hush! ”
ft- Music Needed.—Overtures, two-steps, waltzes,
ucw operas, songs for orchestras and a few solos and
Music is soon out of date and can be played
he same hotel but one season,
he orchestra member leads a feverish life. He
as very little time for real practice.
I. Personnel.—The associates of an orchestra
ember are not always earnest students. They are
TMte 0ften decided amateurs who are only playing
enable them to have a summer outing. Players
ro ° are satisfied with this kind of work the year
q. .
are not good associates for earnest students.
become frivolous; boys fall into evil habits,
i
entimes, conservatory students are away from
me and will give their services in orchestras for

One seldom finds good breeding among all orches¬
tra players.
VI. Style of Playing.—Serious students know
little about the demands of orchestra work. City
teachers are too busy with the necessary legitimate
repertoire of violin; they cannot take time for what
they call “trash.” Pupils should go to a good theatre
orchestra man to learn demands of orchestral bowing
and rules of orchestral work. Good soloists always
play too legato for such work. Orchestra music is
played with more staccato effect. Much time should
be devoted to orchestral training.—/. TV.

MUSIC IN THE 17TH CENTURY.
A MOST interesting glimpse into the musical life
of the 17th century is afforded by the illustration on
this page,* which is a reproduction of an oil painting
in the DeWit Museum at Leipzig. Before a table
upon which are lying note books, we see one of the
party playing a Gamba, that is, a viol played be¬
tween the* “knees,” superseded by the violoncello to¬
day; the small instrument played by the man at
the right of the picture is a Pochette, or pocket
fiddle; the other instruments are of the Lute family,
the larger one being a Theorbo. The painting is a
model of fidelity as to the shape of the instruments,
strings, etc., and the costumes of the period.

DONALD HEINS.

Above is a representative number from a well-made set of
teaching pieces for violin, the work of an experienced hand.
They are niee'y put together, melodious and admirably suited
to the instrument.
THE0. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut Slreel, Philadelphia. Pa.

The Hahn Violin School
FREDERICK E. HAHN, Director
Weigbtman Building, 1524. Chestnut Slreel, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Sevcik Method taught exclusively by Mr. Hahn and
able assistants, irora the rudiments to the highest grades.

H. R.. KNOPF
Importer and Dealer

Fine Old Violins, Violas & Cellos
s, Cases
and Trimmings.
Also Bows, best Italian and German Strings,
Cases_=
Maker of the Celebrated H. R. Knopf Violins and Cellos. Sola
Agent for the celebrated Sartory, Paris, Violin and Celle Bows. Ar¬
tistic Repairing. 119 East 23rd Street NEW YORK
It is a good thing at every age to devote a portion
of one’s intellectual energy to the study of some sub¬
ject entirely unconnected with one’s vocation; the
scientist, for instance, to art; the artist, to science.
This is a needed protection. against narrowness and
illiberality of spirit. The musician who knows noth¬
ing but music, the lawyer who knows only law, cannot
resist the stupefying effect of isolation from the gen¬
eral intellectual atmosphere of his day. It is like
asphyxiation under a glass receiver for want of fresh
air to breathe.—Litamendi.
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CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY.
Material for Young Pupil*.
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be partially acquired before the keyboard is at¬
“I am a reader of that fine magazine, The Etude, tempted. Lay the hand fiat on the table. Slide the
fingers, all together, back and forth from the ex¬
and obtain much assistance from it. I have been
teaching for years, but many things puzzle me, and treme fiat position to a position as far as possible
for which I have been able to find no particular help underneath the palm of the hand. Then slide the
in the numerous books I have in ray library, ns well thumb sideways. Then take each finger separately
as in the Teachehs’ Round Table department. One and slide in the same manner. Next, shape the hand
in correct playing position with fingers curved, etc.,
thing specially troubles me: What material—tech¬
nic, etudes and pieces—is best to be used with young and continue the sliding exercises as before, not
pupils! Also, how can one bring out the best there even yet allowing the points to leave the table. This
is in pupils who have fine, sensitive ears for music, will help the pupil to acquire an individual use of
but no pnticnce with things which do not seem pleas¬ the muscles. After this, teach finger raising and
ing to them at the moment, pupils who are from striking, first with the fingers all together, and then
twelve to fifteen years of age, growing fust and—lazy? with each separately. The best detailed description
1 have one now in Mathews' tirade I, using Schmitt’s of this sort of work that I have seen in print may
preparatory exercises, to be followed by Pischna, lie found in the instruction book of the Virgil Clavier
who distracts me. Gymnastics tire and hurt her System.
In regard to fundamental technical exercises, I
hands quickly; Schmitt is dry and does not sound
good; Mathews isn’t pretty, nnd to find a piece that would like to say a word for Plaidy, the old-fash¬
will be of benefit to her, and at the same time please ioned Plaidy. This manual may be old-fashioned,
her and be worth playing, seems impossible. In a in a certain sense, and yet in another sense it never
small place there is no music house where one can can become old-fashioned, for it contains the founda¬
look up things. Will you name a few first-grade tion exercises that every pupil must learn if he ac¬
pieces that will start right musical things growing in quire any considerable facility, technical formulas
such hands! And also suggest how to treat the that no player can possibly do without. Nearly all
‘tired’ kind that have their school and Sunday- modern technical manuals are merely Plaidy, fixed
up in a slightly different manner so as not to conflict
school work to do in addition to their music!”
with copyright laws, and with more or less extensive
These are without doubt questions hard to settle additions. There is much said at the present time
in a manner that will bo satisfactory to everyone; about modern technical methods, and much that is
indeed, a feat that cannot be accomplished until we valuable, but after all is said, the fact remains that
gain the power to reconstruct human nature. Every there are a certain round of fundamentals which
teacher is bound to come into contact with certain must be mastered before the formula of modern ad¬
seemingly impossible cases, cases in which no one can vanced technic can be profitably practiced.
render any adequate assistance. In such instances,
Plaidy is nothing more than a compendium of these
the teacher will simply have to struggle along as necessary fundamentals, and at which, as a general
best he may until satisfied that he can do nothing rule, pupils are not kept for a long enough time.
more for the pupil, nnd then frankly say so, and let
Plaidy contains all the five-finger exercises that are
the pupil try some other teacher. This may be an necessary. Then the exercises with moving hand
embarrassing thing to do, in a way. but will be the
should be gone over several times, first learned with
best in the end. It will be a better plan than to
the metronome set at a moderate tempo, several
have the pupil leave eventually with the statement,
months later with the metronome set for a fast
which will be spread broadcast, that the cause for
tempo, and again another year worked up to a high
leaving was that you were such a poor teacher.
rate of velocity. The rapidity of progress in this
Pupils never confess their own inefficiency, but in¬
sort of work will, of course, depend upon the num¬
variably charge someone else with their failures. If
ber of hours of daily practice the student has at his
you dismiss me pupil, you can remain master of the
disposal. The scales, as everyone knows, should be
situation, by simply stating the truth, which is this:
practiced year in and year out. The five groups
that the pupil would not follow your directions, and
of arpeggios should be thoroughly mastered by all
you therefore found it useless to carry the instruc¬
students, and reviewed many times until it is pos¬
tion farther.
sible to play them at a high rate of speed, say 144
I have made one curious observation along this
to the quarter note, four notes to a count, and
line, by the way. 1 have often found that pupils
with exceptionally gifted pupils at a still higher
who did the poorest work were most satisfied with
speed. It may not be possible to acquire this speed
their progress. This can be accounted for only on
before the third year of study, and with small chil¬
the ground that such pupils, and in most cases their
dren and those with little time for practice, still
parents also, have not the musical intelligence to
more time may be required. These arpeggio groups
realize what musical progress really means. I have
should be practiced with the same fingering for all
seen some parents delighted to watch their children
keys. It is only after this work has been done that
stumble and stutter through a simple piece, and be
the pupil can be ready to take up modern technical
delighted with their “wonderful” progress. In some
formula:. The tendency of many teachers is to take
cases their progress might jiossibly be considered won¬
the pupil from this work far too soon, so as to give
derful. Given a pupil whose talent mav be repre¬
sented by the figure two, almost anv teacher might the more complicated figures of modern technical
writers. But this is a great mistake.
be able to multiply it by two and obtain four as a
The fundamental passage work of piano plavimr
product. But given a pupil whose talent is best
as catalogued in the Plaidy book, and which is ab¬
represented by zero, it would require almost mirac¬
solutely essential to every player, should be praculous skill to multiply it by two, and obtain even one
ticed until mastered at a high rate of velocity. Then
as a product.
and only then should more advanced work be at¬
The use of material for instruction depends more
tempted. 1 do not mean to say that there are no
upon the manner in which it is used, than upon the
other manuals that cannot be used equally well
nature of the material itself. A good teacher can
accomplish more with bad materia, than a poor nf*ZPZ feT * PIaidy as a “lenient summa^
of the fundamental passages that every plaver must
teacher with good.
The preliminary instruction
have at h« command. It makes no difference whether
should be given away from the keyboard, at a table.
thfm in Plaidy or in some other manual.
The ability to properly shape the hands, and inde¬
One thing m its favor, it can be procured for a very
pendently move the fingers as individual units, should
small sum, the Presser edition, for example, cJl

ing only seventy-fiye cents. Another thing, the most
of these exercises should be given to the pupil by
dictation. He should be taught how to figure them
out for himself in the various keys. Every pro¬
gressive teacher should also possess himself of a
copy of Mason’s ‘'Touch and Technic,” and give it
thorough study, for he will find in it many prin¬
ciples that will be invaluable to apply in his regular
work.
For your etude work I think you will find the
“Standard Graded Course,” published by Presser,
admirably adapted to your needs. The etudes are
judiciously selected, provide very adequately for the
needs of elementary teaching, and, best of all, are
short. A three and four page etude is very dis¬
couraging to a young student. With pupils such as
the one you mention, you will need to make the
various exercises and pieces short and to the point.
The power to concentrate the mind and fix the atten¬
tion for a longer period of time, will have to be ac¬
quired gradually. With most children it is a physical
impossibility to hold the attention for long at a
time. They must have frequent change of mental
occupation. It is for this reason that they find long
sonatinas irksome. 1 should give these very sparingly
to children. A child will work very much better if
lie can have new things frequently, and the wise
teacher will take advantage of every peculiarity that
will aid to rapid progress.
For the inertia of laziness I know of no remedy.
A lazy person will work, although not very vigor¬
ously, as a general thing, so long as he is interested.
But his interest is extremely evanescent. Lazy peo¬
ple ure and always have been the leaden weight at¬
tached to the feet of the active people who do the
work of the world. Laziness justly merits no sym¬
pathy, in spite of the fact that it is the cause of un¬
told misery to millions. I do not know of any
effective method of treating this disease.
There in another class that does deserve sympathy.
Those who are already overworked in the schools,
and yet are trying to practice their music lessons
as well. There is no doubt but that school children
are pressed too severely in some cities. A certain
course of study is laid out, with which they must
keep up or drop behind. Bright pupils may get
along with little difficulty, but it is another matter
for those with slower minds. I have so often seen
pupils come to their music lessons with such tired
looking faces that I have pitied them, and felt like
sending them home to tell their parents that they
ought to drop some of their work. You will o*f
necessity be obliged to let these pupils progress very
slowly. Give them short lessons, made up of short
and attractive pieces, as much as possible. Don’t
give too many etudes. Let them be brief, and let
such students rest their minds as much as possible
on pieces that they will enjoy. Above all, do not
attempt to give them pedantic sonatinas. They will
only hate their work as a result of it. There are
many capable musicians in the country a io do not
seem to be able to understand the needs of the child’s
musical nature. From a literary standpoint they
would not think of giving their children anything
but “Mother Goose,” “Alice in Wonderland” and
kindred books. But at the very start in their music
they expect them to enjoy Bach and Schumann,
even.though they have never been in the habit of
listening to music of high calibre in their own homes.
I would suggest the following pieces in the first
grade which I think you will find pleasing to your
pupils, and which you can order from Theodore
Presser. Franz Behr, Op. 575, No. 1, French Child’s
^ong; 2, In May; 3, Child’s Play: 4, In Happy
Mood; 5, Barcarolle; 6, Shepherd’s Song; 11, '
Hunk of Me. Behr, Op. 503, Bohemian Melody;
Gaily Chanting Waltz; Little Spanish Melodv. Al¬
bert Biehl, Op. 52. From Youthful Days. Books
1 and II. Engelmann. The Gay Little Fellow, Op.
p 7 ’ ”°1,y Playmates, Op. 591; Listening to the
Band, March; Merry Companions; Butterfly Waltz,
Butterfly Polka, Butterfly March; Op. 556, The
,h.a‘ter> The Faney Dance, The First Dance, The
DinnerH0SteSS’ ^ ReeePtion- The Surprise, To the
Another reader of the Round Table has requested
t t 1"ame a collection of pieces in the first grade.
Aiu
, -!,ggeSt: First Parlor Pieces, Engelmann
Presser ^6 H°me Player« a11 published by Theo.
the following letter to the teachers who
ad the Round Table, and would request that those
(Continued on page 130.J
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appreciation, and a dozen years will clear the chaff
from the wheat.
A discussion of exotic melodies, in the Quarterly
of
International Musical Society, brings up the
question of the value of folk-music in general. Fdtis
defines music as the art of moving the emotions by
combinations of tone. At first glance, this might
appear to exclude melody, which is a succession rather
than a combination of tones; but that is evidently
not what the historian intended. The quarter-tone
croonings of the East Indians, the primitive harpnotes of savage African tribes, the favorite tlireetoned chant of the Abyssinians, and the caterwauling
of the Chinese all cause the liveliest delight to their
hearers.
Among the more civilized countries, nearly all have
possessed a flourishing school of folk-music, at some
time. When this material is adapted by trained
composers, a truly national school is brought into
being. Russia is the most famous example of this
fact; even Tchaikovsky, characteristic as he is, is
hardly claimed as a nationalist. The great group of
five (Balakiretf, Cui, Mouasorgsky, Borodin, and
Rimsky-Korsakoff) went directly to the popular songs
of their country for inspiration. Grieg did the same
with the beautiful melodies of Norway. The young

lacking, but the desire seems equally lacking. Mean¬
while, we plod along in semi-conscious imitation, and
wonder why we have not yet set the musical river
on fire.

An account of the modern French school, in the
POEMS A MUSICIAN SHOULD KNOW, WITH
Bignale, invites comment on that school. It is now
SUGGESTIONS FOR THEIR STUDY.
over eighty years since the birth of its founder,
C«9ar Franck—a long period in musical history when
We have selected a number of poems that have
we consider that a like interval would extend from
special interest for musicians and others interested in
the death of Mozart to the Bayreuth festivals. But
music, and shall publish them in full or part, ac¬
Franck’s works were almost unknown during his life¬
cording to their length, with some suggestions for
time, and America is not even now fully acquainted
their study.
with his disciples. It is even considered an unusual
The lines that accompany this article are taken
event for us to hear the master’s “Beatitudes,” or the
from Robert Browning’s ppem, Abt Vogler, which is
great D minor symphony.
intended to represent the composer’s thoughts while
Franck was modest and unassuming by nature, and
extemporizing at an instrument of the organ type,
lived his life as teacher, organist, and composer in
which he invented. He was bom at Wiirzburg, June
undeserved obscurity. Yet his pupils honored him
15, 1749, died May 6, 1814. He was trained at an
with unbounded enthusiasm. “He stands out from
early age for music, studied under Padre Martini, at
his fellows as one of another age,” said de Ropartz.
Bologna, but did not readily fall in with his strict
“They are scoffers, he was a believer; they vaunt
contrapuntal method; went to Yallatti, at Padua,
themselves, he worked in silence; they seek glory,
and for a short time studied his method, more in ac¬
he let it seek him; he has left us the noblest ex¬
cord with modern harmony, but even this did not hold
ample of artistic uprightness.”
him long. He went to Rome and entered the priest¬
He has also left us much interesting
hood. In 1775, he founded a school of
music; modulatory in character, some¬
music at Mannheim, and taught a num¬
times mystical in expression, but great
ber of well-known musicians. After a
with a massive solidity and grandeur.
roving life, he settled at Darmstadt,
ABT V0.GLER.
His involved polyphony and chromatic
where he opened a school. His two most
style prevent the success of his Viking
remarkable pupils were Weber and
All through the keys that gave their sounds to a wish of my
opera, “Hulda,” but are employed in
Meyerbeer. He was bold and daring in
soul,
masterly fashion in his symphonic
his ideas and example and must be con¬
All through my soul that praised as its wish flowed visibly
poems: “Psyche,” with chorus, “Les
sidered the first cause of the innovations
Eolides,” “Les Djinns,” and “Le Chas¬
introduced by his pupils. He ever re¬
forth,
seur Maudit.”
fused to abide by tradition.
All
through
Music
and
Me!
For,
think,
had
I
painted
the
Of Franck’s disciples, it may truly be
The entire poem should be read and
whole,
said that some were born great, some
carefully studied, as it gives a view of
have achieved greatness, while others
the poet’s idea of music as an art, and
Why, there it had stood, to see, nor the process so wonderhave had greatness thrust upon them.
the composer’s function.1
worth :
That is to say, a few have shown evi¬
The opening lines of the extract show
Had I written the same, made verse—still, effect proceeds from
dences of real musical genius; others,
the nature of musical thought and ex¬
more in number, have wrought something
pression, the music “a wish of the soul”
cause,
by earnest application; while many are
that becomes “visible”— appreciable —
Ye know why the forms are fair, ye hear how the tale
drawn into undue prominence by the
through the medium of the keys. Then
is told;
present success of the school.
follows a comparison with painting and
Vincent d’lndy, the chief living rep¬
poetry, in which the forms are based upon
It is all triumphant art, but art in obedience to laws.
resentative, may almost be rated in all
nature and intellectual law’s. Yet the
Painter and poet are proud in the artist-list enrolled:—
three classes. He has genius, as shown
musician, a poet in the sense of the old
in the “Lied Maritime” and many of his
Greek, a maker, stands higher so far as
shorter works. But his symphonies and
the material with which he works is con¬
But here is the finger of God, a flash of the will that can,
operas speak frequently the word “ef¬
cerned; the “wish of the soul” is not a
Existent behind all laws, that made them and, lo, they are!
reproduction of some fact in nature, but
fort.” The composer strives to find some¬
springs from the Source of all thought
thing new in the world of harmony; not
And I know not if, save in this, such gift be allowed to man,
and feeling.
with the frenzied strength of a Richard
That out of three sounds he frame, not a fourth sound, but
Then comes the beautiful thought, one
Strauss, but in a more calmly deliberate
a star.
of those profound psychologic as well as
and far less inspired manner. Some of
scientific truths of which Browning’s
the modern French compositions lack all
Consider it well: each tone of our scale in itself is naught:
works are full: The “three sounds” in¬
traces of feeling, emotional expression, or
It is everywhere in the world—loud, soft, and all is said:
dicate the members of a common chord,
melodic' charm. They are merely exer¬
Give it to me to use! I mix it with two in my thought:
which united make not another sound
cises in tonal mathematics, and have led
such as they, but something higher, bril¬
™ Frer>ch critics to invent the term
And there! Ye have heard and seen: Consider and bow
liant, glowing, a part of a system.
Cerebral music.” D’lndy inclines too
the
head!
And as if to carry the reader still
much to this style.
—Robert Browning.
further into the workshop of the com¬
Of the many Frenchmen who have at¬
poser, the poet calls attention to the na¬
tempted legendary subjects in opera,
ture
of the material of music. “It is
Lhabrier has succeeded best, with his
everywhere in the world” around us, in
Gwendoline.” He has the most virile
the cathedral, in the busy factory, the clattering miU,
Smetana, hearing Herbeck remark that the Czechs
end forcible expression of all, the rather labored
the whistle of the locomotive, the “siren” of the tug,
were merely reproductive, at once determined to strive
realism of Bruneau seeming decidedly less natural.
the pillars of the steel bridge, even the roar of the
for a true Bohemian school, and the world is only
runeau won an early success with his “Attaque du
storm, yet these never make music. Isolated sounds
now learning to realize the result of his efforts. It
,
but followed with a series of partial or
was national appreciation that caused the success of can never praise, express “a wish of the soul.” But the
tal failures. “L’Enfant Roi” is in lighter vein, but
composer takes them, choosing one, rejecting another,
Humperdinck’s “Hansel and Gretel,” no less than the
or the more captivating side of music one must still
softening one, increasing another, and little by little,
earlier triumph of Weber’s “Freischtitz.” Per contra,
jurn to such works as Massenet’s “Jongleur de Notre
mixing them with his thought, builds up the great
national taste may sometimes work evil. Rossini
me.” One operatic master has arisen among the
structure of music, which our poet says has no pro¬
wrote
trivial
melodies
because
the
Italian
public
de¬
.ounger men—Charpentier.
The realism of his
totype in nature.—Editor of The Etude.
tiouise” is impressive in its intensity, but even this manded them; “Guillaume Tell” showed that he
could do something better.
Cha SUCCeec*? ‘n Par* because of its powerful plot,
Not all music is national. Bach’s exquisite poly¬
in •<?eiR’e.r 18 every\vhere expressive—in “Louise,”
Countess Maori, the widow of General Tom
phony and Beethoven’s classic tonal architecture be¬
d’j,
du Pof'te,” in the lively “Impressions
Thumb, is about to begin, at the age of sixty-five,
long not to Gennany, but to the whole civilized world.
a le”i but his music is interesting rather than
to study the pianoforte. She has a midget instru¬
The ideal sentiment of Schumann, the poetic fire of
g eat. The works of Debussy, like the songs of Faurd,
ment, made for her many years ago, and she already
Chopin, the fairv-like grace of Mendelssohn, the bril¬
°w the ethereal charm of delicacy; but even in
plays by ear, but, inspired by hearing Pade’-ews1-1
liance of Liszt, the superbly colored scenes of Wag¬
?'se *or perhaps especially in these) is lacking the
she has determined to become a great musician.
ner, these are not essentially German, Polish or
sch l vi80r and direct utterance of the Russian
Hungarian,
but
belong
to
all
the
world.
America
f .°° ■ Chausson was a master of rich harmonic ef’The well-known lecturer, Mr. Edward Howard
has not brought forth a truly national school, be¬
work 38 he prOTed bv his “Roi Arthus” and other
cause our education has been too cosmopolitan.
Griggs, has recently published through B. W. Huebseh.
g.,s'
their charm fades by comparison with
Dvorak, in his great “New World” symphony, showed
New York, a handbook on'“The Poetry and Philosophy
The i}ark’ or wRb the sixth symphony of Glazounofif.
of
Robert Browning,” which contains a study of the
us
the
path
to
nationalism,
but
no
one
seems
eager
rench school as a whole seems to the present
poem “Abt Vogler.” Price, 25 cents.
to follow his lead. Jt may be that strong ability is
er much overrated; time is needed for just
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Handel Volume that we have advertised for
eoine time will not be issued for several months to
come, as the work on it is much more difficult and
far-reaching than we first anticipated. It may also
be that two volumes will be published instead of one.
Handel, in our opinion, has never been fully appre¬
ciated by the American teaching public. The over¬
whelming genius of Bach has rather thrown Handel
in the shade, yet for technical and at the same time
interesting work, Hnndel is to be preferred.
The volume tliut we will issue we hope to make
one of the best we have yet put forth. In the mean¬
time, all who are interested can purchase the book
at a special price, 30 cents, postage paid, if cash ac¬
companies the order; if charged on our books, postage
is additional.
We will publish, during the present month, a set
of studies by Loeschhorn, Op. 52. These studies are
not very well known, yet they are one of the most in¬
teresting sets by this popular, educational composer.
They are about grade 2 to 2V&. There is a great
variety of studies and at the same time there is
melody in almost every one. These studies might be
taken up after Op. 115, Book I, of Loeschhorn is
finished. These studies are much more interesting
than that opus.
We will send this book of studies during this
month, for only 15 cents, postpaid, if cash accom¬
panies the order; otherwise, postage is additional.
Volume 1 of the “Selected Czerny Studies” is now
ready for delivery. The advance sale has been most
flattering in the unusually large number availing
themselves of the offer. We are now offering Vol¬
ume 11 at a special advance price. Volume II is a
direct continuation of Volume I, equally interesting
in material, carefully planned and accurately graded.
Although Volume I is no longer on special offer,
we will, during the current month, make a special
offer on Volumes I and II, if ordered together, of 50
cents. The Special Offer on Volume II alone will be
25 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order;
otherwise, postage is additional.
TnE music in this issue comprises eleven pieces
suited to all tastes and demands. A new piece by
Theodore Lack will be welcomed by many players;
"Calm of the Sea” is one of the best of his recent
works, graceful, melodious and characteristic. “Badinerie,” by Geza Horvath, is another novelty by a
popular composer, a waltz movement in the French
manner, full of style and gaiety. Another waltz move¬
ment of easier grade and well adapted for dancing as
well as recreation is "Courtship,” by Suter. “The
Monkey and the Elephant,” by Farrar, is a jolly
little characteristic piece by a composer new to Etude
readers. With pupils sufficiently advanced we would
recommend the use of the glissando passage given as
the ossia in this piece. Eggeling’s “Going to the
Woods” is a well-made little march movement, pleas¬
ing and of decided educational value. “The Persian
March,” by De Kontski, which lias proved popular
both as a solo and in its eight-hand arrangement, has
been especially arranged for four hands in response to
numerous demands, and appears in this issue. Liszt’s
“Consolation” is one of the most beautiful of his
short pieces, melodious, expressive, and demands fine
tone production. Beethoven’s “Funeral March,” from
his “Andante, Op. 20” is one of the finest movements
of this character in existence, and should be in the
Tepertoire of every pianist. “Love's Magic,” by Chas.
Lindsay, is a new drawing-room piece of high order.
The two songs have entirely different character.
Grover’s “Spliced,” a jolly song, with the true nau¬
tical flavor, Xewcombe’s “Here and There.” a dainty
little encore song, very useful for teaching purposes.
The Moon Queen, a Cantata.—We are pleased to
be able to offer to our patrons a fine musical play,
not difficult, requiring only 35 minutes for perfor¬
mance, to be sung by children in unison, catchy music,
amusing dialogue, easily staged and costumed. The
text is by Wm. H. Gardner, who has written several
successful works for stage use, the music by Louis F.
Gottschalk, musical director for a number of wellknown opera companies.
For the present month
orders will be accepted at 25 cents per copy, postage
paid, if cash accompanies the order; if amount is to
te charged on our books, postage will be additional.
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Tiie Gurlitt Album, announced last month, will be
continued on special offer during the present month.
Gurlitt was a voluminous writer of highly interesting
pianoforte pieces of an educational character. His
works are chiefly published in volumes or sets of
pieces. In preparing this “Gurlitt Album” we have
made a careful selection from all the various vol¬
umes, our endeavor being to assemble the choicest
pieces under one cover. This volume will be of prac¬
tical use for teaching purposes, and is bound to prove
interesting to teachers and pupils alike.
The special advance price will be 20 cents, postpaid,
if cash accompanies the order; otherwise, postage is
additional.
Music fob Easteb: Choir directors and singers
who wish attractive music for the Easter festival
will do well to send to us for what they need. Our
stock is a large one and contains the best from the
catalogues of the leading publishers, as well as our
own, some of which have stood the test of several
years’ use and are still in great demand. We shall
be pleased to send a package of solos, duets, anthems,
carols, etc., to organists, choir directors or singers,
for them to examine. Order early before the stock
runs low. We call attention specially to the new
song, “Victor Immortal,” by F. H. Brackett, the wellknown Boston composer, one of the best songs we
have published. It is for medium or soprano voice.
Last year we published an Easter song, by R. M.
Stults, which was very well received. This season we
have brought out an edition for low voice, which we
commend to church singers. A good song for Palm
Sunday is “The Lord of Ages,” by Holt. See one
of the advertising pages for a list of standard music
for Easter.
Greene’s Standard Graded Course in Singing,
Vol. IV, which will soon be ready for issue to ad¬
vance subscribers, contains what no other one work in
vocal technic has: carefully selected and edited stud¬
ies in Recitation, Aria, Ballad, and Bravoura styles,
intended as finishing studies for pupils who wish to
graduate in voice culture. In addition to this, the
author has added annotations which clearly indicate
how vocal music is to be studied, the design being to
teach pupils independence in their work, so that after
they have left the supervision of a teacher they will
he prepared to continue alone, or to teach. This
feature is the most valuable of the course and is
found only in Book IV. The advance price on Book
IV is 40 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the
order; otherwise, postage is additional. We shall
be pleased to send Vols. I to III to teachers for ex¬
amination with a view to adoption. The regular price
is $1.00 per volume, subject to the usual professional
discount.
The Etude Music Clubs, of which there are a
great many throughout the country, have been greatly
pleased with the small button which The Etude has
been distributing to their officers. We have two of
these buttons, one with the portrait of Beethoven
in the centre and the other with Mozart, and our offer
is to send six of these to every music club free, for
the use of the officers; if they desire more, we sell
them at about the cost, 30 cents per dozen.
Vocal Studies for Soprano or Tenor.—Some
vocal teachers object to having technical and artistic
studies in separate books, that is, one for voice plac¬
ing, one for style, one for scales, embellishments, etc.
To such persons we offer a most valuable work, con¬
taining under one cover, technical studies for daily
use, studies in the various technical forms, such as
legato, portamento, staccato, embellishments, with
special attention to the trill. On the artistic side
the work provides a number of fine vocalises for
style and finish, selected from the works of Abt, Concone. Vaccai. Bellini, Marchesi, Sieber and others.
The author of the work, Mr. George Whelpton, pre¬
pared the book for use in his own private teaching,
after a number of years of testing the studies specially
selected. We recommend the book to vocal teachers
and to singers ns a useful work, containing necessary
material for vocal training. During the present
month we will accept orders at 30 cents, postage
paid, if cash accompanies the order; if a charge is
to be made on our books, the postage is additional.

PU5LISHER
Deb Kleine Pischna (The Little Pischna), by
Bernhard Wolff, will be continued at the special ad¬
vance price during the current month only, after
which it will be withdrawn, as the work is nearly
ready for delivery. This modern compendium of
foundational technic has become most popular and
is now in general regular use among a large number
of teachers. One of the chief advantages of the book
is that each exercise is carried through all the keys,
and is printed out in full without abbreviation. The
technical work is developed logically, and covers all
foundational work beginning with the five-finger posi¬
tions and going through holding notes, contractions
and expansions, scales and arpeggios.
The special offer during the current month only
will be 30 cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the
order; otherwise, postage is additional.
The portrait of Handel that was given as a sup¬
plement to the January Etude may be purchased from
us in better print and on larger paper, to correspond
with the line of life-sized portraits of musicians which
we already publish.
We will make a special offer to our subscribers
for one month on this portrait; 35 cents will be the
price for the month of March. The printing on this
copy is much finer than in the supplement and the
paper is the best quality. Size, 22 x 28.
We want a boy and a girl in every town and city
in this country and Canada to sell single copies of
The Etude each month. We have a number who
are doing remarkably well, but we want more.
Metronomes are in universal use among advanced
teachers; they are practically a necessity, in deter¬
mining the proper tempi of standard compositions.
We can truthfully claim to sell more of these in¬
struments than any other house and each year sees
an increase in a demand which we have materially
helped to create. Our large sales, however, are
largely due to the quality and correctness of the
metronomes we offer our patrons; at the same time
our prices are always as low as may possibly be con¬
sistent with standard and reliable goods. We take
this occasion to direct attention to the make and
prices of metronomes we now supply, viz.: American
make, without bell, $2.25; same, with bell, $3.25;
French make, without bell, $2.50; same, with bell,
$3.50. These instruments are each and all guaranteed
for one year against all defects of material or work¬
manship.
When the time comes to renew your subscription
you will make a mistake if you do not get a friend
or two to join you. You can get a valuable pre¬
mium for your effort. For three subscriptions you
can get your own renewed free.
Teachers and students of the violin will be inter¬
ested in the announcement in advance of publication
of a new composition for violin and piano, by Felix
Borowski. This composer’s “Adoration” is one of the
most popular and best-known of modern violin solos
in the lyric style. The title of Borowski’s forthcoming
work is “Cantilene,” and it will equal his “Adora¬
tion” in melodic charm, in expressive quality, and in
the sympathetic handling of the instrument. We pre¬
dict an equal, if not greater, popularity for this new
“Cantilene.” The piece is in preparation and will
be published within a short time.
A New Writing Book. — We present a rather
unique and handy arrangement in the form of a
writing book. The idea was suggested by a wellknown teacher of New York, Mr. E. F. Marks. The
blank writing book contains alternate pages ruled
with lines for the writing of music on one side and
on the other for hand writing, so that the music ex¬
amples in dictation work in harmony and theory are
opposite all the notes which are to be made and re¬
membered in connection therewith.
The book contains also practical directions for
music writing; the proper way to make the various
characters and signs used in music notation.
This book retails for 25 cents, but for introductory
purposes we will make the price for one month, 1®
cents, postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The advertising pages of
CUMMER SCHOOL
The Etude during each spring
ADVERTISING.
are full of the announcements
of those schools and teachers
who intend to do summer work. Every year summer
schools for teachers and students are becoming more
Snd more popular. Those that are located at some
summer resort, either seaside or country, are perhaps
the most successful, for in this way a vacation may
he spent both profitably and pleasantly.
\Ve m°l'e special rates for this advertising. The
April, May and June numbers are without doubt the
best three for the purpose. Let us quote anyone in¬
terested. Our forms close on the 10th of the preceding
month.
It will he a great accommodation if subscribers
would give us prompt notice when they change their
mail addresses. Please try to get notices to us by
the 12th of the month for the following month’s issue.
Last month we drew attention to the approaching
commencement season and are pleased to say there
was an immediate call for music for exhibition pur¬
poses, such as piano duets, music for two pianos, four
and eight hands, etc., and although it is still com¬
paratively early in the season, we do not believe it
amiss to keep the matter before our patrons, lest it
be overlooked until the near approach of the close of
the school year, when many of our best selections may
be out of stock and unobtainable at short notice.
Watch the date on the wrapper of your journal
for the expiration of your subscription and save an¬
noyance by renewing promptly.

Notices
Professional Want Notices are Inserted at a cost of five
cents per word, cash with order. Business Notices, ten
cents per word, cash with order. Do not have replies
directed to this office.
TE.U'HFIts Will) WISH To 11 >KA l.l/.K AND UK It
lect their, work should read the ad. of the Normal
touasES offered by the Shepard School of Music, among
oar advertising pages.
A NEW ORGAN FACTORY.—TIIE IIUTCHINGS*otey Organ Company, of Boston, Mass., has just opened
a new and complete organ building plant at Cambridge,
■. to replace the one which was totally destroyed
by fire
“ aa year or so ago. The building is very much
llas every modern equipment. The factory
siarted in with building some of the largest organs in the
nf Du?!among which are the First Presbyterian Church,
all '’,shni'gh. the Second Presbvterian Church, of Philaoeiphia, the Broadway Tabernacle, of New York, as well
a number of smaller organs for concert work.

8nb,^1?CATE WISHES POSITION AS
ffiii fLl? ex£nange for lessons from director.
ia11 term*

Miss Nelle Marshall, Lexington,

TEACHER.
Summer or
Missouri.

.WANTED,—THE century library of music,
anrtJLi “I3,
by Paderewski. Quote lowest price
Etudk7 ‘ of bindinS- Address, W. E IL, care of The
THE “PRESTO” MUSIC TURNER EN8abKlCI.A1',somMh?l‘t0 turn -vour music in an instant when playing.
In Riin.
Practical and economical! Set. 25 cents
Banids in J resto" Music Turner Co., 5 Arcade, Grand

1thishavoVLh?<1
,few musical advantages and what progress
connJl.'lf htl? been the result of solitary study. In

~~l’'lorence Ren T
Etdub bas been of inestimable value.
use ?h» seT mi'ch pleased with “Lyric Pieces” and shall
™°k a great deal.—K.
Roberts.
!i * vere8n^flll%be® R?P?rtoire" in ourT

1

The “History of Music,” by Baltzell, is a most valu¬
able addition to musical literature, indispensable to the
earnest student, and very suggestive to the teacher.—Ueorge C. Young.
I have received the “History of Music,” by Baltzell.
The essential facts are presented in a lucid, concise and
interesting manner, and the whole book breathes an en¬
lightened and progressive spirit. It is comprehensive,
practical, easily understood and thoroughly up-to-date.—
Fred. J. Porter.
The twelve copies of Baltzeli’s “History of Music” re¬
ceived. I expect to introduce it as the text-book in our
musical history classes here next year. It is in excellent
form for teaching purposes and always good afterwards
for a reference book.—O. W. Best, Dir. Waynesburg, Pa.,
Con. of Music.
With Ur. Riemann’s excellent work I was somewhat
acquainted, but in your new work, "Baltzeli's History,”
am delighted to find a work unique in the handling of
the subject matter, arrangement of the text, and com¬
plete review of the most modern conditions and events,
it is distinctly a book right up to the minute in subject
matter and presentation, and I wish -ou the success
with it that the work deserves.—Carl Wolfe.
I have received the sixteen copies of the new “History
of Music,” by W. J. Baltzell, and use it for my pupils.
I consider it the most valuable and modern text-book
of musical history published in the English language.—
John II. Norman, Mus. Doc.
1 have received the "Friendship Songs,” and am de¬
lighted with the collection. Am especially pleased with
the sacred song.—Miss Helen Barber.
The artistic cover on January Etude tells Its own story
of the riches to be found within. An exceptionally fine
number and the splendid portrait of Handel, framed,
should be in every studio where The Etude is a welcome
guest each month.—Helen Dudley Reyle.
The Handel number of The Etude is a great success.
The portrait is fine and the reading matter relating to
Handel makes this number exceptionally interesting.—
Bailie Wily.
Our musical history club is studying Baltzeli's “History
of Music,” and enjoys it a great deal. The children all
delight in reading the Children’s Page of The Etude;
in fact, we could hardly have our club without the help
of The Etude.—Mrs. O. B. Bishop.
I must commend you and your force of shipping clerks
for the expeditious manner in which you filled my recent
requests. I hoped when I sent the order, that the musiq
would arrive before Christmas, but had no idea that it
would do so, as I had delayed sending the order a few
days on account of illness: I am happy to say that the
—-*-=.
Chris*package
arrived the Saturday before Christmas.—IF.
IF.
Fulmer.
I want to say that your “First Steps i„l Pianoforte
Study” is the best book for beginners that I
Mis lessons are admirably arranged, and so ate that almost the dullest child becomes interested
and sees beauty in them.—Mrs. R. B. Malone.
I have received the new “Fo’’ -Hand Collection,” as per
invoice, and much regret tha* 4 did not order and pay for
more in advance. I was ~.ad to see such capital pieces
from The Etude repubFshed; for truly, “Sizilietta" is
worth the whole money, to say nothing of: Hilarity
March, The Keepsake, and Pizzicati. A pity you did not
publish an “Edition de Luxe," because it would make a
handsome prize for deserving pupils.—Bond Roose.
I have received Czerny's “Dexterity Bxercises," Op. 636,
and have examined the work and recommend it very
highly. It is the simplest and best method to acquire
speed
.IXTCM tb— jj
.o.—Ed. Fuerbringer.
—I have received Czerny, Op. 636. and consider it ex¬
cellent; have ordered 10 copies more.—C. TF. Best.
1 have received Czerny's "School of Dexterity, and am
much pleased with the work and know 1 shall find it
very helpful to my pupils.—S. M. Fleming.
I have received the “Graded Songs, No. 2, and find it
a treasure to one who enjoys the best class of songs.
Jeannette Ensminger.
I must compliment The Etude. It is the best musical
magazine on the American market.—Jno. IF. Robinson
Thank you very much for sending so good a collection
of “On Sale” music; every piece will be useful.—O. t. L.

1

Tiie Etude grows better each month, and is certainly a
great help to my pupils as well as to myself.—.V /sraeL
I am much pleased with “First Steps, which is a
complete instruction book for a beginner, especially for
a Thed'club'Button? are quite a novelty, and give great
P'?h'aveTecciv”ed°t he" “Four-Hand Parlor Pieces” and am
very much pleased with it. It will^prove to be very^user second and third grade pupils.— C. .
f til * to teachers fiW '
received the “Friendship Songs.” They are
- am learning them all, and enjoying them very
“Thha^fireceived GalSy”' “Frienshlp Songs" and I
am delighted with it. Every piece is a gem—Bessie NeicHonaYre^ffZreBeZfiZ'ZreZl^ta'sZe'as^to av'oid
Tad?DaSndma?0tthrsaSme° timeSeaL* ThXkb* yoTl
am. Mrs. Bessie Lay.
„
After careful examination of the Four-Hand Farlor
Pieces" I do not hesitate in saying that it is absolutely
the°best collection of four hand music for work in grades
ifand III thft I have seen.-Fred Alton Haight
I would recommend "Four-Hand Parlor I
one who wishes a well-arranged collection fi
____a
poor piece^in
to the moderately difficult. There
is ir”
the book. 1 would like > have another copy.—Mary
R. Fish.
e received the “Preliminary School of Dexterity,”
r/prnv Op. 636, and most warmly recommend it. You
have complied a book which every teacher of piano will
beiahave0receivedhthe°“Friendship’ Songs.' Moszkowskl's
Duet and Tpecial Four-Hand Parlor Collection and Mu-
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PUBLISHER
New Studies for
Special Purposes
STUDIES FOR THE LEFT HAND
E. R. KROEGER. Two Books. Orades VI and Vlli
Price $1.25 each. Until within recent years the prope
development of the left hand seems to have been much
neglected; even now there is a scarcity of acceptable stud¬
ies for this purpose. These are the result of a long experi¬
ence. Each study is preceded by a useful preparatory
exercise constructed on a chromatic basis. They may he
used in alternation with the Cramer-von Biilow Studies, or
they may succeed them, being about the same grade.

MELODIOUS AND CHARACTER¬
ISTIC CONCERT STUDIES
C. H. DORING. Op. 252. Grade VI. Price $1.25. By
the teacher desiring a change from the old, well-beaten
track of conventional studies, these will be much wel¬
comed. They are almost like pieces and on this account
will be just as acceptable to the student They are brilliant
and sonorous, each illustrating a point in modern technic

EIGHT-MEASURE STUDIES IN
ALL KEYS
CARL KOELLING. Opus 373.
cents. Many teachers find short s'-„in their work, carrying out the modern idea of'
_„_;e short studies in al
tion. It is a great advantage
___ ...c
interesting, well developed in
keys. These studies
— *-*“
character, and of high technical value.

DAILY TRILL STUDIES
JAMES H. ROGERS. Grade III. Price $1.25. Nothing
more surely marks the finished pianist than an equal,
fluent trill Not only is it an essential embellishment, but
its practice forms one of the most valuable means of equal¬
izing and strenerthenine the flngerR. These eighteen stud¬
ies are progressive in difficulty, beginning with elementary

TWELVE
STUDIES

MELODIC

OCTAVE

OEZA HORVATH. Opus 43. Books I and II. Orade
III and IV. Price $1.25 each. Good octave studiesare
much in demand. These are highly desirable from every
point of view; exceedingly melodious, well contrasted, and
so planned as to include all the principal technical features
of the art of octave playing. The studies of the first book
are in about the third grade, while those of thesecond hook
are somewhat more advanced.

SPECIAL EXERCISES IN
SCALE PLAYING
WILSON G. SMITH. Op. 55. In Two Books. Grade
II. Price $1.00 each. Nothing has >et been devised to
take the place ot the scale as a means of training the hand.
These studies are designed to use the scale in such wise as
to develop the strength of the third, fourth, and fifth fin¬
gers. They thus combine all the advantages of scale prac¬
tice in addition to meeting the great technical difficulty of
piano-playing—the strengthening of the weak fingers.

MELODIOUS STUDIES IN
STYLE AND MECHANISM
P. A. SCHNECKER. Grade III. Price $1.25. There
are six studies, each illustrating a special technical point,
such as: Running work. Arpeggios, the Trill, Wrist-work,
Octaves, and Double Notes. They form a short technical
course by themselves and in this respect their excellence
is beyond question.

TEN MELODIOUS STUDIES IN
VELOCITY
ARNOLDO SARTORIO. Op. 380. Orade IV. Price
$1.00. Musical and pleasing. Besides* a variety of un¬
usual musical effects, as, for instance. No. 1, which is
founded upon Jensen’s Op. 32. No. 1, there are examples of
tremo'o (repeated notes) and other effects often omitted
from studies of this grade. Some of the effects are very
good, as for instance that with a trill with thumb and fin¬
ger und melody notes above.
SENT ON

INSPECTION

be^affialde^toZir mus?™c!ara^andWtohourCmusichcfub^—

at the usual large discount to teachers

KIConsider”vour Czerny. On. 636. the finest edition I
have seen It is such beautiful print and the fingering
is help?u?' to forgetful students.—Mrs. IF. F. Kennedy
* I am pleased to notice the constantly-increasing inter¬
est taken in The Etude, which gives you still more op¬
portunity. if possible, to give us a more complete pub¬
lication.—J. D. Brodeur.

Theo. Presser
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
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Keep Your Music
Nicely Bound
It doesn't pay to have It torn, ragged, and hard to find.

THE KIMSEY MUSIC BINDER
has a flexible cover—sheet music sire—(hat can be easily
rolled: will save the edges of your music and make your
collection look neat and attractive always.
It contains a sufficient number of gummed stubs to hold 80
pages of music, and when you have once pasted them they
ate where you can find them for all time to come.
Every Music Teacher and Student will
recognize the value of this Binder—It
Is a music, time, money and mind saver.
KIMSEY GUMMED STUB FLAT OPEN
MUSK* BINDER at your music store; or, we will send It to
you on receipt of price.
Extra Heavy Paper Cover, SO cents

WM. SCATCHARD, JR.
500 ODD FELLOWS’ TEMPLE,

-

PHILADELPHIA

.50 K?
Jly&Hntba,
.
'

Iib/TuUt. -ft’

!“'S5
‘If-'pH.I

' " -l imps
th these Bulbs wo will send
HILLSIDE NURSERY, 80MEBVILLE, MASS.

jjpp ErjTEirrAijw^T^
mi 144 page Illustrated cui^ So. 6, yours for the unking.
%od US • jx*tt«l and U will be scat to yon, potpaid.L’IlCtr
IMt CREST miUiNG CO.. I :> A Witmafk Bldg.. II l.rlllX

'■FREE

MUSICAL INSTRUMEMT*
_^BAND&OgHESTRA
J.WPEPPER S^&LOCUSTSZ? PHILADA.PA

YOUR MUSIC IS TORN!!!
It will take one minute to repair it by using

MULTUM-IN-PARVO BINDING TAPE
5-yard roll of white linen or 10-yard
roll of paper, 25c each, postpaid.
If your music dealer does not carry It SEND TO

Theo. Presser, Philadelphia, Pa.,
~ Maltnm-ln-Parvo Binder Co., 621 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

h. W. G.—You will And a concise statement of the bio¬
graphical facts of Tschaikowsky’s life, an enumeration of
his works, etc., in W. ,1. Raltzell’s “A Complete History of
Music, published by Theodore Presser. For a full cons deration of his artistic tendencies see the interesting
though prejudiced study of Tscbaikowsky in D. G.
Mason s ‘‘From Grieg to Brahms.” For a detailed account
of his life, “The Life and letters of Peter Illch Tschaikowsky, by his brother Modeste Tsclialkowsky, translated
and edited by Rosa Newmarch, is one of the most unusual
personal records of a composer extant.
Piano Student.—The transposition into all keys of
finger exercises, as recommended by Piscbna, Philipp, MacDo wo II and others, helps greatly in attaining certainty of
technic; It also helps to extend the problem of the exerclse, as each key presents virtually a new exercise in
itself. Some teachers recommend playing scales in all
keys with the lingering of C major, and It Is said that
Anton Rubinstein used to make the students in his piano
class at the St. Petersburg Conservatory play Czerny’s
studies in various keys with the original fingering.
c; ,In. answer to your question as to why 13-flat
and A wind Instruments are used instead of C, the
clarinet, for instance, Is much harder to play in keys
baying many sharps or flats. By using the clarinet in
®ltner B-llat or A Uie^number of snarps or flats is greatly
reduced and thus facilitates the execution of the pieces.
In trance they do use a trumpet in C almost exclusively,
Put
Germany and In this country they use trumpets
In ll-llat or A, according to what the signature is in
nats or sharps and for the reason of simplification that
ensues. Ihe horn in P is used almost entirely in place
of the horns in all keys, but that is chiefly because It
combines more advantageous qualities. It Is simpler also
to transpose invariably a fifth lower than the note writ¬
ten. Instead of constantly varying the Interval as neeesslh.0.n horns °J 'furious keys are employed. Wagner,
at ‘be present time, Itichard Strauss, occasionally
,-»<e horns ln E in difficult sharp keys, in order to
eliminate accidentals, but the chances are that orchestral
Players will employ the F horn and make a double transnosltlon
On the subject of transposing instruments,
look at E. I rout s, treatise on Instrumentation." pubinr1
el Yi The0P!?s2!r’
or lf author’s.
ln scar(-h "The
of more
detailed
Information
consult
the same
Orchestra.”
In two volumes, published by Novello, Ewer & Co.
(Kindly Insert answer to query as to "work on the pipe
cafnlo’ ue )U nton’ ’ ns ‘ <i° not find it mentioned In your
E. B. ij.—Will you please answer the following? Why
do they have li-flnt and A wind instruments? Wouldn't
(, answer all purposes and save transposition of the
musicI have seen references made to a work on the
jd^e organ by A. Hinton. Do you have It? How much is
_ ff;F- E.—l f you want to find a clear and concise statement of the more important laws of acoustics and their
relation to music, see the opening chapter in “Music and
Musicians,^ by Albert Lavignac, published by Henry Holt
A. /. M.—Opera and oratorio probably sprang from the

A. <?. L.—In answer to your inquiry as to the nat,,-.
of the Wa-Wan Press publications, It aims simrfivf!
publish worthy American compositions from any
of the country, irrespective of whether they are ha.„5
on Indian or Cowboy folk-songs, or on original them..
The year’s issue consists of two kinds, vocal and instrn
mental, ln quarterly instalments. The price of a «,,k'
scription to each is $3.00. The compositions previnnSit
published, extending over a period of four years, areffi
published In sheet music form. Their address is nL,„“
Center, Mass.
newton
Inquirer.—Ethelbert Nevin was born at Edeewm-m
near Pittsburg, in 1861. His first published commii
tlons are contlined in his "Sketch Boot," Op. l, a SK'
tion of piano pieces and songs, in spite of the wonderful
popularity of “Narcissus and other piano pieces, his
ripest and most individual work is to be found in m.
songs, many of which are truly poetic.
18
G. B.—In his selection of studies from Clementl’.
Gradus, Tausig gives the fingering for scales in donhi.
thirds in all keys. These are the traditional finge?h,i«'
In Philipp's "Exercises Journaliers” (Daily Exerci
he has devised a new system of fingering for douhki
thirds in all keys, which should prove useful to you.
A. C. L.—Beethoven did not give the name “Moon
light” to his Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2. His title was “Sonar.,'
Like a Fantasy” because the first movement is not in
regular sonata form. This title to which you refer is the
result of an imaginative publisher’s fancy. The same lx
true in regard to the fifth piano concerto, called “Em
peror.”
T. B. B.—To develop the left-hand technic, Czernv’»
“School for the Left Hand,” Op. 309, is excellent For
a modern and more comprehensive treatment of this
specialty see Isidor Philipp’s "Exercises and Technical
Studies for the Left Hand, containing original exercises
great value and ingenious arrangements for the left
hand
t__
. Bach, Czerny, Kessler, Chonin
nd from the
works of
* ’
Schumann and Weber.
" <L L.—If you wish some practical book to teach the
theoretical side of music
1-_ piano
__ students, yon
-your
cannot do better than to use Caroline J. Norcross’
festive
--jies
Studies for
ior music
Music i*overs,
Lovers,” published by Theo
Presser, or “Intervals, Chords and Ear-training,” by Jean
Parkman Brown, published by O. Ditson & Co
T.
Chaminade_
m 8.
a N.—Cecile
-K,
-boim in JParis,August
18, 1861, of an old French family. She began
pose
alT the age o_ eighty She
-studied the piano „
Le Couppey, harmony with Savard, and the violin w,LU
MarsIcfTan| I-|—
teachers ...__
__
the Paris Conservatory),
and
composition with Benjamin Godard. At the age „*
-she was
*---brilliant
pianist and played not only in
Paris, but on_
lort tours into the provinces. Her most
pretentious works
,-is are Lot Amazones, a lyric symDhonv
with chorus; an unpublished ballet in one act, La
feeviliane, another ballet “Callirshoc,” also a concert
piece for piano and orchestra, which has been frequently
given. Her piano pieces and songs are too well-known to
need enumeration, although possibly it is not well-known
that she has written a Sonata for piano, Op. 21, an Etude
Symphoniquc, Op. 27, and two trios for piano and strings,
of wnich the second, Op. 34, is published.
*
J*
The Paderewski prize for American composers
was first awarded in 1900, when the winners were Henry
K. Hadley, with his symphony in F minor, ‘‘The Seasons";
Horatio Parker, with “A Star Song,” for solos, chorus
and orchestra, and Arthur Bird, with a Serenade for wind
Instruments. The competition was announced for the
to&Ai^tbe orchestral class was awarded
cS
mitted.
.T‘ Y* ^.—Willem Mengelberg, the conductor, was born
in Holland in 1871. He studied principally
at the Cologne Conservatory. He was conductor of the
Lucerne town orchestra in 1892, and has conducted the
famous Concertgelouw Orchestra for more than ten years.
He Is one of the most celebrated of European conductors.
Th,e sign
Nke a small circle, if
used in violin music, which we infer you have in mind,
indicates the use of an open string, or a harmonic.

po™i?larUatet’he end'^f'1tfe^foth'^centur^^he'ffistlnctfon
usually accepted is that oratorio, from the Latin
a clmpel, has a religions or Biblical subject
while the opera has a “secular” subject. "Parsifal,!
neverthe ess, is a religious work and Is considered an
SKfo.P’wlKfc
?wnwrote
tltle 18a “A
Dedication®"
festival Play.” WSKMr’S,
Rubinstein
Biblical
opera,
Moses, in eight scenes. “Armlnitts” is called an "oraRavma was born at Bordeaux, France, May
i!1. °.
,‘ltle I?n"e. although it does not conform to 20, 1818, was a pupil of the Conservatory at Paris, and
the traditional requirement of having a religious subject.
afterward a teacher there. His compositions include
“ la e,V'a spoken of as a “secular” oratorio, a seeming salon pieces, etudes, etc.
contradict
on in forma
hut- nnf
~ «_
contradiction
terms but
a
gacrea
G. H.—1. Folk-songs, that is, the people’s songs, have
•The Seasons” is also called an oratorio, al- either sprung from the people, poet and composer being
though the i mibJ*ct
subject__
a.j hard and fast unknown, or have been made by some musician and taken
dT.'VTsii™
not “sacred." The
Mstinction Is not maintained
up by the people, holding place for years; for example,
BtendnFItTtn
maintained at
at present
present aas formerly, since
tandards in
opera have become more and more serious,
standards
in^opera
some of the old German chorales, accepted by Martin
Luther, are adaptations of old secular tunes used by the
oratorio “h^s faken
“°a lnc0"PuPu8‘ While th4 people
for many years previous to Luther’s time. They
EdS Elgar s,k“The0n'ream^of
generally have simple, easy melodies with plain diatonic
else account of the development both of opera and oraharmonies. “Old Folks at Home,” by Foster, is an ex¬
ample of an American song that can be classed as a folkK 18,822,'24indafolTowfng,'IIiSt°ry °f MU8‘C” Chapters
tune, that is, in the style that is characteristic and rep¬
"Amateur Composer.”—For a simple treatise on mu- resentative of the people, not one class. European coun¬
?™LiTrm ^ons'"‘ '’“her “Musical Forms.” by E. Pauer tries are rich In folk-songs, especially Russia and Ger¬
™e,?d?,re IX^er), or “Less°ns in Musical Form!’’ by many ; France, Italy, Spain, Scandinavia, have a rich and
Iercy Goetschms (O. Ditson & Co.). Either of these characteristic folk-song; in England the countryside
books will give you the help you desire, but the chief ex¬
tunes may be classed as folk-songs.
perience to rely on is the works of the classic composes
A first tenor is a voice of light, lyric quality with
od|ina“"effortp0wers of obsprva‘>on, persistent study and
a olgJ?xrraD?e’ t0
B-flat, for example.
6. vocal quartet obligato” would imply a composition
Teacher .—Yes. the studies of Czerny are still India
in which a quartet sings simultaneously with a chorus,
p“’ No studies in the whole range of piano literal
the two bodies having different themes.
IH1? ;lp,s° in attaining finger facility in nearly event
4. Rossini is pronounced as if spelled Rossee-nee, acvariety of piano style. The most valuable of Czernv’o
cent on the second syllable. Scherzo is pronounced as if
are Op. 200, The School of Velocity On 740
spelled Scare-tso.
The School of Finger Dexterity, Op. 636, The Preliminary
In placing a piano on a platform, see that
School of Fmecr Dexterity, and Op. 3<;5, The SchooT of
the tret)le side is nearest the audience.
Virtuosity The publisher of The Etude has now issued
2. The Secondo player should use the pedal in playing
several volumes, containing t>“>
_1S3U™
piano duets; in pieces properly prepared for publication,
etudes, edited by Emil Liebli
the pedal markings will be given, and the player whose
part includes them is the one to observe them.
SURVNTIITFS MAY BE OFFERED YOU TO
OUDO I I I U I LO INCREASE DEALERS’ PROFITS
INSIST ON HAVING THE GENUINE

H0SE

CUSHION
BUTTON

1 JJUPPORTER

GEORGE FROST CO., Makers, Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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becitai programs.

tJS;

'chorus!

A Songol warn
Matiu (iodard; Banjo Burlesque
rfSh!is.i Melnott; Romance, saxophone, Wheeler; Candlna,Ooitermann.
punils of Mrs. Ella Cady-Vrooman.
the Linden Tree (4 hds.), Voikmann ; Sonatina,
r> pianos, 4 hds.). Clementl; The Bee and
^ e.uLr (ieibel; Gaily Chanting Waltz, Behr; The
|I)B v vtaiim • The Bagpipes, Ryder ; Sonatina, Op. 27,
'^'Kecke: Hunters’ Chorus (4 hds.). Von Weber;
&!;.» (4 hds.), Low; Caprlccetta (6 lids.), Gurlitt;
K laan Minuet, Mozart; Barcarolle, Schaeffer ; Birds’
Knii?e Song. Mlsseler; Bagatelle, Baumfelder; Rustic
Vncht- La Ronde Des Archers, Concone; The
ff’jeaseii; In Springtime (4 hds.), Low; The Cosnance (4 hds.), Low; Summer, Lichner; The
(to?Friends (2 pianos, 8 hds.), Chwatal; Swing Song,
Williams.
mgs A. A. Tutem.
r
Polonaises for 4 hands, Schubert; Carnival of
r.nire Variations, Jaell; The Garden of Sleep (song),
rto rVra • Viola, waltz, Ducelle ; To My Star, Bohm ;
Rimle of' spring, Sinding; Ah ! Rendimi, from Mitrane
,
nossi; Pilgrim’s Dream, Heins ; Serenata, Mosztnwskl: Paganini Etude. Liszt : A Song of Spring, Bohm ;
V»lsp A-flat Moszkowski; Valse Brillante (2 pianos,
i mo Schulhoff; Bolero, Op. 116, Leyhach ; Fare Thee
(Veil isong), Abt: Valse Caprice. Decevde ; Impromptu,
A-Sat Schubert; Bedouin Love Song (vocal), Chadwick;
U Regata Veneziana, Liszt; Concert Valse, Carreilo.
Pupils of Mrs. G. IF. Worth.
Alpengluben (6 hds.), Oesten; Jansen March, Kennedy;
Birds and the Brook Caprice, Stults; Lustspiel Overture
(4 hds ), Kelar-Bela; There Little Girl, Don’t Cry
ivocal), Norris; Les Chasseurs, a Choral Fantasie,
Smith; Petite Fairy Galop, Streabbog; Moon Moths,
Khssaer; Happy Dream of Childhood (vocal), Sheldon;
sllverv Echoes Reverie. Blake ; Southern Dream, Lincoln ;
Martha Fantasy (6 hds.), Flotow; Runaway Caprice,
Kern; Face to Face (vocal), Herbert; Sweet Long Ago,
ftanscription, Blake; Hark to the Mandolin (vocal duet),
Parker.
Pupils of Mount Union College.
Barcarolle. Le Hache; The Hussars, Heins : Sunset in
arcady, Macy; Reverie, Aletter; Flower Song, Lange;
'(clave Study in F. Kullak; Second Valse, Godard;
Whispering Wind, Wollenhaupt; Dawn. Nevin; Last
Hope. Gottschalk ; Rustle of Spring, Sinding.
Pupils of the Kroeger School of Music, Fifth Grade.
Souvenir de Kieff. Schulhoff; Torchlight Dance of the
Brides of Cashmere. Rubinstein; Supplication, .TensenRlve King; Barcarolle. Ehrlich ; Vafse Lente, Delibes;
Rustle of Spring, Sinding: Berceuse from “Jocelyn”
iviolin'. Godard ; Elegie, Nollet: Souvenir de Varsovie,
.Schulhoff: Duetto. Mendelssohn ; Egeria, Op. 35, Kroeger ;
Tarantelle, Op. 43, Chopin.
Pupils of Fredericksburg College.
_d Nymphs ,.
_„
__*
did, Kern: Peasants' Festival. Franklin ; Dreams of
lonth. Sartorio: The Post Horn March, Holzer; Taran¬
tella (4 hds. 1, Koelling; Cupid's Arrows, Sudds ; Isabella
'Alae. Bachmann; Over the Fields of Clover (chorus),
Geibel; Reverie. Schuett:
Second Valse, Durand;
Autumn, Chaminade; Cracovlenne Fantastique. Pader¬
ewski ; Kamennoi Ostrow, Rubinstein; Mazeppa Galop,
Wollenhaupt; Impromptu in C-Sharp Minor, Reinhold;
letit Symphonie. No 1 (violin duet), Dancla.
Pupils of Miss E. L. Bradley.
la Springtime (4 hds.), L8w; Air from Don Juan (4
hds.1. Mozart: Hunters’ Chorus (4 hds.). Von Weber;
In Happy Mood, Behr; The Lullaby, Archer; Vivace,
Tro, Scherzo (4 hds.), DIabelli; Etude, Czerny; The
sun. Jensen; Waving Branches Waltz. Delanto; The
?‘°™ 1“ ‘he Alps, Weber; The May Flowers (4 hds.),
taadon; The Four Doves (4 hds.), Schmidt; If You’re
<vocal). Orth: Lohengrin (selection), Wagner;
,® ,11<I Peasant Waltz (4 hds.). Von Suppd; Norma
I)
Bellini: The Witches' Dance. Concone: Song
ow? Ieasant (violin and piano). Rendano: Spinning
from "The Flying Dutchman.” Wagner; Anvil
(Ws’otrom “William Tell" (4 hds.). Rossini: Mother
hdsl Harokf8—Ortb I Overture to “Zampa” (4
American Violin School, Chicago.
compositions for the violin without piano accompaniLammermoor (8 violins), Ponlzetti-Dello;
lion!
0p' .1’ No- 9 (solo'- Paganini; Selected VariaRfP0« ‘he 40 Variations Wiles, Op. 3 (solo),
Sf'»Vlafcona (solo). Bach: Le Chant Du Bivouac
hm? 50aKkl ; Prelude in E (solo). Bach; Fantasie
B'c t um fro.m the Quartette in “Uigolctto” (solo), Verdi. u®1: Andante in G, from Violin Duet, Op. 39, No.
Clola/Dvortk SpoIlr‘Her,Ilann I Terzetto for 2 Violins and
P“5h* 0,n??u‘fer« Collegiate Institute.
Withont TO*iLul,! (4 hds.), Rummel-Kettercr: Song
in E-flat Major. Op. 30. Mendelssohn;
?p- '42. No. 2, Schubert: Chant d’Amour.
Maznrto I'eu'>t. Girompini ; The Fountain. Lysberg;
la r
No. 1, Chopin: Song Without Words,
Botomvi. °mV 9PMendelssohn: Ballet Feerique.
■^ffbearn
a^cade' Patter: Spring. Op. 40, Marks;
OvertSS’5p’t,373iN°. 3- Koelling: Rlcorda-ti. Gottschalk;
p,W» of M(?sei!i^reischiitz (4 hds.). Weber-Wolff.
ionuiLn (’aefiry' H^ds.), Bohm : I’m So Glad to See
The n?na ;> ’,ost '• In May, Behr : The Zephyrs, Weyts ;
®«nn‘ u,, Iffee. Krogmann : Dream Fairies. Ducelle;
roana: ta, (4 hds.). Wohlfahrt; Pony Race, KrogTheW^edy Winks. Orth: Snow Bells (4 hds.). Behr;
'■mg'|5n^!’ci°ek' Heins: Minuet, Krogmann : Slumber
'he Ret!!.0?’ 4 hds.). Schumann: Gipsy Dance, Smith;
I’rintS™,-*0® Camp (4 hds.), Gurlitt: Roses de
pntlercm? cuh<ls'' v°ye; Le Crepuscule. Guy: Little
false Inp
Festival March (4 lids.). Tellman;
!4 hds i
‘ (2 pianos, 4 hds.). Durand: Oxen Waltz
‘jottscha/t. <^'artThe Message of the Rose (vocal).
Kfown •
'Tlld Rose, MacDowell: I.ove Dreams,
^ffD' n!3i0r "I" and Dale (2 pianos. 8 hds.). Engel■ We?, f4 hds.). Mason: Les Ongles Roses.
Welssohr?
of ‘he Priests (2 pianos. 8 hds.).
of th?'o 11 J?,1" Katzchni (2 pianos. 8 hds), Behr:
v
Shell. Krogmann.
(Continued on page 128.)

The Everett Piano

INC PAYS

Ss Brook! BohmT* You'd°Better Ask Me (song),
nwST&flat, Durand; King of the Carnival
Loebr: va“®h _s • The Flatterer (4 lids.), Chaminade;
(4 hds.)> U*8® JUoward ; The Sailor Boy's Dream, Le

The best symbol of musical culture

Our Graduates Earn $5 to
Si O Per Day the Year Round

You can usually estimate with reasonable
accuracy the intellectual aspirations in a home
by the class of books in the library.

IF CAS
you are receiving lees, ws
DOUBLE YOUR EARNING

•I An Everett in the music room denotes
musical culture throughout the home.

power. We teach PIANO
TUNING, ACTION REGULAT¬
ING, VOICING, AND FINE
REPAIRING, all in one practical,
easy and complete course, taken
'
’
) BY COllRES-

•I The greater sum necessary in the purchase
of an Everett does not constitute a larger ex¬
pense account, but is an additional investment
in a finer and more valuable property.
The greater durability of an Everett and
the more perfect achievements resulting from its
use are the extra dividends you receive on a
judicious purchase.

PHONE, ANTONS WHO CAN HI
,of LEI8UEE "Of® stout you can BEGIN TO
EARN MONEY by tuning, regulating and repairing pianos.
When you have finished our east, thorough, fascinating
course, we will grant you a DIPLOMA accepted everywhere
as PROOF OF SKILL Yon will then be in possession of'a busi¬
ness that will make you INDEPENDENT AND YOUR OWN
MASTER FOR LIFE.
WE SUPPLY FREE A
model of a full size, model
necessary TOOLS, for eacl
professional tuners study with m
MUSICIANS t£
may he able t<
.r their
■e take our com®
pleasantest of professions. Read what
say about it
“I average *9 a day ’’—Simpson
Thomas, Aquebogue, N. Y.
* 'X easily make an average of $5
to $6 a day.”—John T. Hannah,
Galt, Ont
“I made $100 fixing two old
pianos ’’—Mrs. S. A. Albertos,
Los Angeles, Cal.
“I made 831.50 the first two
weeks, a d S5 to 812 per day
thereafter.”—Caret F.
Coffey ville, Kansas.
” I am earning good money
since I began toning, repairing,
etc. Last week I took in 827.5b,
and next week I am sure I can rais
’—Rat J. Magnan,
Manistee, Mich.
"This profession, I find, isone that is surely not overcrowded.
At a place where there are several older tuners, I get more
work than I can easily dispose of, from which I realize from
82.50 to $3 per instrument.”—J. W. Unser, Tiffin, Ohio.
“My best day’s earnings has been to tune four pianos at $3
each.”—(Rev.) 0. D. Nickelskn, Hood River, Oregon.
“I made 836 last week and $212 the last two months tuning
and regulating pianos.”—Joseph Gribleb, Astoria, Oregon.

If you are really interested in the purchase
of a piano, write us and we will give you facts
which attest the above.

The John Church Company
Cincinnati

New York

Chicago

Owners of The E-verett Piano Company, Boston. Mass.

CANTATA

The Singing Leaves
Price, 60 Cents

By GRACE MAYHEW
The Words by JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

A

THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
OF PIANO TUNING

SHORT, BRIGHT, and easy cantata for baritone,
tenor, and soprano solos and m’xed choruses, with
piano accompaniment and violin obligato.
This
work is especially suitable for small societies, or for societies
wishing an effective number for a miscellaneous program.
Miss Mayhew has the gift of graceful melodic inspiration,
and handles a chorus to good advantage. The solo work is
very pretty throughout.

204 Music Hall,

Theo. Presser, 1712 Chestnut St., Philada., Pa.

LET US MAKE YOU LIKEWISE PROSPEROUS

LE CREEK,

MICH.

THE ACTION MOOEL.

r THE LATEST WORK OF k POPULAR COMPOSER '

VESPERS

No. 3. in D

By PAOLO GIORZA

A Nerve Food

A Vesper Service with a musical setting that is dignified,
musici.tuly, vet brilliant and effective, within the abiiities*of
the average choir, y et strong enough to be thoroughly suited

Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

It is arranged fora quartet of solo voices and chorus, each
voice having folo parts as well as a share in duets, trios, etc.
The popularity of the composer is shown by the fact that in a
large proportion of the Catholic Churches of tne country, on
Easter Sunday, at least one ol‘his compositions wus given.

Invigorates and strengthens the system,
relieves nervousness and headache, and
creates a good appetite.

V

THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., PHILA.
—
CPI PUT
PLAYS, OPERETTAS, DRILLS.
SCLEL I
Sen(J for cataloRue
ENTERTAINMENTS Joseph e. waqner, 9 Barclay st., n. y.

LEARN PIANO TUNING

Services needed
.. __'e talent make it earn $\_ „ colhlege course by mail and
everywhere. We give a_ thorough
guarantee success " —‘*--=*=—
refund tuition g tit full. Forty years'
mot regret having acquired this delightful
profession. Our free prospectus will interest you.
CENTRAL SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING, Shelbyville, Ind
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our

THE
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Everybody' is singing-—-

Those who have made the trip are singing also the praises
of the new semi-weekly- through vestfbuled modem train, the

- Mexico - St.' Louis Special ”
—

THE

etude

VIA THE

Iron Mountain Route,
Texas &. Pacific Railway, International & great
Northern Railroad (Laredo Gateway), and
the National lines of Mexico.

The train leaves St Louis at 9.00 a. m. Tuesdays and
Fridays, arriving City of Mexico at 8.30 p. m. Thursdays and
Sundays—a 60-hour run.
Compartment, Observation and Standard
Drawing Room Sleeping Cars and Dining Car.
Call on LOCAL AGENT, or address
H. C. TOWNSEN D,
general Puaenpr and Tick«t Agent,
ST. LO'JIS, MO.

Pupils of Miss Wolcott.
King of the Carnival (4 hds.), Deshayes: Sh»a.
Dance, Reinhold: Emperor March (4 hds.), von bi
My Heart is Ever Faithful, Bach; Musette &
Charge of the I'blans (4 hds.), Bohm; Song ’withCb'
Wortfs, Op. 67, No. 6, Mendelssohn; Gavotte (6 hsl'
Johanning; Sonata In D, Haydn; Military March
hds.), Schubert; Love Song (In Venice), Nevin- pi?
grims’ Chorus (TannhUuser), (4 bds.). Wagner •’at 1
herds All and Maidens Fair (In Arcady), Nevin •
Dance. MacDowell • Wedding March (4 hds)
delssohn.
' ' 11,1
Pupils of Miss Ida Hlerleld-Shelley.
Serenade (2 pianos, 8 hds.), Schulz; Vesner n„n
Krogmann ; The Tin Soldier. Ilach ; Fairy Tales PaK*
Soldier’s Song, Rhode ; Dance of the Toys (4 hds ) rSC!'
Caprice Bohemlen, Lebierre; Serenade, I'ierne •
from Symphony in E-flat (2 pianos, 8 hds.) Mo,..?'
Badinerie (Valse), Horvath; Ballade, A-f&t S,
Chopin; Finale from Symphony No. 5 (2 niann« ri
hds.), Haydn; Doubts and Fears, A Vow/ Hell..
Spring Time, Grieg : Souvenir, Jadassohn ; Prophet hi-h
Scherzo from Jaschingschwank, Schumann ; Concern, i.
G minor, third movement, Mendelssohn.
™ 11
NEW PUZZLES.
CnABADE.
When I saw my second do my third
I said my first in wonder.
Sure, I thought, there neve* was a bird
That gave so much to ponder—
Save one alone, that when my whole
A distant call obeyed,
Convoyed him safe to liberate
A beauteous, captive maid.

|utrI|fag0-Untra
(0rgatt (En.
Hoistim, itJass.
high-grade pipe
PNEUMATIC
NEW YORK

ORGANS
BOSTON

ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH

A WORD TO MUSIC TEACHERS
Let Us Qo for Pleasure, 4 hands Mazurette $1.00
The Tambourine March, 4 hands ■ Treloar $1.00
Sleiebride Galop, 4 hands • ■ • Treloar $1.00
Railroad Galop, 4 hands ■ • ■ Treloar $1.50
These piano duets are correctly written, instructive and
interesting, and are used by many prominent teachers
Drenaratory to something more classical. They arebright,
Dleasineand showy, and make most excellent exhibition
numbers. We are certain they are j ust what you have been
looking for and know you will thank us for calling your
attention tothem. They may be obtained atany first-class
music store, or all four duets will be mailed on receipt of
Introductory price, fi.oo, by the publishers.
THE TRELOAR MUSIC C0„ 505 Hall Building, Kansas City, Mo.

Initials.

Farm Annual for 1906
"The Leading American Seed Catalogue."
Mailed FREE to all who want the BEST SEEDS that Grow I
This Thirtieth Anniversary Edition is a bright book of 168 pages and tells the plain truth. With
Cover and Colored Plates it shows,,painted from nature. Seven Superb Specialties in Vegetables of
Unetjualcd merit and Six Novelties in Flowers.including Luther Burbank's New Floral Wonder.
WRITE TO-DAYI—the very day you read this advertisement. Mention this paper and address
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO„ Seed Growers, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

35 BULBS

The initial le'tters of the words indicated belou
give the name of a composer; their final letters spell
the name of one of his operas. The fifth word will
doubtless be unfamiliar, since it'is far from common
even in Germany; but its component parts all occui
elsewhere, so that it can easily be constructed aftci
the other words have been discovered.
My 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 0 is a composer of the 19th century
My 2, 7, 2, 8, 9 is the name of a family of Italian
violin makers that flourished during the Kith ami
17 th centuries.
My 3, 5, 10, 6, 3, 5 is the first name of a compose!
of the 18th century, particularly known for hii
sacred music.
My 4, 2, 4, 10, 4 is an operetta of the late 19tt
century.
My 5, 7, 5, 6, 5, 4, 11 is a German feminine name
My 6, 9, 5, 4, 11, 9 an opera of the early 19th cem

SPOTTED CAI.T.A LILT.
WINTER HILL NURSERY, Somerville, Mass.

A.
Edited.

Graded Course

Annotated,

Explained,

Fingered

MUSIC
MUSIC | Oc.at^r^/oM

By EMIL LIEBLING
IN THREE BOOKS.

90 CENTS EACH.

GRADES 11 TO VI

0

annotations and axphnato’y t ex t ° e d iting. fmSrSneUaidOphrasin gf b^Em™LMdine*
Czerny' with c°Plous
and selection from the entile works of Crerny. In addition to the nW. ~»T,1|!. S?,' Thi* work represents a careful sifting
studies, material has been selected from many less known but eaually valLhU^LrfrW*
v°l'*milJous writer of
one of Amerlcasemlnentand most successful teachers It Is
3" Th® ?dl,orial worlc has been done by
Ing and phrasing and technical and musical interpretation The* «pl££tory "nniuHon^e^'T.' b°,h58. r®£ards fl"Ker:
contain many practical hintsas to practice, study and rendillon The
areL ln,9res,l"Kand »othe point, and
sl vely grided Volume I begins at about Grade 11 and Volume"il midsat al^i»
b®enJ,V®ry carefully an/progresNo greater technician than Czerny ever Jived and this tSurse offers atwif..v,u^AV ' Th® e!?dlnB ls v?ry dos« throughout,
work. The various studiss me l/all style, and^over ev^^e^ent^Xo .echrc "^ “mp#nd,um o(
*»•
THEODORE

PRESSER,

PHILADELPHIA

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ON BOOK II: 25c POSTPAID
If cash accompanies the order; for this month only
n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Transposed Operas.
Tafus, Macner, Gohuuenst, Oeiflid, Nadogivnoin,
Llllmiwaeti, Hamatr, Rolvetirato, Moran, GomninDelic, Gnohirnel, Aaaaaiieuvtelrlrsnc.—C. 11’.
A Pied Program.
A printer’s hoy accidentally mixed up the various
lines in a program of which he was taking a proof.
This is the way he handed it in for correction:
GrasdIPannearien, aizL mnahenL; tomdulA’ruiiSraddEu gralE; grinhoFklloSs, ruthrA etoFo; i-alAh.
roeGge dakwhiCc; I realY ate ONeFors, lydeDu cuBk.
What was the original form ?
Answers to puzzles in The Etude for February.
Musical Enigma.—Let me write the songs of *
nation and I care not who makes its laws. HandelThe Messiah. Mendelssohn, Italian, Wagner. We
Walkilre, Schubert, The Erl King, Strauss, Sinf&ma
Domestica, Flotow, Martha.
Charade.—Jew’s-harp.
Rules for Constructing Well-known Inst81'
ments.—Violoncello, Viola.

BY ALFRED H. HAUSRATH.
Sister Anne.
My sister Anne
Gan pl-ay pian—
O like a muse,
If she but choose.
But sister Anne
Has caught her mam— •
He’s in the noose.
So what’s the use?
Our Curiosity Shop.
For sale, cheap: Instrument of torture, in good
condition; 7V« octaves, ivory keys, green case. Auto¬
matic. "Has performed in four flats. Musical tread¬
mill for sale: In good condition, externally, but
suffers a little from the wheeze, superinduced by a
violent attack of asthma.
Good little monkey organ for sale, cheap: Plays
expurgated edition of the “Kreutzer” Sonata in va¬
rious keys simultaneously.
Jew’s-harp for sale: Will fit any mouth, play
any tune, and is warranted to cure any case of
musicitis.
Old copy of Schubert album: Only a dozen pages
missing, and these in different parts of the volume.
The index is complete, however.
MS. copy of fugue in B-sharp minor: Subject
accidental, answer not given. Op. 1. Annonimus.
Mr. Hiersai: “I understand Shrieker and his wife
do not get on very harmoniously together.”
Mr. Noet: “Decidedly not. The air is full of twopart counterpoint. The other night as I passed their
home, 1 heard the most violent tonal fugue developed
from two different points of view; indeed, such an
invention as Bach never could have dreamed of in
one of his wildest nightmares.”
He Only Hummed.

m FORTHWESTERR MUSIC CO.. Suite 620-225 Dearborn St„ OHICASO. ILL.

Selected “Czerny” Studies

HUMORESQUES.

Hostess: “Don’t you sing, Mr. Binks? ”
Binks: “No—er—I—hum—er—”
Hostess: “Oh, I’m afraid you wouldn’t be heard in
this large room. Thanks, so much! ” (Terrible dis¬
appointment of Binks, who was simply dying to recite
“Tam o’ Shanter.”)—Punch.

When Marie Hall Plats.
Red is the sunset in the west,
A useful sign is this,
As busy mamma reads it now.
The indication is
That next day “certain sure” will be
(A good sign’s ne’er amiss—)
So fair that Celia dear may go
To hear t’English miss
Bring the ideallic music
Forth with naive sweet caress.
Find the name of a great pianist, one initial letter
from each line.—Helena Maguire.

MOONLIGHT, Reverie.
By Warrf.n Wainwright.
THf
A beautifui “hmber for Piano or Organ.
‘HE MERMAID,
.
By Aubrey Stauffer.
^«i°Je¥te for Piano; a Masterpiece of Melody. Three
strains ot pure, clean Music.
ULY and the rose.
By H. E. Engelman
A New Flower Song.
A new and extremely beat
•tyleof composition.
jp'P* GIRL, March and Two Step, B
martin.
Mei„Sraf,terslic March, highly pleasing Melody, full of
aetody and swing, with bugle calls.
are
above 25c postpaid. The above compositions
Le finest written in years. Address all orders to the
ampball Muaic pub CcKi 361S WaWh Ave.. Chicago
** menti°n THE ETUDE w
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ETUDE

The Doctor’s Voice.
At an entertainment given in .Scotland everybody
had contributed to the evening’s amusement except
a certain Dr. MacDonald, whom the chairman pressed
to sing. The doctor declared he could not give them
a song. “My voice,” he said, “is like the sound caused
by the act of rubbing a brick along the panels of a
or.
The company attributed this to the doctor s mod;y, and told him that good singers required a lot
pressing, so at last he remarked: “Well, if you
n stand it, I will sing.”
When he had finished there was a painful silence,
d then a voice spoke as follows: “Mon, your
min’* no UD to much, but your veracity’s just

Two Blowers.
This is a true story of a lady organist in a church
a New England State. On going into church one
orning she noticed that a new minister, a stranger,
as in the pulpit. Previous to this she had had conderable trouble because the blow boy would let the
ind out of the organ when she needed it most. So
ie wrote a note saying: “Blow, blow hard: blow all
,e time until I tell you to stop,” and, calling the
ow boy, gave it to him. The boy, supposing the note
as meant for the minister, without opening or read„ it carried it to the pulpit. The minister’s surdse and the organist’s confusion in consequence
ere about equal— Philadelphia Evening Telegraph.
In a London Music Hall.
A story is told of a certain London music hall
hich bore the unenviable reputation of possessing
jsolutely the worst band in existence. On a benefit
« “star” had promised to do a “turn” and m

the “star’s” time had arrived, instead of that eagerly
expected individual, the perspiring manager came be¬
fore the curtain holding a telegram in his hand.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” lie said, “I regret to have
to inform you that the ‘Great Gasser,’ cannot [stout
of hisses] possibly arrive for at least another quarter
of an hour [great applause]. In the meantime the
band will play you a selection.” * There was dead si
lence for a moment, and then a small boy in the gal¬
lery shrieked out: “Mr. Johnson!
Mr. Johnson!
Don’t let the band play, sir, we will be quiet, we will,
indeed, sir! ”—Birmingham Post.
From a Service List.
^ Chotr-masters have a habit of abbreviating the
titles of anthems; in connection with the composers
names, some rather peculiar and striking combina¬
tions are made. Witness the following:
Teach me 0, Rogers—I have more understanding
than, Dr. Croft—Come Holy, Attwood—If ye lovt.
Tallis—O taste and see, Goss—I said in my haste.
Blow—Let us break their, Handel (popular in Shef
field)—0 Lord, grant the king a long, Child—I will
wash, Hopkins—O give thanks, Aldrich—Out of the
deep, Aldrich! (poor Aldrich seems to have needed
much direction)—Behold now, Calkin—Sweet is Thy
mercy, Barnby—They have taken away my Lord,
Stainer—Come up, hither, Spolir!—If we believe, Goss
—Seek ye the Lord, Roberts.—Organist and Choir¬
master.
A Diplomat.
“I didn’t know you were in the choir. What’s youi
position there ? ”
“Neutral.”
“How do you mean ? ”
“I don’t side with either faction.”—Philadelphia
Ledger
“I sing up to G,” said Marie;
“I’ve often been told so, you see.
Whene’er I sing high
The folks who are nigh
Invariably murmur, ‘Oh, gee! ’ ”
—Kansas City Times.
Being asked the name of the world’s greatest com
poser, a smart university young man said: “Chloro-

FOOD AND STUDY.
A College Man’s Experience.

“All through my high school course and first year
in college,” writes an ambitious young man, “I strug¬
gled with my studies on a diet of greasy’, pasty foods,
being especially fond of cakes and fried things. My
system got into a state of general disorder and it was
difficult for me to apply myself to school work with
any degree of satisfaction. I tried different medi¬
cines and food preparations but did not seem able to
correct the difficulty.
“Thep my attention was called to Grape-Nuts food
and I sampled it. 1 had to do something, so I just
buckled down to a rigid observance of the directions
on the package, and in less than no time began to
feel better. In a few weeks my strength was restored,
my weight had increased, I had a clearer head and
felt better in every particular. My work was simply
sport to what it was formerly.
“My sister’s health was badly run down and she
had become so nervous that she could not attend to
her music. She went on Grape-Nui3 and had the
same remarkable experience that I had. Then my
brother, Frank, who is in the post office department at
Washington City and had been trying to do brainwork on greasy foods., cakes and all that, joined the
Grape-Nuts army. I showed him what it was and
could do and from a brokendown condition he has
developed into a hearty and efficient man.
“Besides these I could give account of numbers
of my fellow-students who have made visible improve¬
ment mentally and physically by the use of this
food.” Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.
There’s a reason. Read the little book, “The Road
to Wellville,” in pkgs.
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TEACHERS’ ROUND TABLE.
(Continued from page 122.)
who have had any experience in obviating the diffi.
culty suggested therein, send in the result of it for the
benefit of their fellow-teachers.
“I wish you would give me some advice in regard
to pupils who only take one lesson a week. I have a
class of fifteen pupils, the majority of them beginners, and none in advance of the third grade. The
greater number of them take only one lesson a week
I insist on two lessons, but my arguments fail. per!
haps you could suggest something that would be more
successful. This is a small place, quite musically in¬
clined, however, and the people financially able. Any
arguments you can suggest against the ‘once-a-week’
lesson plan will be very much appreciated.”
The following letter will be enjoyed, and it adds
as well, a word to what has been said in the fore¬
going:

The Cooke-Keller Combination Music Staff Ruler

instructive descriptive circulars, specimens of work, ei
WATCH
THE
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I certainly all that you claim for It. I therefore recommend it without hesitation.
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WILLIAM MASON.
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Then and Now.
Who of us, who began our musical studies in the
last quarter of the century just ended, does not
remember the music teacher of the small country
town who had studied in an Eastern conservatory
“with a German professor ? ” She had heard little
piano playing outside the conservatory classes, pos¬
sibly Marie Krebs and Gottschalk, and her favorite
piece was the “Marche de Nuit,” of the latter. She
had little idea of showing her pupils how to acquire
teclmic, but contented herself with classifying them
as follows: So-and-so “reads well” and another has
“execution,” as though they were heaven-bom gifts.
To such a teacher we brought instruction books from
which a former generation of our family had been
taught, and for pieces we went to our mother’s
music pile. Though she much preferred to use
Czerny’s etudes, she patiently watched our slap-dash
renderings of Henri Herz, Karl Merz, etc.; but, we
fancy she was more interested in those who could buy
the “etudes,” until some of us who plodded through
the old edition of Richardson or Bertini showed such
gratifying results that we were permitted to practice
her favorite composers.
Owing to the advance in musical journalism, such
a teacher is almost a thing of the past; but some
of file problems of that day belong to the present.
For instance, the present writer finds that the pupil
who early learns to read at sight has a tendency
to be content with a slap-dash style of performance,
while the one who picks out the notes slowly and even
painfully strikes them with a firmer, surer touch
when they are finally committed—in other words,
has acquired technic. The slap-dash pupil is lazy
and must be aroused from indolence, even if stinging
sarcasm be used, but the dull pupil can be encour¬
aged to work and an occasional trifle from one of the
lighter salon composers acts as a sauce to the heavier
diet.
Now for the second problem: those whose parents
declare they cannot afford new music. If it is a
matter of instruction books, most up-to-date public
libraries contain copies of Mason’s “Touch and Tech¬
nic,” or will add them if requested to do so, and
which may be taught to a great extent without a
book, Mathews’ “Graded Course,” and other graded
courses. Do not spurn the pile of music “mother
used to play”—or perhaps an older brother or sister;
you may find there just such a piece as you need, by
Gottschalk, Mills or Mason, or even by Chopin. The
writer of this note has sometimes been surprised at
what good material he has been able to find in this
way. Then, too, if, while working at desultory (?)
selections you talk to your pupils about the great
composers and their works, you may be able to
awaken an interest so that a strenuous effort may be
made to encourage in other directions, and to spend
more money on the musical life.—Harry Stewart.

As Eusebius saw a young music student at a re
hearsal diligently following Beethoven’s eighth syw
phony by means of a score in his hand, he said:
What a good musician that young fellow must be! ”
“That does not follow,” said Florestan. “A goo'1
musician is one who understands the music without
a score and the score without music. His eye doe»
not need the ear nor his ear the eye.”
That is an exacting demand,” commented Master
Raro, “but I commend your discrimination, Flores
tan.”—Schumann.

ROOT’S
Technic and
Art of Singing'
A Series of Educational Works in Singing
on Scientific Methods, for Use in Private
Instruction and in Classes

:

:

:

:

By FREDERIC W. ROOT
A work resulting from the author’s excep¬
tionally wide experience in Voice Culture in
Europe and America during a period of more
than thirty years. It is in form of a graded
coarse.
These works by Mr. Root constitute the only
system in print covering this ground.

I. Methodical Sight-Singing. Op. 21
Grade 1. The Beginning.50
Grade 2. Through the keys.50
Others to follow.
A method for the first and fundamental
requirements of music, including the Science
of Music Reading, so arranged that pupils
can practice alone; to be used in connection
with instrumental work as well as with
Lessons in Voice Culture.

II. Scales and Various Exercises.
for the Voice. Op. 27 - 60c
For High and Low Voice.
Designed to aid in mastering Modes,
Intervals, and Musical Phrase; in develop¬
ing the Voice and acquiring control of it for
finished execution.

III. Introductory Lessons in
Voice Culture. Op. 22 - $1.00
The book of the course which is intended
to prepare the pupil for any line of vocaliza¬
tion by giving control, item by item, of all
actions and concepts upon which vocaliza¬
tion is based.
Special exercises for each separate diffi¬
culty and practical directions for their use,
thus forming a valuable aid to the teacher
m the mechanical work of building the
voice.

IV.

Thirty-two Elementary Song
Studies

For high compass. Op. 24.50
For medium compass. Op. 25 .. .50
For lower compass. Op. 26.50
.These are along the lines of Sieber’s
vocal Studies, each is set to a neat poetic
verse, thus serving the uses of style and ex¬
pression after it has been practiced as an
exercise. They are designed to carry on in
more compact form the voice-building and
w iiUtlon WOfk of Introductory Lessons, as
veil as to take the earlier steps in style and
expression.
,

v. Twelve Analytical Studies.
Op. 20
$1.00
,.A.set, °f .easy, melodious and specific
t dfs m.middle compass (adapted to all
, ,aie v.01c^s)> designed to give compact,
lnt.eresting daily practice upon
cn«’rate Yowel sounds, the pitch and per¬
son of consonants enunciation.
PROPOSITION
vorjU * Punisher and the author invite all
spri.1 tefchers and singers to examine this
twn * °f w.orks> and therefore make these
™° Propositions.
SPErX-T^»?d the complete course ON INjnp-.j'TjN (that is, returnable) to anyone
any ortan’,L0sting,only the P°s'«ge in case
l ~aI1 the works are undesirable.
Worte *° send the complete series of six
moreVh* any one vo*ce (when published for
if racL an one) f°r introductory purposes,
P°stpaidaCCOmpanies the order’ f°r $2-00>

SfODORE PRESSER, Publisher
Che**nut Street

-

Philadelphia, Pa.

m'ntion THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

zlgTESAB Fraxcks “Beatitudes” have been given in Leipunwffdfnr1fbnw?h„.°,rc??8tra’
„Em11 this
Paur-season.
conductor, has
upwards
or forty out-of-town dates
People’s symphony concerts are given in
Alenna, seats, 8 cents, standing room, 4 cents.
„ .Tnn Institute of Musical Art, New York City, has re¬
ceived the gift of $oOOO to found a scholarship.
Hanoul’s house in London, No. 25 Brook Street, now
Bond Street, London, is now being turned into a shop.
e?,pee,ts to. have the last part of his
Festival’ Th Apost es’ ready for the next Birmingham
onRIC??I0N®, . Va-> Is t° have a Music Festival," April
will assist 1St and 2d- The Bostou Festival Orchestra
Mr. Edwin Beware, the English organist, has devised
a new pedal practicing instrument for the home use of
organ students.
The Conservatc
closed for an inl¬
and social troubles.
Mme. Essipoff has left St. Petersburg and will make

Breslau, Prague and Wiesbaden.
A London paper announces that Paderewski has re¬
covered sufficiently to arrange for another concert tour.
He plays in that city this summer.
According to the last report of the Cologne (Ger¬
many) Conservatory of Music, ten American students
were in attendance at that institution.
Recently the Milan (Italy) Conservatory held ex¬
aminations for admission, the education being free. For
113 vacancies there were 1007 applicants.
The Mozart opera series at Munich next summer will
be given in the first part of August, followed by a Wagner
series which will continue into September.
The Choral Society, of St. Louis, which has hitherto
followed a policy of exclusiveness in its concerts, recently
gave the first of a series of popular concerts.
A week before the date of a concert by Rosenthal, in
Vienna, during January, ail the seats over 2000 were
sold. Piano recitals must be popular in Kaiserstadt.
The Theodore Thomas Orchestra Association is carry¬
ing a debt of $330,000. There is a likelihood of a third
series of concerts to raise funds to reduce this indebted_ _ .’ twenty-five
=
.
. .... six weeks, oi March 4th.
She goes as far north as Montreal and as far west as
St. Louis.
Edward Grieg will conduct a concert of his own com¬
positions in London, May 17th, and on May 24th will
appear as pianist in a chamber concert devoted to his
own works.
Mischa Elman, the boy violinist, has been engaged to
play at the next Birmingham (Eng.), Music Festival, the
first time that a “'wonder-child” has been so honored.
A Leipzig critic, in commenting on G. W. Chadwick's
Symphony in F major, recently played in that city, calls
Mr. Chadwick “the most important living Anglo-American
composer.”
A Russian princess is said to have made a flattering
offer to the parents of Mischa Elman, the boy violinist,
to allow her to adopt the boy and bring him up outside
the Jewish faith.
The next Handel Festival will take place in the
Crystal Palace. London, at the end of June. The chorus
will number 3500, the orchestra 500. Dr. F. II. Cowen
will be conductor.
_
.
,
.
Mr IT Sutherland Edwards, London journalist ana
musical critic, died in January, aged 78. He was the
author of a number of valuable works on subjects conneTHB Trish *Lad<ies,raChoir, tweaty-slx voices, conducted
by Madame Cosslett-Heller, has made a concert tour of
the United States. Their specialty is the singing of Irish
” THi^United*StatesCommissioner of Indian Affairs has
appointed a supervisor of rsusic in the Indian schools and
advocates the preservation of the best and most charact<?'more'"half * ha 1 f^th e students who matriculated in
the Faculty of Music at Edinburgh University, this past
year were women. Frederic Niecks is the professor of
ml4CEInnnmbo^-SitSen°nin the New York Symphony 0^
eightMn1SflretbviffiiCirSeighteennle?oSndl,“’fourteen violas,
tWTHE wlnne, anin ‘tire ^“petition for the Glinka prizes
recently announced, were Scrifibine. Taneieff, Glii're,
Sokoloff. Wihtol, and Arensky. The judges were Rimsky^“ti^b “next* mceri'ng^of“uie M^sic Teachers’ Natlonal Asfioriation will bo at Oberlin, O., .Tune 26th-29th. Correspcmdence should be addressed to George H. Andrews,
0br'^^Tf"omV0oser0^IinE,'W. has wHtten music to
a Mcred drama by a minister of Brunswick, which intro¬
duces as one of the characters. Jesus Christ. It was
pr"“ ^r^G1\im:ER’s“newC^nu>slc drama. “Genesius.”
Is based on a theme from the persecutions of the Christfans In the time of Diocletian. The leitmotif principle
APRoros *0? WalK'o f the.death of the
““frepfrk’k'^Y. ^STix^^formeidyhassistant conductor
theThemiore Thomas Orchestra Chicago who has been
In charge of the organization this season, has been ap¬
pointed conductor for the next three years.
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The largest bos
Comique, during
Bohgine,” With ne&j iv
,
iue namec wi oe*,i
and "Cavallerla Rustlcana" follow closely, about $(>0 1<
In a contest instituted by the Salt Lake Tribune, fo:
the best musical setting of a State song contest, first
prize was awarded to Thomas Radcliffe, second prize t<
Arthur Shepherd, third prize to J. J. McClellan, all of
Salt Lake City.
An English brass band known by the strange title.
“Besses o Th’ Barn” Band, which has won more that
50,000 in contests in England, is to visit the United
tates the coming summer. This band has won much
praise for its playing in France.
The German musician is as thrifty and enterprising
as the proverbial Yankee and as keen in looking up i
chance for business. An English exchange says loir
hundred German bandsmen came to England in Deeembe*
to play as Waits in the streets of the principal cities
George Lb Brunn, an English composer of songs ii
the light popular style, died recently at the age of 4.''
He was a rapid worker and on one occasion wrote th*
melody of a song with a complete set of band parts ii
twelve minutes. His favorite works were Beethoven*
sonatas.
Josef Lhevinnb, the Russian pianist, now in this
country, whose home is in Moscow, was in the midst or
the rioting section and it was only by the most strenuous
efforts and considerable trouble that he was able to ge:
away to come to the United States to fill his concert en
gagements.
The Mendelssohn Stipend for composers was awardee
this year to a woman, Elisabeth Kuyjjer. The stipeud to:
executive artists went to a woman violinist, Helene Fercb
land. As there was a considerable accumulation of in
come, grants were made to a number of worthy students
singers, violinists and pianists.
An interesting book on Beethoven, entitled, “Bes
thoven and His Portraits,” was published in Vienna
lately, by Dr. Frimmel. a well-known writer on art sub
jects. He has carefully examined the various existing
portraits, busts and statues of the great “master. Thbook is in the German language.

t

__ _is associated with th*
..._..a
great
revival work.
invites persons who have Id
cidents of interest to send a report to him at 148 Soutt
Oxford Street, Brooklyn, -N. Y.
A new bust of Beethoven, by the Russian sculptoi
Aronson, has been added to the Beethoven Museum, Bonn
in the house in which the composer was born. Th*
artist studied thoroughly all known likenesses of Bee
thoven, as well as pea pictures, and the bust contain*
his reproduction of the Beethoven personality.
In a concert of “old music” given in New York City
recently, by Frank's Orchestra, an interesting number
was “Peasants’ Symphonie,” by Mozart, a parody on a
village orchestra's playing. It calls for two violins, viola
’cello, double bass and two horns. The music is grotesque
with an absurd use of the conventional melodic ane
rhythmic figures of the time, wrong notes by players
confusion of passages, discords and exaggerations.
Felix Weingartner. the noted composer-conductor, ti
commenting on American orchestras, attributes their great
success to the fact that they are cosmopolitan in per
sonnel. whereas European orchestras, excepting possibb
those in England, are largely national. He thinks Frenci
players the most skilful in the wood-wind, the Germans
in the brass. The American orchestra conductors seel
the best players available without regard to nationality
Fritz Spindler, the veteran teacher and composer
died December 27th. He was born November 24, 1817
at Wnrzbach, and was musically educated in Dessau. Ir
1841, he removed to Dresden, iu which city he resided
until he reached the age of eighty, when he retired froir
active work, and made his home in the country. A gen
eration ago his light, graceful parlor compositions were
very popular, and som-e are in high esteem even today
He also wrote music in a more serious, higher style,
which, however, did not gain much vogue.
COFFEE vs. COLLEGE.
Student Had to Give Up Coffee.
Some .people are apparently immune to coffee
poisoning—if you are not, Nature will tell you sc
in the ailments she sends as warnings. And when you
get a warning, heed it or you get hurt, sure. A
young college student writes from New York:
“I had been told frequently that coffee was in
jurious to me, and if I had not been told, the almosi
constant headaches with which I began to suffer afte?
using it for several years, the state of lethargii
mentality which gradually came upon me to hinder
me in my studies, the general lassitude and indisposi
tion to any sort of effort which possessed me, ought
to have been sufficient warning. But I disregardec
them till my physician told me a few months ago that
I must give up coffee or quit college. I could hesitate
no longer, and at once abandoned coffee.
“On the advice of a friend I began to drink Postun
Food Coffee, ard rejoice to tell you -that with th«
drug of coffee removed and the healthful propertiet
of Postum in its place I was soon relieved of al.
my ailments. The headaches and nervousness disap
peared entirely, strength came hack to me. and mj
complexion which had been very, very bad, clearec
up beautifully. Better than all, my mental facultie*
were toned up, and became more vigorous than evei
and I now feel that no course of study would bt
too difficult for me.” Name given by Postum Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
There’s a reason. Read the lit*’- book, “The Road
to Wellville,” in pkgs.
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REVIEW OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

BY CHRISTIAN PALMER.
CHOPIN: AS REVEALED BY EXTRACTS RRm,
HIS DIARY.
By Count Stanislas Tarnolk
Translated by Natalie Janotha.
Imported h'
Charles Scribner’s Sons. $1.00, net.
•
An interesting contribution to the Chopin life
ture, the aim being to show the side of the c-~

THE DEEPER SOURCES OF THE BEAUTY AVn
EXPRESSION OF MUSIC. By Joseph Godard
Imported by Charles Scribner’s Sons. $1.25, net
A new work on musical esthetics, by an English
writer. The author investigates the subjeet from the
philosophic as well as the scientific side, seeking
definite principles upon which to base’ musical
esthetics. Some of the chapters are: “The Seeming
Anomally Between the Human Origin of Music ana
its Elevated Beauty,” “Contrast in Scenic Effect and
in Music,” “The Source of those Distinct Suggestions
of the General World which are Fundamental to the
Musical Sensation,” “Tonality,” “Darwin’s Hypoth¬
esis of Musical Expression,” “The Tendency ol
Music to Grow Old.” It is, as the above topics indi
cate, a work for the thoughtful musician on a sub¬
jeet the literature of which is quite scanty.
ESSAYS IN APPLICATION. By Henry Van Dyke.
Charles Scribner’s Sons. $1.50, net.
A volume of essays on subjects of vital interest
to everyone who is working in the cause of education
and for good citizenship. The musician should keep
in touch with the great movements of the day, as dis¬
cussed in the writings of the best men of the day.
We recommend this volume to all our readers as one
of value, as well as fascination, from the reading point
of view. Some of the essays are: “Is the World
Growing Better ? ” “The Heritage of American Ideals,”
“The Flood of Books,” “Books, Literature and the
People,” “The Creative Ideal of Education.” “The
School of Life.” (See also page 114.)
EDVARD GRIEG. By Henry T. Finck. John Lane
Co. $1.00, net.
A new volume of the series, “Living Masters of
Music,” by the eminent musical critic of the Evening
Post, of New York City. A book of the utmost im¬
portance to all music lovers, since it is the only
biographical sketch of the great Norwegian composer.
Up to the present time there has been no work in
English or German to which the student of Grieg’s
.music could go for information regarding his life,
personality and works, as the composer has uniformly
refused requests for autobiographical sketches. Few
of his letters have been made public, so that but
little has been known as to the real man and his life.
Much of the material in the book is based on the
extensive correspondence of Grieg and his friends.
Mr. Finck says explicitly that it is a “delusion that
Grieg did little more than transplant to his garden
the wild flowers of Norwegian folk-music; for, as
a matter of fact, ninety-five hundredths of his music
is absolutely and in every detail his own.” The
book deserves a place in every musician’s library as
the only complete study of the life and work of one
of the great figures of modern music.
BRAHMS. By J. Lawrence Erb. E. P. Dutton & Co.
$1.25.
A new number of the “Master Musicians’ ” series,
of which eleven volumes are now before the public.
The last year has witnessed an unusual stir in the
literary world in regard to Brahms, several works
having appeared in Europe, in German and in Eng¬
lish. Mr. Erb’s book is not a large one, less than
two hundred pages, yet is very complete withal in
its conciseness and gives a clear picture of a com
manding figure in the music of the last half of the
19th century. We recommend it to musicians to'
public and private libraries and to musical clubs.
THE MECHANICS OF PIANO PLAYING. By Al
bert G. Carmienche. C. F. Sumviy Co.
The author’s object is to help students to the ac¬
quisition of the right technic, to obtain it with the
least expenditure of time and energy, and to make 1
an obedient servant of the musical consciousness,
eflort and attention are concentrated u]K>n those e e‘
ments of technic which are vitally and fundament# J
important. We commend the book to our w*®
as a carefully thought out plan for technical «
velopment.
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MUSIC AND EDUCATION.

vrMCTLY speaking, music cannot be called a means
/education because art is not a means, but an end
1 itself- Therefore, we should not say that the
* fa 8hould study music in order to make his
Location more complete, but that he should be
'ducated in order that he may pro-fit from the study
a) music. In other words: Education is rather a
reparation for art than art for education. Art is
fpriceless possession, an intellectual treasure to be
shared by all.
So far as music is concerned, it should not be al¬
lowed to decay; the masterworks of our great com¬
posers should not lie lifeless in their scores. We
must, therefore, have those who can keep them fresh
ind vital; that is, those who are gifted in playing
tod singing. Through such artists the torch is handed
to those coming after, and younger talents are thus
kindled into creative activity. On this account we
must sec to it that the young and rising generation
have the ability to play the suites, preludes, and
fugues of Bach and Handel; the sonatas and sym¬
phonies of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven; to sing
the choruses and airs of the masters from Palestrina
to Mendelssohn and Schubert. All this, however, will
be of but little moment if the pupil fail to grow in
intellectual stature and to realize his responsibility
as a living link in the great chain of universal culIf it is, as the Scripture tells us, the concern of
parental love to give good gifts to children, a musical
education is surely one of these gifts—and by no
means the least.
It is true that one may have his musical capacity
developed to a high degree without rising above a
distinctly inferior moral and intellectual plane. It
is just as true that one can be a prodigy of learning
and still be narrow-minded, or even contemptible from
1 moral point of view. Whoever confines the learner
to music alone and neglects other essentials of a gen¬
eral education acts foolishly, and even wickedly. The
mind requires varied pabulum. Music, however, in
the scheme of a well-balanced education has the
right to demand a place of equal importance with
icience in general.
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